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Preface

This annotated bibliography of basic tools of access for the study of the uncommonly-
taught languages is a revision of A Provisional Survey of_Materials for the Study of the
NtglectedLa_ which the Center for Applied Linguistics published-ITI-1.79Z9.. All modern
languages except standard English, French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish have in
principle been included whenever adequate materials for studying them could be located.

The present edition was comPiled in responSe to a consensus reached at the Kittamaqundi
Conference en the' Uncommonly-Taught _Languages convened by the U.S. Office of Education in

Columbia,-Maryland September 29 - October 2, 1974;* Area specialists participating in the
conference felt that the quantity of materials published' in all areas since the appearance
of the 1969 survey warranted a complete update of that edition.

The current survey is being published in eight faseicles, utilizing the aame arrange-
ment of languages and language groups as thc earlier one within the following divisions
Western Europe/Pidgins and Creoles (European-based); Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union;
The Middle East and North Africa; South Asia; Eastern Asig; Sub-Saharan,Africa; Southeast
Asia and the Pacific; North, Central and South America.

,The priMary emphasis continues to be 011 materials designed for use by the adult
learner whose native language is English, although some materials of interest mainly to
the teacher,,the specialist and/or the textbook writer have been incorporated. Under

grammars, texts have been added which require knowledge of-medern linguistic terminology.

Books in print and available cotmercially are included, as. well as these out of print,
forthcoming or of limited accessibility. On the other hand, some of the publications of
limited accessibility appearing in the 1969 survey have been dropped, especiallY when they
have been sUperseded by later publications which are more readily available.

In the case of languages for which there appear to be no adequate or:recent texts in
English, entries include older books, technical studies, and books in foreign languages.
For languages not appearing in_the former survey, both recent works and Older textbooks
have been included,to givea-tore,comprehensive overView of information available. Pre-

190 bilingual dictionaries are listed when they apparently constitute the sole or major
source for the language4 or whenthey have appeared as reprints.

,

The:present surVey is:the result of:contributions from manyindividuals. ,Dr. David

DeCamp, the Center'S Associate Director fon international Programs and Professor of Lin-
' guistics, English and Education at the University of Texas, served as project director

until June 30, 1976, at which time Dr. Anthony Robson assumed this responsibility as head

of the Center's'International Programs.,

Generous assistance was given by our colleagues at the Center, especially Begay .

*Papers presented at this conference were,published by the Center fOr Applied Linguistics
(Material Devolo- ent Needs in the_ Unco 1 --u ht Lang11!.ges: Priorities for the

Seventies,, 1975),
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Atkinson, Publications Director, and Diane Bartosh of the publications staff; Alice Eppink,
Librarian; and members of the staff of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics..
We also wish to express our gratitude to those scholars who reviewed -our' preliminary draft
and made manY valuable suggestions Their names are listed in the appropriate fascicles.
Thanks are also due the Library of Congress, including many.staff members in the specialized
reference sections-of the Library. The Library allowed us access to its stacks, which
great1Tfacilitated our work.

Our very special thanks go to Wilma ChaR_, Jean Lewis and Sonia Kundert, who _yped
the manuscript for publication.

At the end of each fascicle we are providing our readers with a -form which we hone
they will use to send us information about published or forthcoming basic tools of access
which have not come to our attention and which may be included in a later editien of this
collection.

Dora E:',Johnson.
Birgit A. Blass
Stephen R. Cahir .

William W. Gage
William'F. Hanks
Eliabeth Kimmell
Dorothy Rapp

iv

August 1976



Introduction

Some of th languages which appeared in the provisional edition of this survey (1969)
under the Middle East section -- e.g., Armenian, Azerbaijani, Laz, and Ossetic -- have
been transferred in the present edition to the fascicle dealing with Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union. This shift has been made because speakers of these languages previously
concentrated in the Middle East have been increasingly dispersed thrOughout the world, and

.the only speakers still clu tered in sizable groups reside chiefly within the borders of
the Soviet Union.

Alth _.gh some consideration was given to placing Baluchi and Pashto in the South Asia
fascicle, the traditional approach has been folloWed, and these two languages cohtinue to
appear in this volume.

Because many Arabic boOks have been reprinted during the'last five years, reprints af
.older standard grammars and dictionaries in Classical Arabic, as well as those in Egyptian
and Mcidern Standard Arabic, have been included in the present...edition.

This fasciele also reflects the growing interest in ,Berber languages although this
est 'has resulted more in scholarly studies than in basic tools ofaccess.

An excellent recent bibliography on Arabic languages and linguist _

Bakallah, M H. -Bibliographyof Arabic Linguistics. London England: Mansell,

1975=

Tnformation on bibliographic,sources -not included in th:is volume may be found in
Troike, Rudolph C- and Crawford Feagin Stone, Bibliogra hv of Bibliograllies of the lan-
guages of the_ World. Araingtonc VA: Center for Applied Linguisties (forthcoming).

Under each_language heading, the Items -re arranged a.. follows:

Teaching Materials (basic, intermediate, and advanced_courses, audio-visual
courses, radio recordings, character texts, and introductions to the writing
system). Information about intermediate and advanced mattals is, in general,
given when.such materials are members of a series which contains a basic course.

Readers (general lite gry, history, social science, folklore newspaper and

-chool readers

Grammars (reference grammars, linguistic grammars, and partial descriptions).

Dictionaries (comprehensive, concise and student dictionaries and

Annotations are descriptive, rather than critical, and follow a condensed format.
Wherever possible, each entry cOntains the following bibli6raphical information: author

title, place of publication, publisher, date, an0 pagination. Reprints have been noted,

and accompanying tapes and records listed where known. Materials available through the

ERIC Documentation Service are also included.

Thereader should note that unless otherwise indicated:
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1. Textbooks a e for use with an instructor.

Textbooks are designed .for the adult Englis_ speaker.

3. Standard or generally accepted dialects are used.

4. Standa'rd orthography is utilized throughout.

5 Descriptive information about pronunciation is provided when skill emphwAs
indicates pronunciation drills

6. Vocabulary lists are not noted if there is a cumulative glossary at the end of
the bOok._

7. Dictionarie axe intended.for the speaker of English.

Abbreviations appearing in braakets after the annotations identify,materials produced'
Under U.S.. Government auspices or by the American Council of Learned Societies.

Preliminary lists of a number of the languages were submitted to consultants for -7-

yeview, and their recommendations have for the most part been indorporated dnto the survey.
The aonsultants'were:- Ernest N. McCarUs -- Kurdish; Alam Miran -- Pashto; MohaMmad A.
Jazayery -- Persian; Ernest T. Abdel-Massih -- Arabic and Berber; and Gene Schramm
Hebrew.,

The files and preliminary diafts for this fascicle were preapred by Stephen Gahir,

William Hanks,'and Birgit Blass.. Annotations and editing were done by Dora Johnson and

Elizabeth Kimmel'. William Gage served as 'advisor and source of information.
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The MddIe E st Nor h Africa

Turkic

TURKISH tion. Appended are military terms, index of suffixes,
and a key to exercises.

TEACHING MATERIALS

Bainbridge, Margaret H, Turkish elementary read-
grammar. London, England: University of London,
School of Oriental and African Studies, 1074.

Mardin, Yusuf. Collequial __rkisti.. Dondon, Engl d:

and. Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966. x, 288 pp.
May be use4 for *selinstruetionna: purposes. De-

signed to give speech ahd reading practice. May be
covered in approximately 100 hours. In the 36 lessons,
grammar is explained in traditional terms and illus-
trated in sentences, brief dialogues and narratives.
There are respon-ae', transformation, trarislation, com-
pletion, and sentence con*ruction drills, A section-
on pronunciation and- a brief reference grammar are also
included. Three testa contain- drills. Appended are a .

Rey to exercises and tests, and a Turkish-Englibh glos-
sary.

McQuown, Norman-A, and Sadi Koylan. Spoken Turkish,
Books I & II. Ithaca, NY: Spoken Language Services,
.1971. 2 vols. Records; cassettes. [Reprint of 1944- -

Holt ed.] =CM 104 116/117 Resume- only]
May be used for self--instructienal-purpenes. Gram-

mar is explained in structural terms and illustrated- --
in basicaentences.with buildups.and model conversa-
tions which serve as a haSe for structured conversa-
tions outlined in English. There are pronunciation,
translation, multiple choice, completion, and respionse
drilla and. exercises. Turkish material is in the Stan--
(lard orthography accompanied by a transcription in -'

Lessons 1-12. Appendices include a key to the exer
cises.(Vol. I).

,Razim, Louis. Introduction A l'Stude rati-ue de la
1,1arallaz. Paris, France: Librairic d'Am6rique
et d'Orient, A. Maisonneuve, 1968. 204 pP.

Structural-reference grammar, Phonology, morphol-
ogyand.a brief chapter on syntax. Grammar index,

Kdstem. N. Turkish language Material. Ausin, TX:
University of Texas, Peace Corps Training Center, 1967.
5 vols.

Designed to_give speech practice. Lessonsilcontain
several brief dialogues and numerous grammar drills.
Some early lessons include pronunciation drills. -No _

notes on pronunciation or grammar. Vol. III includes.
sunplementary material - a verb-list, grammar summary,
brief articles, and some crossword puzzles. Vol. IV
contains collected vocabulary iists. Vol. V contains
reading selections, each with vocabulary list and
comprehension questions. [PC]

Kreider,'Herman If: Essentials or Modern Turkish.
Ankara, Turkey: Amerikan NegriYati Btirosu, 1959. xii,

328 pp. [1st pet'. 'n 1945: First lessons in Modern
, Turkish.]

Designed togiv, ..peech and reading practice. In

-the 42.1esdons, Turkish material is in,the standard
orthography, with alternative forms Of spelling pre- ,

sented. Grammar is explained in traditional terms and
illuStrated in unrelated sentendes. There are comple-
tion, translation, and:parsing drills. From Lesson 20,
unedited works.of contemporary 'Turkish authors are
presented,. Pronunciation information provided. In

Losson 2, emphasis is on vowel harmony,'in -Lesson 3 on
consonant gradation. Appended are a key to exercises,
a.bibliography, and Turkish-English, English-Turkish
glossaries.,

Lewis, C.L. Teach yourself Turkisn. London, England:
English Universities Press, 1959. 175 pp. [Reprint
of 1953 ed.]

Designed to give speech, reading, and writing prac-
tice. Sixteen lessons, each containing three sections:
.grammar notes, awocabulary list, and translation. .

exercises. Grammar is explained in traditional terms
and.illustrated in numerous examples. The introduction
contains an outline of the phonology and a discussion
of vowel:harmony, changes in consonants, and punctua-.

Pekmezian, Naomd et al. FSI One Hundred-hour Course.:
Turkish. Ankara, Turkey: Foreign Service Institute,
American Embassy, 1966. ix, 347 pp.

Designed to give speech and reading practice. -In

the 20 lessons, grammar is explained imcstructural
terms and illustrated in dialogues witiv buildups and
narratives. There are pronunciation, repetition, com-
prehension, response, and transformation drills and ,

exercises. Appended are supplementary vocabulary and
a Turkish-English glossary. UST]

Reno, Zeynep T. Turkish: An Audio-Lingual Course_wIth
_CW-17(4AZed-Tapes. Brattleboro, VT: Experiment in
International Living, 1968. 156 pp. _Tapes. .

May be used in an intepsive program; and for self-,. .

inspructional purposes. Designed to'give speech, read-,
ing, and some 'iting practice. In the 10 units gram-
mar is explained in structural terms.and illustrated
in dialogues with buildups and narratives which a'erve
so the basis for structured conversations. There are
pronunciation, repetition, gubstitution,'replacement,
response, expansion, recombination: comprehension,.
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transformation, and translation drills and exercises. .

,

Swift, Lloyd B. aad Selman Agrali. 'Turkishipasic Course
Washington DC: Foreign Service anstitute, Dept. of
State, 196Z-68. 2 vols. [Vol. I reprinted 19723
[Vol. I, ED 013 451; V01. II, ED 024 050 MF only3

Designed to give speech and reading pradtice.. In
the 50 units, grammar is explained in structural terms
and'illuatrated in dialogues, with buildups, and nar
ratives which serve as the base for comprehension prac:-
tice and strUctured conversation...4here are pronunci-
atiOn, response, substitution, exuanaion, and trans-
formation drills and exereises. Vecabulary limited
to 475 items in Vol. I and expanded to 2,000 it'e'ffig in.

Vo1. II. Tranacription occasionally utilized.An.
early lessons, diacritics,indicate stress, intonation,
and juncture. The dialect is that of educated urban
Turks. 'Turkish-English glossaries. (See also Agrali,
et al. Turkish Basic Course: A Graded Readeri
ENDEOFSI]

, Thomas, Lewit V. Elementary Turkish. ReV. and ed. by
Norman ItzkoWits. Cambridge, MA: qlarvard University
Press, 1967. ,x';.187 pp. Tapes.

May be used.for selffinstructiohal purposes. De-
signed to -Titztr. speebh practice. In the 23 lessons,
grammar is eXpiaincd'in traditional terms and illus-
trated 'in unrel'ated_sentences. There Are repetition

.:and translation drills. Standard -Turkish is repro,
' Sented. Appended-are a key to exercises, and a Turkish-,
English glossary.

Turkish Basle Uourse. -Monterey,DA: Defense Language
Institute, 1964-W.T.. 14. vols. Tapes.' [ED 034 196 MF
only]

Designed to' give speech, reading, and riting pr
tiee. , In the 112 lessonunits, there ard dialogtes
with translations', cartoon guides, syllabic transcrip-,

' tion and standard Turkish orthography, recombination
dialogues, readings, questions, and block drills. An

, introduction to-phonology and pronunciation drills. '

:MEI]

:eks [Course]. Mohterey, CA.: Defense
Language-Institute, 1965.--, 7 vols. Tapes. CED'024 9371

Fiftv-five units confaining dialogues, and-pattern
drills with grammatical ndtes. Also included are per-
ception, question and'answer, recombination, and situa-.
tion drills. Vol. 7 is cartoon drills for Units 1-13.
Introduction to,the language situation. Cumulative !

vocabulary 'with notes. [DLI3

Latife-, Selim Budak and Ayse Budak: Turkish
Laaggaga. Portland, OR: Turkey Training Project, '

Portland State College, 1965. -4 vols. Supplement:
Turkish BanguagE_Vocahulary. 24 pp.:

Designed to give speech and reading Practice'. Each,,..;.

voluMe contains ten lessons. Drammar is explained in
-structural.terms a.nd illustrated in dialogues and nar-':
ratives which serye a0.6 base for conversation about
-qituatiOns from real life. .There are response, comple- -

ticin, translation, sentence construction, parsing, and
transformntion drills. Ne, pronunciation infOrmation
eXcept for discussiona'Of Vowel harmony. [PM ,

%
Un, izzet Hamit. A New Direct and Combined Method Tor

. the Stud of the Turkish of Today. ...5th ed. Istanbul,
Turkey: Ofiven Basimevi, 1971. 126 pp. [Translation'
-of Mfthode directe et combintie )our'1'6tude de la lungae

THE MIDDLE gAsT & NORTH AF ICA

TY1.79-Pe;].
Designed to give reading practice. In the 16 les-

sOns, vocabulary is introduced!in listsand illustrated
in questions and answers, narratives, proverbs,.and
peems= Grammatical explanaions are in traditional
terms. The introduction containW.a list -of sounds and
their English,equivalents Appended are a list of ,
foreign- words' frequently used in Turkiatf;-an&TUrkish-
English and English-Turkish glossarieb.

READERS

Agrall Selman N. et.al., comps. Turkish Basic Course:
Graded Reader. 'Washington, DC: Foreign Service Insti-
tute, Dept. of State, 1970. iv, 312 TT. [ED 041 267
MF only]'

This volume is the third and last or the EST Basic
Turkish Coursi. Unedited selections in order of ascend-
ing difficulty are taken.from history, geography, reli-
gion, proverbial, prose-and.poetry literature, reviews,
and political writing. Designed to expand the student's
',v0abulary. Vocabularyi a few notes, and comprehension!.-
questione accomPany each selection. Extensive illus-
trations intended to provide classroom discussiorv,'

-TUrkish-EngliSh glossary. CFSI/NDEA1

Basez, Ilhan. Turkish folklore reader. (Uralke and
-Altaic Series, Vol. 120) Bloomington, IN: Indiana
Univereity and The Hague, Netherlands: Mouton & Co,
1971. xi:;153 pp.,

PresuppOdes a course in Turkish grammar. Selections
are arrangeTin ascending order of difficulty. Also
contains two texts from modern literary Turkish. Prov-
erns, riddles, maledictions and benedictions are trans-
lated, -Grammatical notes. Turkish-English glossary.
Selected folklore bibliography. [MMA]

eUtel, Richard F. Csmanisch-türkishe Clirestomathi
.1.Porta linguarum orientalium. Neue Serie, 7 Wies-
baden, W. Germany: O. Harrassowitz, 1965:-
284 pp.

Seventy-five brief reading selections inDttoman
script. -Extensive notes. Turkish-German vocabulary.%
Entries also in phonemic transcription.

N6meth, J. Turkish Reader_fgE_BgLITILL.-- Mi.-from the.
Gerumm by T. Halasi-Kun. (Publications in Near and
Middle East Studies, -Columbia University, Series B2
The Hague, Netherlands: Mouton & Co., 1966; 71 Op.

To be used with the author's Turkish Grammar. Anno-
tated texts in Arabic and romanized scripts. Exercises,
Turkish-Englisii,vocabulary.

Spies. Otto. Turkisehe Chrente iteais moderner Li
ratur. 2nd ed. Wiesbaden. W..Gerffiany:. O. Rarrassowitz;,-
1968. vi, 97 pp.

Dedigned to introduce
,ing and literature. Bri
ish-German glossary.

c student to styles of writ- .

sIT'ections with hetes: Turk-

Tletze,. Andreas. Advanced Turkish Reader: Texts from
the bocial Sciences and Related Fields. (Uralic'and -
Altaic Series, Vol. 118) Bloomington, IN: Indiana,
University, 1973. xiv, 215.pp.

igned to give practice in reading modern schol-
arly prose and assistance in understanding those texts.
HeCent styles are emphasized. Chronologically arranged
by.;:the birthdate of the authors. :Many articles are
Urldged and explanatory 'footnotes arc added. Syntec-

,
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THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

icalannotations to difficult passages. Section on
those grammatical features which need explanation.
Okrzetteer and biographical dictionary. Glossary.

,.[NDEA]

Turkish Literary Reader. (Uralic and Altaic
Series Vol. 22) BloOminglon', IN: Indiana University,
1963. viii, 275 pp. TED 016 204 Resum6 only]

'An intermediate reader designed for self-instruction.
lhe readings illustrate modern Turkish prose and (top.7
ically arranged) poetry, accompanied by vocabulary
andcultural notes'. Each reading is preceded by an
outline of the.contents. Appendices Contain explana-
tions of infrequent grammatical phenemena occurring
in thg,texts culture notes, Tormulas, andAi Turkish
English glossary. [NDEA/ACLS]

,

Turkish Reader. Menterey, CA: Defense Language Insti-
tute; 1970. 294 pp. [MI]

Wtttek, Paul. Turkish. 2nd rev. ed. (Modern language
readera) London, Thgland: Lund Humphries, 1956. xiii,

, 134 pp. [1st pub. 1945]
Intended for intermediate Or adVanced students. 'The

excerpts, taken from modern literature, are accompanied
by a vocabulary list and by grammatiCal and cultural
nOtes..

GRAMMARS

Akmut, Abdulhafiz: A rammer of modern Turkish: with
exercises and their solntions., Lahore,Pakistan:
Panjab University Presa, 1959-60.0 2 vols.

A pedagogical grammar, traditionaljn approach.
There are conjugation and translation exercises. Vol.

deals with the simple Moods and the tenses orthe
atiVe Mood. Vol. II treats compound moods and parti-
ciples.: Appendicea include key to exercises, extracts
frpm TurkiSh literature, and a Turkish-English word
list.

Deny,-Jean. 'Grammairp 4e la len ue tur ne (dialec
osma011). (Bibliothque de 1"2co1e des langues orien7
tales vivantes). Wiesbaden, W. Germany: Dr. Martin

SEndig OHO, 1971. xxk, 1218 pp. [Reprint of 1921
Paris A.]

Comprehensive traditional reference grammar. Wor-
Mation at times dated, but still considered a gord gram-

flair. Turkish material presented in Ottoman script und
in tr nscription.

Jansky, Herbert E.J. LehrbUch der tarkischen Sprache.
7th rev. ed. Wiesbaden, W. Germany: 0..Harrassowitz,
1970. xii, 243

NA pedagogical grammar with illustrative StITilenceP
add vocabulary list. _Grammar index. .

. -
Lewis, Gdoffrey L. Turkish Grammar. Oxford, England:
The Clarendon Press, 1967, xxiv, 303 pp.

A descriptive grammar of modern Written Turkish.
Traditiomil in approach but utilizing modern liriguistic
principles. Deals with grammatical categories of nouns,
verbs, adverrbs, word-formation, and qualifiers.
Included also are chapters on punctuation and sentence
analysis. Numerous examples with translations (often
literal) follow items described, occasionally in para-
digms and lists. Index. Bibliography.

a

N6meth, J. Turkish Grammar. (Publications in Near

and Middle Beat Studies, Columbia:University, Series, B1)
The Hague, Netherlands4 Mouton' g Co.; 1962. 111 pp.
[Translated from the German]

Deals.with Ottoman: Turkish.

Swift, Lloyd B. A RefoPence Grammar of Modern_Turkish.
(Uralic and Altaic Series, Vol. 19) ,Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University, 1963. ,v, 278 pp. [ED '016 205

ResuM6 only]
' A linguiStie'grammar, intended for the specialist. .

and intermediate student. The six chapters deal with7_7,/,4,_ _

phonemics, morphophonemics, word-formation (formal
classes of words), nominal and'predicate inflection,
and syntax (fUnctional classes). NumerouS.examples
with translations, follow items described. Appendik
inoludes analyaes Of sample aentenCes, and four dia- 1,
grams (irr pocket) illustrate topic-comment,and phras'eI'
structures. ,Etensive cross-referencing, Analysis
is.based on thg speech of the eduCated Turkishspeakdr.
Index, ENDEA/ACLSJ

Underhill, Robert. Turkish Grammar. -Cambridge, MA:

MIT Press, 'forthcoming 1976. -

Pedagogical grammar containing lessons onrthe baSic
ammatleal structures of Turkish, .Exereises=

DICTIONARIES'

Alderson, Anthony,D. 'and Fahirlz. the Concise' Oxford

Turkish Dictiona rkistr-En-lish and En lieh-Turk-

ish New York, NY: Oxford Univeraity'/Press', 1974.

xii, 807 pp. [Reprint Of 1959 ed.].
Intended for the speakers Of both languages. In

the Turkish-English section, the Turkish entrier -_e
followed by diacritics indicating length and stress;
Loanwords from English arid French whick are not easily
recognized are included. _Compounds and,idiOms are
listed.undgr the main Word.' The passive causative
and reciprocal forms of'the verbs are giVen where -

deemed necessary. In the English-TUrkish sectiOn,
entries are'also in the Turkish alphabet. 'Diacritics
indicate stress. Both sectidna include ilidstrative
phrases and sentences.

ArIkan, Neemettin= Telgffiizlu ve bol 8rnekli 50:000
kelimelik_yeni ingilizce-TUrkge_s8Siiik. Istanbul,

turkey:, Rafet Zaimier Kitabevi, 1972. 1248 pp.
English-tUrkish dictionary, intended for the student

.ef Turkish. Includes synonyms and antonyms. Parts of
speech, levels of usage, grammatical information and
illustrative phrases provided.

Fahrettin, Iskender. NeW
York, NY: Frederick Ungar, 1954. 6914 pp.

A concise dictiondry intended for the spgakers of
both languages. Entries include parts of speech and
some illustrative phraSeS.

Hony, H.C. and Fahir iz. A Turkish-En dish Dictionary.
.2nd ed. Oxford, England: Clarendon Press, 1957. xi,

419 pp.
Assumes f iliarity with the basic elementa of Turk-

ish grammar. The approximately 10,000 entries include
levels of usage and etymology, explanations, illustra-
tive senCehees and Some grammatical information. Com-
pound words are listed under the main words. The TUrk-
ish material is followed'by diacritics,indicating
vowel length and stress.
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tz, Fahir'andJ1--.40. Hony. An English-TUrkish Dictionary.
New York, NY: Oxford.University Press, 1968. x,

510 pp; ,EReprint gf'1955 ed.1
-A comprehensive.dictionary primarily ihtended for

the speaker of Turkish. Covers the standard colloquial
language. The English entries, dn the standard orthog
raphy and in transcription,.include everyday idioMs
and phrases.

Kornrumpf; Hans-J. La 'cheidt's Universal Dietiona_
Turkish-English- EnglishTurkish..: 4th ed. New York,

Barnes and Noble:, 1961:- 407:PP,,

Pocket format. Includes_appendix of abbreviations,
phrases, and numbers. =.

MOran, Ahmet V. TUrk,e-I n-ilizce sazliLk. A TUrkish-
English dictionary., Istanbul, Turkey:' Knit ve Basrm
Isleri A. Oirketi for the Turkish ministry of Public
'Instruction, 1971. xv, 1368 pp= [1st pub. 1945]

, :A comprehensive dictionary, with,indiCation'ef par_
of speech and: status (obsolete, rare, medical: etc.)
Ot words, and appendiX of "new Turkish:words Used in
the text of the Constitutien".- -

Pinar, ,Reha. ingilizce-Ttirkce s8z1tik.'' Istanbul,

TUrkey: Remzi, Kitabevi, 1972. '557 PP.
Intended for the.speaker of TurKish= Pocket format.

Partsof ape% and levels of udage:.indicated.

Ttirkep4agilisce s8zitik.,' Istanbul Turkey:
Remzi, Kitably6', 1973. .448.pp.

Intended f4r2the -speaker of Turkiih. Pocket format.
Entries include levels of usageand grammatical infor-:.
ration. Appended is a table of!.coOngations.

Redhouse, JaMes Wilijams. New Redhouse Turkish-English
Dictionary. Istanbul, Turkey:Amerikan Bord Wesriyat,
Dairesi, 1974. xxxii, 1292 ppi [Reprint of 1890 ed.:]'

[ED 034 193 Resum8 only, 1968 ed.]
A comprehensive dictionary intended primarily for

,the'English speaker. All vocabulary in usp during the'
' last two eenturies is-inciuded, arranged in ne alpha-
betical order, Entries are-aiso in' the Arabic script.
!Irregular stress patterns arelindieated by diaeritics.

:,Entries include compOunds,- derivatives, abbreviations
4nddcating levels of usage and semantic area,- and
411uStrative phrases and sent'ences: If there is apy
ambiguity about aim inflected iform,the inflected form
is abbreviated in superscript. For verbs, the aorist
is: indicated. Cross-referenees. 4

. 'Revised Redhouse Dictionary: English-Turkish.
Ed. by J.K. Birge et al. 2nd ed. I Istanbul, Turkey:
AMertkan Berd Negriyat Dairesi, 1969. xxit, 1214 pp.
[Reprint of 1953 t;:d..] LED 034 192 Reaum-e7 OnlyJ

,Comprehensive'dictionary intended for the speakers
of:.;pech-languages. Approximately/65,000 entries in
thOstb=ndard orthcgraphy modifiedito indicate syllable
division and in transCription include technical terms,
geographical.eames and abbreviatiOnsEntries also
include parts' of speech, levels 0 usage,'etymological
informatiOn, and illuStrative phaSes. Bibliography.

I

.Sa.k, -fti_bioljzeo_'cie_slizik. 1st ed. .Istanbul,

Turkey: Salt Ingilizse Ogretimi XayrniarL 1971. 920 pp
Intended for the speaker of TUrkish. Entries include

parts of speech, levela of usage!, and illastratiVe
phrases and sentences. Peickpt fbrmat.

I
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Steuerwald,-Karl. Deutsch-tarkisches Wdrterbuch =
manda-Tarkee_s8zifik. Wiesbaden, W. Germany: O..

Barrassowitz, 1974; ix, 669 PP.

kisch-deutsches Wörterbuch. Tiirkge-almanca
s5zlilk. Wiesbaden, W.,Germany: O. Tarrassowitz,-1972.
xii, 1057 pp.

Thompson, H.M. -New Turkiih-En liSh Dictionary.. __
York, NYi Frederick Ungar, 1965= 573 pp., [Reprint
of 1954 ed.]

POcket format. Parts of speech'indicated. One to
three-word definitions:.'

TuglacT, Pars. Bilylik Tiirkee-I ngtlizee s8z1lik. (Pars
Yayinlari NO= 5) IStanbul, Turkey: Author, 1966.
948 pp= 'V

Omprehensive dictionary intended for the speaker
of Turkish. Entries include p s of speech,' levels
of uSage and, occaSionally, ilustrative sentences.

eSimli In ilizce e_ ez1Uk. (An English
Turkish illustrated die one. Pars YayThlarI No: 4)
Istanbul, TUrkey: Sermet Matbaasi, 1966= 573 PP.

Intended for the speaker or Turkish; Approximate_
.4o,000 entries, which incIudefparts 9f speech, levels
of-usage, and iIlusirative idioms and phrases

Irani n

BALUGHI

TEACHING MATERIALS

Bnrker, Muhammad Abd-al-Rahman and Aqil Khan Mengal
A Course in Baluchi, Montreal, Canada: McGill Univer-
sity, Institute of Islamic Studies;1969 2.vols
Tapes, -[EG 034 992/993 Resum6 only]

. 'May be used for self-instructionaa:purposes. De-
signed to give speech andOillaapg practice. In the
20 units of Voa. I, gram* is' Atroduced in dialogues.

'and basip sentences,, and exPlained in structural terms.
There are suhstitution, transformation, and response
drillS and exercises.' Emphasia is on the kakshani,
dialect. ,In UnitS 21-30 of Vol. II, the Arabic script
as employed for BalUchi is istrodooad, followed by
graded readings of prose and poetry, with.transiations
and some notes. Vol. II also includes a recapitulation.
of material in Vol= I with grammatical and lexical
drills. Appended are a aaluchi-English glossary and
an English-Baluchi finder list Grammar index. ENDEA3

Dames; M. Longworth. A Textbook of the Balochi Ian-
storiest_legends,

poems and Balochi-English vocabulary, Trans by
Jamiat Rai and R.E. Diwan. Lahore, Pakistan: Printed
by the Superintendent, Govt. Print.,-Pudjab, 1922.

GRAMMARS

Elfenbein, Josef H. The Baluchi Lan a A ,Dialec-
tology with Texta. (Royal Asiatic Socie y Monographs
Vol. 27) London, England: Luzac and Co.,
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Wpp.
A general goMparative study on the six major dia-

lects Of Baluchi, and their aubdialects. The criteria
used in analysia are phonology, morphology, syntax and
lexicon. Brief outlines of each dialect with aOme
examples are Provided. Samplea 0f texts with transla-
tiOns, and notes compose the last twO chapters of the

. book.' Phanemic transcription used throughout. Short

Baludhi-English glosSary. Mapb.

Frolpva, V.A. Beludiskij jazyk. (Yaziki zarubeinogo
vostoka I afriki) Moscow, USSR: Izdatel'stvo vosto6-
nojiliteratury, 1960. 68 pp.

Intended as an introduction to Baluchi. Deals with
phonologr and morphology. Map. Bibliography=

Gilbertson, G.W. The,Baluchi Lan age: A Grammar and
Manual. Hertford, England: S, Auetin and,Sons, 1923.
xvd,312 pp.

A pedagogical reference-grammari traditional in
_

approach%; 'Deals with parts of apeech. Brief chapter
on sydtax= Numerous examples follow items-deecribeth
*ended is an extensive list of:unrelated sentences
And texts with translations. Roman transeription treed

A

throUghout.

Leech,' R. "Grammar of the BaIochkyq,anguage." , Journal

tOf the Royal Asiatic Society of Beagal (1938).
c

iMorgenstierne, G. "Neu-iranische Sprachen." Handbueh
'der' Orientalistik. 1, Abt. 4,,Bd. 1 Abschni

1967. [Heprint.of 1958.ed.]*
Phonetics, morphology (esseatial eharacteris c

trait's), distribution, bibliegraphy.
,

DICTIONARIES-

Elfenbein, Josef H. 4. Vocabulary_of Marw Baluchi
(Quaderni della Sezione Linguistica Degli Annali, 2)
Naples, Italy: Istituto Universitario.'Orientale di
Napoli, 1963. 107 pp.

Contains all the wordA:Ipccurring in theIPublished.
Mary texts, with citat196 4nd line= ;Very common words
are-identified. Baluchi-EnglisA vocAulary and English
Baluchi index.-

:Gilbertson, George W., :LIglish-Balochi Colloquial Dic-I

tionary. Hertford, England: S. Austin and Sons, 1925
2 vols=

A comprehensiVe dictionary= The Baluchi glosses
are in transliteratiOn, Etymological and comparative
information also provided. Illustrative, sentences.

Mayer, Thomas John Lee. En lish-Biluchi Dictiona
%Lahore, Pak4stan: ,-Sheikh Mubarak Ali, 1975. G PP=
EReprint-mof 1909 ed.]

Baluchi equiValents are in Roman transcription. I

Parts of speech.indicated.

TEACHING MATERIALS

5

and a dictionary. Part I contains an outline of the
phonolegY and eight contrastive drills On conSonants
In Part II, dialogues'with buildups serve as a-base
for structured converSation. There are substitution, .

responee, word-fOrmation,:translation, and transforma:-.
tion drille. Grammar.is explained in structural terme.-
,Kurdieh material is in transcriptioh until Part III
Where the standard Arabid orthography iS introduCed.
The first:lesson in Part III containS all previously
,introduced'dialoguea in the standard orthography=
Cultural notes inCluded. Grammar index= [MBA]

Bedir-Khan, N. NVisa min mon livre cour- e
ide la langue kurde. Pari , France, 1965.,

READERS '

Abdulla, Jamal Jalal and Ernest N. McCarus. eds. Kur-

dish Readers. Ann Arbor, MT: UniVersity of Michigan

Press, 1967. 3.vols. EED 013 441/442/4.43 ResuM6 only] .

This series Of readers assumes Mastery 9f KUrdish
_aic Course, Vol. I, NewsPaperKurdish cOntains 28

reading selections, Vol. II, Kurdish Essays' 12 selec-
tions, and Vol. IIIKurdish Short Stories six reading
selections. Xwariety of atyles,,Vocabulary, and
orthographic conventions are illustrat'ed. All material
i$ ungraded and unedited. Some ofthe More difficult
paasages are translated.- Kurdish material is,in the
(Arabic) Kurdish,script throughout, in the vecabulary
lists and-selections 1-15 of Vol. I, supplemented' by
transcription. The vocabulary iteMaare insluaed in
the Kurdish-English Dictionary, by McCarus. he selec-'
titans in Vol. I include repetition, multiple substitu-
tions; completion, response, transformation, aad compre-
hension drills, and a prOverb. Bibliography in each
;volume. ENDEA]

=

Blau, Joyce. KurdisbiKurmandji modern texts, Intro-
duction 'selection, apd -019ssary, (Iranische TeXte)
'Wiesbaden, W. Germany:;- O. Harrassowitz, 196§i 63 pp.

GRAMTMARS

Bakaev,'Cherkes Khudoevich. Jazyk Kurdov SSSR. Moscow,

USSR: Nauka,

Bedir-Khan, Celadet and Roger Lescot. Grammniire kurdei
(dialecte kurmandji).' Paria, France: Librairie
d'Amerique et d'Orient, 1970. x, 372 pp.

Expanded version ot Bedir-Kan's work (Damascug',
1937). Reference grammari trLlitionaltstructural,in
approach. Deals with the alphabet and phOnolOgy, mor-
phology (parte of speech and conjugatiOns),'and elements
of'syntaX. Also included are brief samples of modern .

texts, poetry, and a ballad, Index.

.Bedi -Khan, Kamu anA1T. Laague kurde. Fars, France,
1993. '[D.P.]

KURDISH Zmang Inader la lanL ematernelle

Abdulla, Jamal Jalal and Ernest N. McCarus. Ku

, Basic Course: Dialect of Sulaimahia,.__Iraq. Ann Ar o_
University of Michigan Press, 1967% viii, 482

Tapen. [ED 013 439 Resum6 only]
Designed to give-speech andreading practice.

-/ neries by the-name authora which includes re

al habet et
ectures kurdes. Paris, France, 1965.

_ _

P

Bedir, Paul. GraMmaire kurde. Paris, Franc
Orientale P. Geuthner, 1926. 77 pp.

Brier grammatical sketch in traditional terms.
erbs used'as examplea. Also includes narrations
accompanied by translations in Frenchy Romanized tran-'
scription used throughout.._ Chapter on.poetry. Kurdishc
'French glossary.

brairie

Prov-
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Possum., Ludwig 0, A Practical Kurdish Gremmar,- Minne-
apolis, MN: Augsburg Publishing House, A919. 279 pp.

Fuad, Kemal. Kurdische Handschriften. (Verzeichnis
der orientalischen Handschriften in :Deutschland, Bd. 30
Wiesbaden, W. Germany: F. Steiner, 1970. iv, 158 pp.

Mackenzie, David N. Kurdish Dialect Studies. (London
Oriental Series, 9 la.10) LOndon, England: fOxfOrd

University.Fress, 1961762. avols=
Attempts to cover most 0f the dialects of Kurdish;

t deals primarily with those,of Sulaimaniya, Arbil and
Mosul. Vol. I cOntains grammatical sketch. Vol. II
consists of a collectiOn of texts (with tranalations).

McCarus, Ernest N. A Kurdish grammar; descriptive-
analysis of the Kurdish of Sulaimani a Ira . (TTOgram
:ieOriental Languages, Publications Series_B7.Aids- .

10) New York, NY: American, COuncil of Learned
/ Societies, 1958. xi,'138 pp.

A descriptive grammar, intendeA for 7.!le specialist.
Structural,im approach, :Centaineen'introduction to
Kurdish, previous *Orris, and discussibeen the Ortho-,
graphic System Of the language. Other chapters deal
with phonology, morpholOgy, Word formation and syntax.
Exarbles witn translations follow items described. The
appendix includes two texts given in-(Arabic)'Kurdish
script, phonemic transcription and literal and approx-
imate translations. Kurdish-English gloSsary. Analysis
is hased onAhe speech-of males. Phonemic transcription
used throughout= Biblic.zraphy. Map-, EACLS1

_ 1

Soane; Ely B. Grammax.cflneBUrmanji or Kurdish Lan-
,ET1EL, London,,England: Luzac and Co., 1913.

.

-DICTIONARIES

Anter,- Musa= KiirdeeTtirkre Ferhenga:Khure- '
.Tirki. Istanbul, Turkey: Yeni Matbaa, 1967. 174 pp.

Kurdish-Turkish dictionary. APproximately 11,000
entries. On the whole One to two-word definitions.

Bakaev, Cherkes Khudoevich,-comp. Kurdsko-russkij
slovar'. Bd. hy Iosif.A. Orbeli. Moscow, USSR:
Akademija nauk SSSR, 1957.618 pp.

Entries are listed in Cyrillic. Parts of speech,
- grammatical information, and levels of usage indicated. -

Blau, Joyce= Kurdish-French-En lish
(Correspondence d'Orient, no. 9) BrusselsvBelgium:
Bruxelles Centre,du Monde Musulman Dontemnorain,:1965.
xvii, 263 pp.

Farizov; I.O. Russko-kurdskij 'slover'= Moscow, USSR:
Gosudarstyennee Izdatel'stvo Inostrannyx i'Nacional'nyx.
01ovarej, 1957. 781 pp.

A comprehensive dictionary intended for the speaker
el Russian. The' Kurdish used is the northern (Kurmandn)
dialect, with material taken mainly from texts and news-.
papers. The 30,000 entries are arranged alphabetically,
-4th homothones listed separately. Illustrative sen-
tences, stylistie notes aruiscope nOtes are given where
relevant. The introduction contains a brief sketp Of
the structure of:the dictionary-. Thc . orthographused
iS the modified Homan script, which is mainly used in
foreign Kurdish publicatiehs.

Kurdoe K.K. 'KurdSko-russkij slovar . MDFCOW, U'SRE
Akadem ja nauk SSSR, 1960. 890

THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

McCarue, Ernest N. A Kurdish-En lish dictionar : dia-
lect_ of Suiaimania Iraq.. Ann Arbor, MI: Uniyersity
of Michigan,:1967, x, 194 pp. .C.ED 013 438HRnsume only1'

Approximately 3500 entries predominantly reflect the
literary language.. The Kurdisn meterial is given in
Kurdish script as encountered in the original source
follOwed by a phonemic transcription, an English gloss, .

and occasional illustrative sentences. The arrangement
throughout is.alphabetical by the phOnemic tranecrip-
tion. Thetranscription provides grammatical informa-
tion, e.g. the relative order of elements. (See Niird-

-p

ish_Readere by J.J. Abdulle and E.N. McCarun=) ENDEA1 I

Wahby, Mang and C.J. Edmonds= , A Kurdish-English
'Dictionary, Oxford, England: Clarendon Press, 1966.
xi, 179 pp. CED 029 287 Resum6 °alp '

Approximately8000 en*ies. Pdeto4v sneech and the
etymology of loanwords indicated. tive senten-
ces. Homographs appear as separate entries.

PASHTO

TEACHIND MATERIALS .

Chavarria-Aguillar, Oscar Luis. =Pashto Basic_Course.
Prelim. ed. Ann Arbor, MI: Dept. of,Near Eastern
Studies, University'of Michigan,- 1962. 200 vp...L.

[ED 014. 717 Resum6 wily]
For Use with a native informant andJi lingUistically

trained instrUctor. This manual ferms an integral:
course together with PaShtolastruCter's Handbook A

Short Introduction to the Writin- S-stem of Pashto,
and Herbert Penzl's A Reader Of Pashte. Designed to
give speech practice. In tPe 1-4-Unit5 gramMer is,
illubtrated in basio sentenees and in drills. Units 19-
14 contain supplementary reaAings instead of drills.
Pashto material is in transcription. .The dialect of'
this manual is'that spoken in Eastern.Afghanistap.
Vocabulary'list in each lesson, _Nerb Charts. -The ,

Handbook.is for the exclusive use of the teacher.
CNDS.A1,,,

. A Short Introduction to the Writin S stem of
Pashto. Ann Arb Dept. of Near,Eastern Studies,!
University of Michigan, 1962= 22 pp. "[ED 014 719
Resurif:6 only] -.

The introduction lists the independent -forms of the
letters of the Pashto alphahet with an indication-of 1

the'corresponding Pashto phonemes. The relatienship 1

between the symbols,'in their various,shapes, and the I

phonemes is treated in more detail in the folloWing
sections, All Pashto mater:ial is written in the Pashto
script and in transcription. ENDEA3

Crenshaw, Kathleen A. et al. Introduction to. Pushto. ;

Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnehota Peace Corps 1

Training Center; n.d. v, 206 pp. Tape.
. Introductory'text in spoken Pashto (Peshayar4dia-

'lect), designed for use in the classroom. Arfoieningl
uhit treats pronunciation, includes articulatorY. I

description and drills. Eight lesson units follOw', I

each containing basic sentences illustrating a pditic-
ular structure, a dialogue'(with build-ups), grammar
explanation, drills', and supPlementary vocabulary and
..1c:u1 expressions. 'The Pashto material is presented:
in ohonemic transcription.' [PC]

Enevoldsen, Jens. An'Introduction to Paknto. Copen-
hagen, Denmark: Dansio Pathan Mosier's, 1968. 133 pp.
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Designed to give spe ch, reading, and:writing.prac-

. tiee.. In the 39 lessons, dialogues with baildups serve
as the base for structured conversation. Included are
proverbs, peems,and stories. Lessons 1-3 are exercises
in pronunciation.. Transcription also used throughout=
.0atlines of phonetics, and grammar in traditional termt.
."Verb list., .

Khalig, Abdul, Qazi. illt.-sons to learn Pushto
with,fluency & accuracy. :Peshawar, Pakistan.: FeroLsons

for the author, 1973- 194 pp.
Designed to give speech, reading, and writing

tice, Brief grammatical..notes accompany dialogues with

buildups. There are variationi substitution, repeti-
tion,-and transletiOn exercises; Transcriptitin else:

used throughout. Appended are reading selections and
exercises.

Roos-Keppel, G. and Qa Abdul Ghani Khan, assisted by
Sahibzadakhdul Qayum. A Manual of Pushta. London,

'England: H. Milfold, Oxford University Press, 1943.
xii, 310 pp; List pub. 19013

Pedagogical grammar, designed'alsb to give reading .

andWriting practice. Part I contains a concise gram-
mar la traditional terMs. Deals with the Pashto alpha-
'bet and the-parts Of speech= Part II cOntains 3.0 les-

sons with examples and.reading and trantiatiOn exercises=
Part III is colloquial sentences With_translatiens.
Appendices in pocket alst includecoMpare'tive tables
of Pashto. verbs.',

=READERS

Dorn, Boris A. A-chrestomathy of-the Pushtil or Afghan
to which is_sub'oined a lossary, in Afghan

.and English. . London, England: 'E.J. Brill-, 1973. xvi,

620 pp. EReprint of the 1847 St. Petersburgh
Contains extensive texts, all in Perso-Aralic script.

No note's. , In the Pashto-English glossary entries are
also in Homan transcription. Levels of usage; refer-.

ences to texts. Parts of speech frequently indicated.

dents, and those wishing to' enter the military serviCe..
Part I,'grammar; Fart II, prose composition; Fart III,"
examination papers of the Lower and Higher Standard:
Examinations; Part IV,.idioms and proverbs; Part V,
classified vocabulary, legal and' police terms, Afridi
1.(Labulary and tribes, Ore.izai, Khattak and Waziri
words, Naziri tribes,

Lorimer, David L.R. Pashtg. P3rt It ynt_stx of col-

12921:31 Fashtu with cha ters on the Persian and_Indian
elements in .1.11smoderip, London, England: The

Clarendon Press, 1915. xx, 377 PP.
Traditional refere:Ice grammar. Includes English-

Pashto index, and Pashto-English index and vocabulary.
Transcription used throughout.

Lorimer, John Gordon. Grammar and vocabula
Pashto, Calcutta, Ind: Of a r of the Superintendant

of Government Printing,.1902. '355 pp.
Grammatical sketch. . Pashto-English vocabulary.

Entries include parts-of speech and levela ofnsage.
English index tmthe vocabulary. One text with inter-,
linear translation, and a discussion of.leading Waziri
characteris ics..

an, . "Major problems of.Dari speakers in
- -r

mastering PR 1-rto,morphology." M.A. Thesis, University
of Texas at Austin, 1969. iv, 68 pp,

,
Included are descriptions,of Pashto nd Dari (Afghan-

- .

Persian) phan6logy and morpholoa.

1

Penzl, Herpert. A Reader of Pashto.'- Ann.Arbor, MI;
Udiversity of Miehigan Press, 1965. 2714 'pp. [u.,015

451 Hesum6 only]
May be used for pelf-Instructional purposes and

designed/to provide-graded reading, end some writing
practice/. Intended for intermediate students. The

25.unita include 32 selections_illustrating a variety
of written styles. The Pnshtolmaterial is.also in

transcription. , Notes on grammar, orthography, and
dialectalyariation Lessons 1-12 include response,
parsing, translation, completion, and sentence con-
struction drills as well as exercises intended to
encourage.an acquisition of-an active command of the

. Pashto script.-. Three dialects, Eastern, Kandahar, and

.
PeshaWar, are represented. References are made to
author's A Grammar of Pashto. Appended is a section
on the transcription, a grammaticasummary, and a
Pashto word index. IDEA]

GRAMMARS

Khan, Sahimullah,
Pe4hawar, Pakistan': Faqir

,EPrts I & II reprinted by
Peshawarc-1966. ,viii, 339

Pedagegical stammer iilt

Modern_Pushtp_Instract_r
Chand Marwah, 1938-13.
University Book Agency,

PP.
Ivo for h) gh Cchnal stu,

18

Some lin istic difficultieS faein Da:i steak-
ens learning Pashto. -lbccasional-:peper, no. 7 New

York, NY: The Asia (.:ciety, Afghanistan Council, J974=

vii 29 -p13
Includes outlines of.PashtMand Dari.(Afghan-fersian)

phonologies

Pence, James Monroe. -"A Ttgmemlc Grammar of Pashtma
Clause c'tructure." ,Ph.W Diss University of Michilaa
1967

Penzi,"Herbert. A._Grammarof Pashto: A Dese

Study of the Dialect of. Kandahar A o-

gram in Oriental Languages, Publications SerIes B-Aids-
No. 2) Washington,'DC: Afterican 'Council of Learned

Societieso 1955. .

A descriptive grammar, intended for the specialiat.
Structural in approach. Chapter I is a general.intro-
ductiOn to the.. language, its history, orthography and
dialects.peais with phonoldgy, morphology,and gen-
eral syntax. Sample texts with interliwar translations
and notes are included 'in:Chapter IX; Chapter X is a

Pashto-English glossary. ExaMplet are included with
the' discussion' and description. Some illustrative

tables. Phonemic transcriptidn used throughout. ,Name

fl.nd subject indices., EACLSJ

Shafeev, D.A. A Short Grwnmattcal Outline of Pashto.
Trans.,and ed. by Herbert H. Paper. (Indiana University
Reseai-dh Center in Anthropology,-Folklore, and Linguis-
tics, PUblAcation 33) -BloomingtIN:'-Indiana-Uni-
versity, 1964. x, 89 pp. [ED 017 895 Resum6 only]

qntended for the specialist. In three parts;
Bricf,section on the sound system and writing System
of the language, morpholOgy, and basic information on
syntax. Examples are given in Homan transcriptibn
(with translationa)'. Appendices'include .Arabic-ele-
ments. Sn Pashto, a list of the most common verbs, and



conjugation tables of verbs. The dialeet described is
that of the western group (Kandahar). Bibliography,'
INDEA1

DICTIONARIES

.A.slanov, Matiros G. and Nikolai Aleksandrovich.
Af aneko-russkij. Moscow, USSR: Sovetskaja
-ciklopedija, 1966.9g4 PP.

Bellew,lienry W. A Dictioncry of the Pukkhto or
Pukshto Language. 2nd ed,_. Lahore, Pakistan: Rai
Sahib M. Gulab Sengh And Sons, 1901. xi, 355 pp..

,A-two7way dictionary. Entries include parts of
speech, levels:of usage,, and grammatical information.
Tranacription alSo Used throughout.

Gilbertson, George Waters. The Pakkhto Idiom: A Dio7_
tkinilLt. Hertford, England: S. Austin-and Scins, 1932.
2 vols.

A comprehensive dictionary.- The-Nashto glosses are
supplemented by-a transliteration. Illustrative sen-
rencea.

Raverty, Henry G. A Pictionary 0f the PulciPushto_,,
si-_Le..2:210Af-hi with remarks on-Original-
ity of the language, and.ith affinity to other oriental
languages, etc., etc. London, England: Williams and
-Norgate and Calcutta, India: W.-Nevman and Co.. 1867.
[1st pub. -186co
.Pashto-English dictionary.. , Entries- include parts

of speech, levels of usage,-and cress-references.
Transcription also used throughout.

Zudin, P.S. Kratki A ansko-ruask sloVar'.. 'Moscow,
USSR: Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel'stvo Inostrannyx
Nacional' n;:-,...SlovareJ 1950. 568 'PP.

-Intended for'the speaker of Russian. Parts of
speech and occaaionally levels of usage indicated.
Entries also listed ip Gyrillic

Ruszko-af anski slovar!. Moscow, USS_
Gosudaratypoé Izdatel'stVo Tnostrannyx 1Nacional'ny
Slovarej, 1955. 1176pp.

PERSIAN"

:TEACHING MATERIALS

Baahiri, Iraj. Pe ___ an: 70 Unit' Minneapolis,
Manor HoUsh, 1975, '3 vols.

Designed to give Speech, readipt, and writing' pracr
tice of modern standard Persian designed to
teach the, Caloquial form as sPoken in Tehrnn. In the
20 units grammar iS explained.in structural terms, and
illustrated,in basid, sentences and dialogues which
Serve as the base fOr.structured conversation and read-
ing paspages. There are pronunciation, repetition.,
substitUtion and transformation exercises and drills.
Phonemic transcription Used. In addition there are
mine_LLuits_on_phonol.ogical_prsableithexplanations
and drills, six units oiroiriting, four units 0n reading
(transcription alse-prOvided), ,and an appendix, on the
erbal system. Vol. II contains 10 More units of col-

loquial'lessons.. The other 40.1essons,contain graded
passages:in Persian scriOt. The:latter selections are
culturally oriented. consists of Peraian-
Entlia.h,English-Persianglessaries, a cultural lexicon,
idioms and appendices on punctuation, handwriting and

1 _
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. Persian for Beginners.. (Bibliotheca IslamiCa
Middle Easterh Languages and Linguistics.l.) Minnea-
polls, MN: The Author, 1972. ix, 222 pp. CO.P.J

Designed to give speech, reading and writing prac-
tice. In the 16 units, grammar is explained in struc-
tural notes, and illustrated in-dialogues and texts.
There are completion, substitution, transformation,
translation, and writing drills and exercises. Appen-
dices include sections on phonology, script, punctua-
tion, and some notes on culture. Persian-English
glossary with separate section for verbs.

H-illmann, Michael C. et al. Elementary Modern Persian
44.1.211. Rev, interim ed. Tehran, Iran: Afferican
Peace Corps, 1974. vi 348 pp. [New and rev. ed.

\feitbooming]
Iqsigned to give speech, reading and writing,practice

of the:_c011oquial spoken and written language. The:29
units ii-1,41,1-ude an extensive,introduetion to the Persian
alphabetAd writing system,with exer6ises. Thereafter
lesions are organized into groups of.conversation units,
grammatical explanations in structural terms, and texts
designed to give reading-and vocabulary practice. Texts
have notes. Vocabulary included in lessons. Transcrip-
tion else used in earlier.lessons; Index to converia-
tion 'units. (-8ee also author's A Persian-Reader, 1973.)
[PC]

Jamshidipur, Yusuf and A. Shakibapour.- Learn Persian
'thout Brud e A Self-T2s.uliagLp_ook_for:the Use

Foreiers. Tehran, Iran: Foroughi, n.d- 225 pp.
.Tventy lessons with readings, brief grammatical

explanations, useful words And eXpressions. Appended rf
are useful facts about Iran.

JazaYetY.. Mohammad A. Elementary Lessons in Per:elan:
With an Introduction on Foreign Languagt LearningAh7d
Teaching. Interim ed. Austin, TX: University Codb-','-='

erative Society, 1968. xlix, 139 PP=
.

Designed to give speech riractice.- In the 50 lessons,
-grammar iS illustrated in dialogues without buildups.5=-
-"There.are substitution and completion drills .The
Persian Material is in transcription with stress and
intonation indicated by diacritics.

Larudee, Faze. Reading Persian:. A Programmed CourSse--
ed on the Structure of Written Persian. Ann Arbor,

PU: Campus Publisher, 1964. x,-243 pp.
Primarily designed-fer students'with semester of

spoken Persian although the book may be used by begiril,-
ning students. r3esigned to give reading practice. The
features'of the Persian orthographyl-are introduced
thro9gh-a transcription and arranged according to their
distribUtion.. The functions,of the letters ate ex-1
plained. There nre drilla in reading.worda, unrelated:-
sentenceS, dialogues-, and narratives, some (4,-whieh
are accompanied. by Vocabulary lists. EleArdn multiple
choice tests are designed to determine thestudent's...
sbityag_rgspgnizg_thAJettr_sr_thP=Alphabut_w_ith_.
respect tO the sounds they. represent. Appended are a
key to the tests and a Peraian-English glossary.-

Mace, John Teach Yourself Modern Persian. .1,ondon,

England: lEnglish Universities Preas,l962, viii.
264 ppe

Designed to give:speech, reading., and writing prac-
In t e 27 lessons; Persian material is ill the
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standard orthography which is introduced in Lessons 1-11
with numerous reading and writing exercises. A trans-
literation is given for the, first appearance of every
word, phrase, or sentence. In the remaining units
there aro response, substitution, and transformation
drflls. Narratives are to be translated. into PWrsian
and English. Grammar is extensively explained in
structural terms. Key to exercises. Persian-English,
EngliSh-Persian glossariee.

MahmOudi, Jalil. Readihg and-Writing Persian. Salt

Lake City, UT: University of Utah, 1967. vi, 101 pp
Designed to give speaking, reading, writing prac-

tice. May be used fOr self-instructional purpose's.
Deals'with the letters of the alphabet, their phonetic
values, the reading and writing of individual letters
as well as their articulatior into words. Appendices,'

include cognates, persian numerals, the old arrangement
of the alphabet with its numerical values (the "Abjad"
Reckoning), and the Iranian calendar. Persian script
and Roman transcription used throughout.

,Moayyed Sharazi, J. Today'e Persian jfor foreign stu-

dentsi Book I (Eas Persian),. Shiraz, Iran: Pahlarvi
.

University, 19Y2.. [Book II forthcoming]
Uses Persi:,,, script throughout.with the vowels

'indicated. ,

Pourhadi EPurhAdiT, Ibrahim. A PrograMmed PerSian
Course. Rev. ed. Washingten, DC: Author, 1959.
2 vole. Tapes.

May-be used for self-instructional purposes. De-,

signed to giVe speech, reading and writing practice.
In the 103 lessons, grammar is briefly explained in
structural terMs and illustrated in sentences, dia.=
logues, and narratives. AThere are pronunciation,' coM
pletipn, transiation,,comprehension, and cOMposition
drills and exercises.-Vocabalary is introduced in.
lists. - Persian script used throughoUt.

Sotoodeh, Manouchehr [Sutildah, ManOchihr]. ,Persian_

1'1 En lish S eakin-- Ivo-le. Tehran, Iran:. University
of Tehran, 1965. 2 vols. j

1

Stilo, Donald L. and Jerome W, Clinten.
written modern'Persian an eleMentar-tex
& II. Los Angeles, CA: Printed by Multi-Copy for The
Authors,:1972-75. 2 vols.

Vol. I contains dialogues, grammatical notes and
drills. Vol. II is a Persian-English.gloseary. Tran-
scription and Persian-script used throughoUt.

Sharon IL. Stilo And Mehdi Marashi. Intrpductory
slan, Austin, TX-:. University of Texas -Reace 'Corps

For use in an intenSive course and designedto give
e'Obolensky, Serge, Kambiz Yazdan Panah and Fereidoun Khaje speech practice. In th 30 basic lessons, grammar is

illustrated in dialogues, which serve as a base'for
Nouri. Persian Basic Course: Units 1-12. Ithaca, NY:

structured conversation, and in drills. Occasional
Spoken Langnage.Services, 1973. 404 pr7., Cassettes.

[Reprint of 1963 Washington DC ed.] UM-053_6-28] lessons with'pronuneiation information and drills, le
,

Neagil,141-fron-s wa-th-grammae-informatidn and -examples, artd-Tdviel
.lessons. The Persian material is in transcription.'to_give''' speech and reading praCtice. In the 12 lessons

,_.6ammar is illustrated in basic sentences and narratives Persian-English glossary. [PC]

abd explained in structUral terma. There are substitu-
Zangi, Tkli. A basic course in oker i _Books' 1-4.

iion, completion, and response drills, Pronunciation
.inTormation and drills in Lesdons One and Two. The lan- Tehran, Iran; The Author, 1970. 4 vols. (Available

guage of.this manual represente: everyday- from the Iran-American Friendship Society.)speeeh. Dif7
Designed to give-speech practice. Lessons includeférences betWeen formal and informal,sP6Ware discussed

dialogues, grnipar notes; and vocabularies. There are
in the first two lessons. Persian mai-teidl is first
written in transcription, 'and later rewrittcn in the substitution, pronunciation, transformation, identifi-

standard orthography. [FSI] 'cation, and free: respense exercises, and questions-On
the dialogues. Transcrip'ion used throughout. Persian

Paper,' Herbert H. and Mohmunad Ali Jazayery. The materiai is that spoken by educated Persians.

Writing System of Modern Persian. (Program in Oriental
Languages, Fublication Series B-Aids-No. 4) Washington, READERS

DC; American Council of Learned Societies, 1955. 30 pp.

-CET) 089 544 MF only] Arberry, Arthur J. Modern_yersian Reader. Cambridge,

Designed to give reading practice. The printed; England: Cambridge University Press,-1951 ix,_159__pp.,_,..-.

yped and handwritten forms of the Persian script-are [1st-pub. 19441

covered. The introduction is followed by a presena- Designed to prepare the beginning student to read

tion of the connectors in their independent, initial, newspapers and magazines. The selections are in the_

medial and final-forms. Examples follow items described Persian script. Appended are grammar notes and.a

with a transcription and a translation. Brief sections Persian-Arabic glossary.

en ligatures, special signs, numbers, compound words
.and punctuation. EACLS]

......, Dresden, _ark J. ed. Modern Pereian Reader. Phila.-.

, - delphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1964.

Per n: Basic Course. Monterey, CA: Defense Lan - 14143 pp.

guage Ins
,

ute, 1960-66. 8 vols. Tapes.
.

For the advanced student. Contains 21 selections .

Designed to give speech and reading practice. In oe'literarY texts, essays on history-, religion, agri-L

The-TOO t-dialOW6S-Villfatit----buildups-are-preceded culture,'political science, the arts and sports. Vo-

by cartoon guides and perception drills and followed cabulary and notes- [NDEA]

by grammar drills, comprehension questions, reading
,

exercisea, two-way translatfon exercises and vocabul ct al.. A Reader in Modern Persian. (Public

lists.. Narratives replace dialogues in'Vol VI. _ i no Series A-Texts-No. 6) New York,'NY; American

-.Vol; J'contains a,brief guide'to pronunciation ouncil of Learned Socicties,-1958. 393 PP. IO.P.]

repetition drills on sounds. A transcriPtion dc used Assumes mastery of Units 1-12 of the Cbolensky

in the vocabulary at the end of Vol. I. EpLTIr Spoken Persian course.' Each of the 12'units has three

,2 0
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seCtiOns containing a story, area material, and a neWs-
paper selection, all ungraded. One sentence, with a
buildup, is introduced at a time. Persian material is
in Persian script, tyPed and handwritten, and in tran-
scription. :An introductory section outlines the Per-'
sian,script. CUSAPI/ACLS/FS1.1

,

Gelpke, Rudolf. Modern persian Texts, Selectiol,_
Introductionnd Glossary.. CIranische TeXte) Wies-
baden, W. Germany: O. Harrassoldtz, 1962. 110 pp.

Selections from Modern Iranian prose and poetry
presented in the Persian'seript Aupplemented by a trans-
literatlOn.

)

A Guide -tp' Persian Reading and Writing_.
Defense Language institute 1966. 80 pri.

To Accompany the DLI'Persian: Basic Co
netes or vocabularY provided. '

erey, CA:

No'

Haidari, A.A. Modern Persian Reader. London,..England:
_University of London,Schopl of Oriental and Afridan
Studies, 1975. 204 pp,

A 'selection-of modern Persian prose designed to
provid'e-suitable reading material for students. A
vocabulary and notes accompany the text.

HillMann, Michael C. A Persian Reader: Volume II
Elementary Modern Persian. Interim ed:. Tehran
American Peace Corps,*1973. 298 pp.

Assumes'a rudimentary knowledge' of Persian-graMmar,
-the'ability,to read, and some skills in,writing naskh
script. Selections with vocabulary andjiotesjocus on
contemporary Persian writing 'dOvering,folk literature,
nonfiction prose, poetry, lett0r-writing, and'short
stories. Also included is a review of Persian verbs,
discussion on word-building, and the influende of
Arabic in.modern Persian. Exercises at'end gpfbook.

.

EPC3,

Kamshad,' H. A Modern Persian_Frose Reader. New York,NY: Cambridgii, 248 pp.
EED 026 645 Resum6 only3 .

Designed to accompanY the author's Modern Persian
Prose Literature. The saeCiiens, from 26 different
sources, are intended to faMiliarize the'student with
the main trends and the styles of the writing of the
Amre.,impo'riant Iranian writers-of the last, 100-years.
Introductory notes te each pasSage. Persian-lEnglish_

--glossary.

Marashi, Mehdi. Let's Read Persian. Salt Lake
UT.: University of Utah, 1973.

Modern Persian Readers. Ann Arbor, MI: UniverSity of
. Michigan Press, 1962. Vol. I: Elementary, Massud

Farzan, Mohammad Ali Jazayery and Herbert H. Paper,
eds. viii,f205 pp. Vol. II: intermediate, Mohammad'
Ali Jazayery, Herbert H. Paper and Massud Farzan, eds.
vi, 241 pp. Vol. III: Advanced, Peter W. AverY,
.Mohammad Ali Jazayery, Herbert H. Paper'and Mausud
ParZan,, eds. xi, 307 PP. EX0:017 891/892/893 ResuM6

Intended rpr students who have completed approxi-
mately twwsemesters of semi-intensive work in Persian.
V01. I containa,25 excerpts from newspapers and from,
modern'anecdotes. Appended to 'each selection are cOM
prehension questions,and drills (Substitution, trans-
formation, response, and completion), written in the
,Persian script. Vol. II contnina 15 ungraded seldc-
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tions from:contemPorary newspapers and literature, and
Vol. III contains 25 selections, which cover hiatory,
literature, biography, and technical works, accompanied
by biographical sketChes of the authors. Vocabulary
lists in all vOlUmes. The Persian material is inthe
Persian script acCompanied by!a. transcription. ENDEA3

Mostofi,TarVizfand Khosrow MoStofi. :Parsee Nameh:' A
Persian Reader.: 4th rev. ed.' Salt-Lake'City, UT:

,

University of Utah, 1969. ix, 145 PP- '

Designed teigiVe speech, reading, and mriting pracL-.
Grammarlis explained in structural terms, and

illustrated iniSentences and narratives. There are.:
parsing, _sentence construction, and translation drills:.
Thd Peraian alphabet is summarized in Lesson One and
more fully exPlainecland dri1led in LessonS 2-11..

-.PersianEnglish glossary.

Obolensky, Serge, Y. Nabil and F.K. Nour . Persian:
Newspaper Reader Text.' Washington, DC: Foreign:
Service InstituteDepartment of State, 1958. 214 pp.
Persian: News-a er Reader- Transcri-tion and Transla-,
tion. iv 323 pp.

Designè o give reading practipo:on the' advanced.
level, SiXteen -selections from Itaaan newspapers.
The Persianmaterial Is in Per:Sian script and., in the
accompanying volume, in transcription and'in4ransla-'
tion. No vocabnlary lists. EFSIJ,

PersianlBasic Course:' Advanced Readin . Let's k.1_

Live Better. MontWy, CA: Defense Language Institute,
1967. sian-English Glasser- and Notes to'accompany
Advanced ReadIag. 1967.

Reader I: Area BaCk-ro d. Monterey,: CA: Defen
Language Institute, 1966._ 126 pp. TaPes.

. Advanced reading material_on Iran's regional and'
national governments. 'The lessonsAxplain each new
word. . CDLI1

GRAMMARS

Boyle, John Andrew, A' Grammar of Modern Persian. .

(Forta.Linguarum Orientalium, Neue Wiesbaden,
W. Germanyl O. Harrassowitz-, 1966-.% vii, 111,pp.
,_A.pedagOgical grammar. Traditional in approach.
Id.threp basic sections': introduction to the alphabet'
andprOdUnciation; grammar ("accidence", derivation
and'composition, and Syntax)1 and a Chrestomathy, the
selections'of which are entirelyin the Pers0-Arabi.c
script with no translatiOns. Seleetions -are taken,
from primers, newspapers and folktales. Examples fol-
low brief descriptions, given in the Persian Script,
transliteration and translations, eXcept for the titee-
tion on syntax which utilizes pnly the tranaliterated
forms. Persian-English vocabulary. Bibliography.

Elwell-Sutton, Laurence P. Elementary Persian Grammar;
Cambridge, England: Cambridge,University Press, 1963..
x, 223 pp. Key,'1966. .19 pp.

!A pedagogical grammar. .Traditional in approach.
Designed to give the student the rules of grammar of ,

modern 'written Persian. The first four chapters intro- :
duce the Persian alphabet. Thereat of the' book.is
composed of brief descriptions of the' parts 0i-speech
and their functions. InclUded are chapters on Persian
wOrd formation and_-the Arabic element in Persian.
Numerous examples with translationAf011ow item's de-
Scribed. Eaca'chapter contains translation exercises,-

..
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Appendices on the Nastal
books for further-study. Persian-English, English-
Peraian vocabularies.

and Sekaste scripts, and

Jazayery, Mohammad Ali and Herbert H. Paper= A_Ref-
erence_Orammar of-Modern Persian= Prelim. edp Ann

Arbor, MI: University of Michigan, Dept. of Near
Eastern\Studies, 1961. 344 pp= [Mimeo] =7

.Intended as a reference grammar. Deals with phenol-
Ogy, the writing .system, morphology; word formation:,
and syntax. NumeroilS,examples follow items described.
Phonemic transcription used throughout except for the
chapter on the writing syst-eal= ENDEA3-'

Lambton, Ann K.S. Persian Crammer. Repr, with correc-
tions. Students' ed. London, England: Cambridge-
University Press, 1960-1: 1967. 64 pp.

Persian _Vocabulary, 1966. xii,
A pedagogical grammar of,modern Persian,,intended

fOr the beginner. Also intended as an introduction.to
literary Persian. Based.on Modern linguistic princi-
ples.. Part I, which compOses the major part of the v;

book, is a description of tbe main -Persian grammatical
forms and their uses. Material is arranged in classes
acCording to function. Part II describes tRe main'
Arabic forms .uoed in,Persian, Vocabulary lists and
translation exercises follow=each lesson. The dialect-
used-. is that of Tehran-. Phonemic transcription also..
used throughout= Appendices.cover irregular verbs,
interjections, the ca1endar7Currency; weights and
measures, Alijad, and intonation. English and Persian
indices. Key contains additional exeroises.

Marashf, Mehdi. "The Persian Verh: A.Partial Descrip-
tion for Pedagogical Purposes. Ph.D. Dies., Univer-
sitypf Texaa,at Austia,=197Q; yli, 128 PP.

MainlY deals with ContemplOrastandard" Persian ,
in educated written language= /

1

items de:scribed. The appendix contains a phonemic-
transcription with interlinear and approXimate trans-
lations of part of a Persian play. PhoneMic trenscrip
tier-lased throughout. Bibliography.

Phillott, Douglas C. HL,gher_persian GramMar for the
Use,of the CalCutta University Showing_Differendes
bethan and Modern Persian' with Notes and
Rhetoric. Calcutta, India: Caleutta University, 1919,

xii, 937 PP.
A-comprehensive reference grammar, traditiOnal in

approach. Deals with orthography, the parts of speeli,
And syntax= Included also are detailed descriptfons
of the :various cycles of the year, months, seasons,
etc., weighta and measures. Notes on rhetoric and
style. Included:in the appendices is the continuatipd
of the section on the uses of the tenses. Iadex.

Rafts, Johnd% and Deorge S.A. Ranking. A Grammar
the Persian Language.. OxfOrd, 'England: Clarendon

_ _ _ ,
_ess, 1911. vii; .296 p.15'7

. ,

RaStorgueva,. V.S. A Short Sketch of theGrammar of .

Persian. Traris,bY Steven P. Hill and ed. by Herbert
H. Paper, (Indiana UniVersityResearch'denter in
Anthropology Folklore and Linguiatics.PUblication 29)
Bloomington, IN: Indiana University, 1964. 89 pp.:
[ED 015 454 Resum8 only]

A linguistic grammar intended for tho specialist.
Structural in approach. :In three parts- phdnetics,
which includes a section and table _on the Perso-Aribic,
alphabet; mOphology (parts of spedch); basic informa-
tion on syntax ofpersian (simple, compound and coMpleX
sentences). EXamples included in the.discussiOn are
given in phonemiCtranscription-with,English transla-
tions. Two appendiCes onthe lexical structure of'
Persian (Arabib loans and derivation), and the most
mmon irregular verbs. [NDEA]

Mehah,' M. Persian GraMmar. Lohatlil, England: Canr.bridge

Univeralty-Press, 1968. ii, 301-C pp. 7
A pedagogical grammar in traditional terms. Also

intended as a textbook designed to give speech, reading
and some writing practice. Grammatical explanations
are intersPersed with selections of prose and poetry;
not necessarily selected to illustrate grammar. There
are also texts given in handwriting. Phonemic tran-
cription also used as an aid 1a.earlier lessons. Bio-

graphical sketches of Perian literary figurea given,

Naraghy, M.M. and Cynthis... Ranii 'Dastoor-e-sabane-
Farsi. T1j dollo.uial and literar Fa -i rammer.

Isfahan, an Authors and the Ame lean Peace Corpb,
1974. 79 pp.

Pedagogical grammar intended for use as a reference
manualand workbook of the basic eleMents of Persian,:
Parts of Speech are explained in structural terms, and
illustrated in examples which the student is expected
to learn. Numerous exercises. Transcription also
used 'throughout. [PM

Nye, Gertrude_ Elizabeth. The Phonemes and MorEhemes
of Modern Persihn. Ann Arbor, MI: ,University Micro-

films, 1955. iii, 116 pp.
'A description of the phonemes and morphemes of

Persian,.as spoken:Dy educated speakers in Tehran.
Ptructurla in approach. In three parts: phonology,

--morphology and a short chapterdescribing the general
outlines of Persian syntax. Numerous examples follow

'Rubinchik, Yurij A. The Modern Persian La_Evale.
Moscow, USSR: Nauka(Languages of Asiaand Africa)

Publishing House, 1971. 133 PP.
,

Translation of Sovrpemnyj persidskij jazyk. A
descriptive grammar in traditional terma. Deals with
phonetics and writing,-monphology, and syntax . Supple-

ment includes an eicerpt fiom a Persian text with notes
and translation. Persian script and Roman transcrip-
tion used throughout.

Tisdall, William St= Clair. Mddern Persian Conversa-
tion Grammar. New York, NY: F.. Ungar, 1967. 2 vols.

ICS,1!.. 77 pp. EReprint of 1959 ed.3
A pedagogical grammar in three parts. The first

contains lessons.on elements in Persian grammeri the
second, lessons on the Arabic element in Persian; and
the third, eight reading.selections taken from classi-
cal and modern Persian.literature. Grammar id explained
in traditional terms and illustrated in translation
exercises and conversations. An introductory chapter
outlines the phonology. Persian material accompanied
by a transcription except in the vocabulary lists, some
exercises and the readings. Appendices cover: Arabic
phrases,'Arabic calendar, the Siyaq method orreckon7
ing, SupplemIntary vocabulary, itineraries, 'and Persian
letters. English-Persian glossary.

Wei, Jacnudl_ne. Dialectal differences between three
Standard varieties .0f Persian: Tehran Kabul and ;
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Washington, DC: Center for AP lied . Lnguistice,
1962. 49 pp. Et)=Pil

Windfuhr, Gernot-=.L. Sketch of Persian: Mini-Grammar.
Ann Arbor, MI: _University of Michigan,..Dept. of Near
Eastern Studi*es, 1969. (unpublished manuscript)
[Forthcoming Mouton"& Co.]

-

YarmohaMmadi, Lotfallah. "A cont astive study of mod-
ern,English and modern Persian." Ph.D. Disa., Indiana
University, 1965.

DICTIONARIES
aa

Aryanpur-Kashani, Abtas and Jahan Shah Saleh.
Unabrid ed En-lish-Persian Dictionar . Tehran, Iran:
Amir-Kebir Publishing and Printing Ins itute, 1963-65.
5 vols. .:[ED 034 195]

A cOmprehensive dictionary intended for the speakers-
of both languages.. The English entries, occasionally
SUpplemented by a transcription, are followed by abbre-
viations indicating the parts.of speech. , Lengthy def-
initions indicating levels of.usage. Archaic terms
Ancluded. The Pers an material is in the Persian
script.

The New

. and Manoochehr Aryanpur. The English-Persian
Collegiate Dictionary: a new dictionary containing
over 200,000 words, meanings, and definitions. Tehran;
Iran: Amir-Kabir Publications Organisation, 1967.-:
2 vols. ,r

Entrias include parts of speech, levels of ue4e,
and lengthy definitions'given in Persian. Enziee also
in_phonetic-transcription.

-,roomand, A.A. Kavoosy Pictorial s-ran-English
Dictionary. .Tehran, Iran: Firo0.! inting & Publica-
tiona Institute, 1970.235-FiF.-1

P:ptrorcimhtely-601000 entries, Parts of speech and
information occasionally included. Levels

-usage. Entries also in transcription.

Boyle, John Andrew. A Practical nictionarv_of the Per7
sian.Language. Iondon, England: Luzac, 1949.. 193 PP.

Concentration is on the modern written language.
Includes -political, economic, and-scientific terms.
The approximately 10,000'pntries are in the Persian

supp1eme4ted'hY n tranaliteratiOnl Abtirevia-.
tiOnS indicate parts of speech.

Farzanegi, Khod6bandah. The Gowhar n lish-Persian
dictionary coverin 45 000 co
wordsat iuressons. Tehran, Iran: Golshaji Book-
store, 19617 704 pp.

HaTm,.Sulaim a n. Ha m s One7Velume Enc ish-Persian Pic-
tionary Tehran, Iran: Librairie-Imprimerie B6rukhim,
1967. 1473 pp. [Reprint Of 1952,ed,]
, For, the speaker of'Persian. Approximately 60,000'

entries. Parts of speech, levels of usage, And, illus-
trative'phrases and sentences.

. Larger English-Persian Dictionar designed to
give the Persian meanings of 80,000-words, idioms,-
phrases, and prOvelbs in the English langUage, as Well
as the transliteration of difficult Persian words.
Tehran,.Iran: LibrairicLImpriMerie B6rukhim, 1963.

,2 vOls [lst'ptib. 1941-43]

. New Persian-En
Librairie-imprimerie
pub. 193,436]

THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRI

lish _Dict ona
ruichim, 1962. 2

Tehr n, Iran:,
vols. List

. The Shorter Enljsh-Persjan Dictionar
rev. ed. Tehran, Iran: Librairie-Imprimerie B
1967. 830 pp. Und ed. 19593

Intended for-the speaker of Persian.
indicate the parts of speech.- The Pers an material is,
in the Persian script.

Abbreviatiohs-

. The Shorter Persian7En-lish Dictiona rd
ed., rev, and enl. Tehran,,Iran: Libzairie-Irnprimerie
B6rukhim, 1973. 830 pp. [lst pub. 1958]

'A concise dictionary intended for the speaker 0
Persian. The entries inclUde illustrative phrases and'
:an indication of the source language of leanwords.

Mentazem, Mir Ali Asghar. _ML2T12L2711221,1zELEian Dir7
Ii2naa. Tehran, Iran, 1967. 1106 pp.

. The New Persian Dictionary. lehrtin, Iran,
1967. 1416 PP.

1

Palimenv.,Edward,Hepry:.,,i'A concise Dictionary of the Per
sian Larigdhge. London, England: .Routledge and Kevin

1966. 363 In. neprint. of 1876 ed.]
Concentration i on.the modern eollpquial language.

The approximately 14,000 entries are in the Persian
script'sUpplemented by a transliteration. Parts of
speech indicated.

pall', Stephens C. The New Royal Persian7English
Allahabad, Pakistan: Ram Narain Lai, 1963.

Parts of speech indicated! Levels of usage.

Phillott, Douglas C. Collo uial En lish-Persian dic-
tionary in the Roman character, containino.
words in common_use with their meanin in modern Per-
sian with. numerous examplEi. Calcutta, .ndia: The
Author, 1914. vi, 361 pp.

Firuz al-Din, comp. The modcrn
arv. '(Persian-Urdu-EnglishT- Leiden Nbtherlands:
E*J. Brill, 1974, 247

About -20,000 words, idioms, phrases, and'scienti-ie
and technical terms with illustrations and usage.

Reehenbabh, Charles W. and Hassan Ali Kassai. Persian-
English Dictionary. Washington, DC: CathOlic Univer-
sity Press,.forthcoming.

Comprehensive dictionary of modern standard Persian,
literary and collognial=

Persian diction-

Steingass, Francis. A 6om rehensive Persian-En lish
Dictionary (Including the Arabic words and- phrases to
_be-net-witMrt_rernian_literaturn)-__Columbia,_MO: SOU
Asia Books, 1973.- viii, 1539.pp. [Reprint 0f 1892 ed.]
[Also reprinted Beirut, Librairie du Liban, 1972]

Entries include wnrds found in textbooks and Persian
literature read by students. Arranged in alphabetical
order, Compounds are-given as much as possible in
their proper order unless they serve as examples under
one or the other of their compOnents. Entries alse in
English transliteration.

2 3
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TEACHING MATERIALS

AFGHAN PERSIAN

. Afghan Persian Basic Course. Washington, DC: Foreign
Service institute, Department 0f State, 1960= 409 pp=

k

TaPes=,

Designed to give apeedh and-reading practice= In

the 34 lessons grammar is 'introduced in basic sentences
with buildups and explained in,structural terms. There
:are pronunciation response,.and substitution drills.
Persian material in Part I is in transcription with
diacritics indicating stress. Lessons 2-30 represent
informal speech, 31-34 formal. EFSIJ .

Entezar, M. Elivan and John G. Bordie. Dari (Afghan
Perpian) Reference Manual Basic _Course Farts I & II.
Austin, TX: University of Texas, 1969. 2 vols.

Designed to give speech practice. Modified mibro-.

waVejOrmat. In the 43:cycles, material La presented-
and: drilled in'the.M- phases and used in the C- phases.
There are-substitution, transformation,, pompletion,
recapitulation, and- traaslation drills and exercises.'

' Notes' to the.teacher,and student'are either structural:
or transformational. Ine.ddition six running texts
and nine dialogues are provided for extra drilling.

' Transcription used throughoUV. CpCl '

Glassman,,EUgene H. Conve -a 'onal Dari. An intro7,
ductory bourskin flari (=Farsi=Persian) as s oken in
Afghanistan., Kabul, Afghanistan': The Language &
Orientation Cor*itter,--11-Afghan Mission,
1972. xviii, 375 pp, CED 0679553

Revised editilon of the author's Conversational
Kabuli Dari (1970). Designed to give speech practice.
In the 25:lossens, gramMar is eXplained in structural
notes and illustrated,irf.examplesi There are pronun-
ciation, coMpletion, substitution, transformation, and
vocabulary developLent drills and exercises. Tran-
scription used,throughout. Ndmerous appendices cOvering

. cultural, geOgraphical, political subjects, plus weights
;and measurements, 'paguages of Afghanistan and a summary
of the Dari verb system.n Indices on the bound system
Of Dari, English words and phrases used in the lessons,
-and a:subject inde4

\

c'ho-t Couzuein Conver- ional a Kabul,
Afghanistan:, The nguage _ ation Committee,
International Afghan Misblon, 1971. iv, 50 pp.
[ED 069 iffi] I

Intended as an intensive coursp for medical workers.
Forty-four sectiona dealing withiDari script, grammar,
and cultural materials desighed to develop oral corn-
'prehension and speaking skills.

Persian: An Introduction'to Ci. loquial Kabul Persian-..

Monterey, CA: Defense LanguagItitute, 1966. 68 pp.

TaPes. [ED 032 547 MF only]
Designed to give speeCh,practice. Te lessons con-

tain extensive subject vocabulary lists, sic senten-
ce*, and grammatical notes in structural to s. There
are proriaMliou, response, substitution, at pattern
practipe drills and exercises. Transcription ised
throughoutL Culture notes. EDLI3

American Embassy, Department of State,.1960., xiii,
1141 pp -

Designed to accompany the AfEhan Persian Basic
Course, through unit 35. Units 36-37 are supplemen s
at the same level of difficulty. Thereis a.brief
introduction to the writing system. CFSIJ

GRAMMPdiS

Farhadi, 'Abd-ul-Ghaffir. Le sersan ar16 en Afghani-
: sten: grammaire du_ KAboli, amcompagn6e d'un reCueil
de uatrains 4o.ulaires de la r6ion de Kahol: Paris,

ance: Centre national de la recherche scientifique,
1955- 194 pp.

kreferenee grammar, traditional in approach. Deals
with phonology, morphology, and 'syntax, Trenslation
exercises. Examples of Persian literaturein tran-
scription. Transcription used thrOughout.

READERS

Afghan, PerSian: Ban Ic HeacILr. Kabul, Af,-, nistan!

Miran, M. A/am.! "Major problems of Dari speakers in
mastering Pashto morphology."

See PASHTO, GRAMMARS

. Some lin istic difficulties faciAg Dari speak-
ers learning Pashto.

See-PASHTO, GRAMARS-

Phillott, DouglaS C. Higher Persian Grammar fOr the
Use of the Calcutta University Showin Differences
between Afghan and Modern Persian with Votes and Rhe
orib. Calcutta, India: Calcutta University, 1919.
xii, 937 PP..

See PERSIAN, GRAMMARS.

DICTIONARIES

Sakaria, S. pari_ Dictiofla.
Kabul,.Afghanistan', 1967. 210 pp.

Pocket dictionary= Includes a short discuss on mi
Afghan grammar and'a guidd to pronUnciation.

TAJI.K

GRAMMARS

Bastorgueva, V.S. A Short SketCh of Ta 1k Grammar=
Trans. and ed. by Herber' H. Paper. Indiana Univer-
sity Research Center in Anthropology, Folklore., and
Linguistics, Publication 26) Bloomington, IN::-.Indiana
University, 1963.: l22, pp. [ED 016 206 Besum6.-galy]

Allinguistic grammar intended for the specialist=
The book contains two brief chapters 'on'the phonetics
and basic information on the Syntax Of TaJik. Mpst
of the book is a discussion of morphology= Exariples

are included in the discussion, given in Cyrillic
script only', with English translations. A few,tables
and charts are provided. LNDEAl A

DICTIONARIES

Rakhimt M., comp. Taaiksko-russki slov Ed. by
Evgenij E. Hertel's. Dushanbe, Tajik SSR:,,Akademija'
nauk Tneiksko SSR, Institut jazyka I 1.itera6lry, 1954.

789 PP,

2 4
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ARABIC, CLASSICAL
\

. TEACHING MATERIALS.
, \

Gairdner, William H.T. The Phonetics of.Arabic; a
phOnetic inquiry and practicsa manual for the pronun-

' citation Of classical Arabic and of one colloquial (the
Egyptian). (The American, University at Cairo. 'Orien-
tal stucties) London, England: Oxford University
Press, 1925. 107 pp.

Mdin emphasis is on the "high classical" style, used
in the recitation Of the Qur'an';

Thatcher, Griffithes W. Araidc Grammar of the Written
Language.' New York, NY: Frederick Unger, n.d.--460 pp.
Key, 99 pp, [Reprint of 1942 0.]

.
For self-instructional purposes' and designed to

give reading and writing practice. In the 49 lessons, .

grammar is'explained in traditional terms and illus-
trated in translation exercises. Leadon.49presents
poetry. The introduction outlines the phonology and
the standard orthography.' Lessons,l-18 accompanied by
a transeriptiOn. Appended are a supplement containing
extracts from the Qur'an and later sources- and examples
of letters, receipts, leases; Arabic and English
indices; and a key tp the exercises. Arabic-English,
EngliSh-Arabid glossaries.

Tritton, Arthur S. Arabic. (Teach Yourself Books)
London, England: The English Universities Press, 1970.
296 pp. fist pub. 19143]

An introduction to the written language, designed
to give reading practice. In the 36 lessons, grammar
is explained in traditional termS: Arabic material:is
in Arabic sdript accompanied by di,ranseription ontii
Lesson 10. There are exercises in reading Arabie
script and'transcription as well as,translation exer-
cises into.Arabic. An introductory chapter includes
an outline o Arabic'script and phonolory. Appended

_are a key to translationst grammatical index, tables
of Verbs !Ind suggested readings. t

TEE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

Designed to give reading practice. Twelve Arabic
authors are represented in the annotated selectiona.
The Arabic.-script is used throughoftt. Partial voweli-
zation is provided. Arabic-English glossary.

GRAMMARS

Bateson; Mary Catherine. LLKE121.sL_ara,E.JI_clbooln.

(Language Handbook Series) Washington,.DC: Center
for Applied Linguistics, 1967. xv, 125 pp.

See entry under ARABIC,-MODERN STANDARD.

Brockelmanril Carl. Arabisbhe Grammatik. l'aradigmen ,
Literatur Ubun-sstiicke und Glossar. LehrbUcher'fBr
das Studium der orientalischen'und afrikanischen
Sprachen, 2. 17. AUfl., besorgt von M. Fleischhammer.).

-'Leipzig, E. Germany: .0; Harrassowitz, 1969. xv,

375' PP. [Reprint of 1948 ed.]

.Elder, Earl E. Arabic Gramar with Exercises. 2nd ed.
Cairo, Egypt, 1950.

.READERS

Lyons, Malcom C. An Elementary Classicar Arabic Reader'.
'Csmbridgs, England: Cambridge University PreSs,' 1962.
vii1,.237 pp.

Divided into two parts.. The firSt consista Of
edited excerpts, illuStrating Simple prose; and some
poemst The second.is an Arabic-English glossary. The
Arabfc material is in,Ahe-Arabic script. Cultural
.nOtes are appended.

Rabin, Chaim and H. . Nahmad. Arabic Reader. 2nd rev.
ed. CaMbridge, MA: .Harvard University Press, 1963.
viii, 172 pp. Clat pub, London 19475
'For self-instructional pUrposes. Asshmes a famili

.

arity with the basic grammatical features of modern
Arabic. The graded reading selections, illustrating
literary prose and Rroverbs, are in the Arabic script.'
In the aceompanying Vocabularies and giammatical netes,
vowels are indicated. Biographical notes are included.

A

Fischer, Wolfdietrich.. Grammatik des klassischen
Arabisch. (Porta lingua orientalium, N.S. 11) Wies-
baden, W.' Germany: O. HarrassowAtz, 1972; xv, 262 pp.

Howell, M.S. kgrammar of the classical Arabic len-
gixagt. London, England: E.J. Brill, n.d. 4 Wls. in
7. [Reprint of 1880-1911 ed.],

,Ocin, Albert. Arabic Grammar' paruadigus, literature
chrestomath and _ossar .New York, NY: G.E. Stechert'
and Co., 19 2. xviii, 293 pp.

Translated from the German. A shert traditional .

grammar intended for the beginner-. In five.parts.:

grammar, paradigms, bibliographY, reading selections
(two-vay'trantlation drills), and glossary (to reading-
selections: Arabic-English, English-Arabic). ,:The
Arable script is used throughout.

Wright, William. A Grammar of the Arabic Language.
-Translated from the German of Caspari hnd edited with'

' numerous additions and corrections. 3rd ed. rev. by
W.R. Smith.and M.J. de Goeje. LOndon,'England: Cam-
bridge. University Press; 1971. 2 vols. [Also published
in Beirut by Librairie-du Liban, 1974.]

. A comprehensive reference grammar of the older, liter-
ary language. The aPproach conforms to the traditional
Arabic grammatical categories: noun, verb, and parti-
cle. ' The examples are taken for the most part from
'classical literature' and are given in the Arabic script
followed by an English gloss. Vol. I deals.with the
parts of speech and Vol. II deals with the syntax.' A
final section in devoted to prosody. IndiceS of techni-
cal terms ana Arabic words. Elaborate cross-referencing
throughout the te...ct.

DICTIONARIES

Abcarius,.J. John. Eng140117Ar4bie Reuder's Di_ctionary.
Leiden, Netherldnds: E.J. Brill, 1974. ix, 700 pp.
[Also published in Beirut, Librairie du Liban, 1974.]
[Reprint].

Badger, 0.P. An En ish-Arabic lexicon, (Al Dhakhira
Yellin, Avinciam. and L. Billig. An' Arabic Reader: Al'Ilmiyya). Leiden, Netherlands: E.J. Brill', 19670

-

Edited iiith Notes and a Glossar 3rd ed. New.Tork, 1240 pp. [Reprint of 1881 ed.] [Also reprinted in
. NT: Johnson Reprint corp., 19 156 pp..' BeirUt, Librairie du Liban, 1967.]
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Blachare, Rgis, MoUstafaViDU6Mi and Claude Denizeau.
Dictionnaire Arabe-Frangais-Anglais_ILangue classiciue

Arabic/French/English Dictiopary:. Paris,
France: G.P. MaisOnneave et Laroae, 1963-1973; _I:Vols.

(31 fasc..)

Comprehensive dictionary intended for the speaker
..Of English or French. Concentrates On the vocabulary
in use from the 6th Century A.D. up tothe present
time. Entries are arranged according to the root.
Divisionaare made in the homophonous rootsito illus-
trate different conceptual fieldo. Parts of speech,
levels of usage, grammatical information, literary

-references;:and illustrative phrases and sentences.
Complete through the letter j". Cross-references.

Kasimirski, A. de Biberstein. Diptioanaire arabe-
frangais= Contenant toutes lesTacines de la langue 7

15-

MI: University of Michigan, Dept. oliNear Eastern
Studies, 1975 (Fart I). Fart II, f6nhcoming. Vole.. I:

Phonology and Scri-t and a Writing Workbook, forth-
ceming,- Tapes. s

Designed to give comprehension, reading, writing,
and some speech practice. Assumes mastery of the Arabic
writing and sound systems.'1In the 45 lessons, grammar
is presented_in structural terms '(rearranged differently
than in the 1968..e.d.), end .illustrated in basic cultur--
ally oriented textsi -New:words and Alaaes
texts are'listed fully vowelled thronill..Lesson 30,
,thereafter, presented in preparatory'aeritences. Start-

.

ing with Lesson 6 comprehension texts are provided for
oral and aural practice. There are reCognition,_re-
sponse, cliain, formation, dictation, substitution,
transformation, question and answer, repotition,.tren
lation; completien, and compoditibn drilla and exer-

arabe. .Aiasi.que les dialectes d'Alger et de Maroc, -cisea. The more mechanicar-drills-gre for-use in-a -
. -

Leiden, Netherlands: E..1 Brilr; n.d. 2 vols. [rte- -language lab. Vocabulary striptly controlled. 'Part II-
print of 1860.ed..] contains-various sonendideS and an extensive subject

A comprehensive dictiunary. Parts of speech; levels index-. Cumulative Arabic-English glosaaries in Parta I
_._

of usage, grammatical iaformation, and illustrative - & II.

phrases provided. Entries occasionally explained ex-
tensiVely. . Modern Standard Arabic, Intermediate Level:_

.Parts Ann Arbor, MI,: Univereity of Michigan,.
Lane, Edward A.. .Arifirabic-EnEliah lexicon.: (Medd' Center for Near Eaatern'and NOrth African Studies,

1971.-3 Vols.- Tapes. [ED.066/067/068/069 Res1.4m6

only]
.AssuMes mastery of the authors' ElementLTy Modern

Standard Arabic, or its ecniivelent. tesigned tO giVe
readincemprehensien, and writing.praetice. PartatI
jc II contain 30 lespens which include Preparatory
sentencea,tthe text, and drills,- grammar notes explained
in strUotural terms and drilled; selections for oral,'
cotprehensien and drtil,recorded on tape Only; review..
drill6;,Andjiessages for extensive reading. Part,III
is a workbeekcentaining drilla tor testing on material
.1Oar:7ed:in the Other two- parts., peregFammatical,dndicep,,
AreP,an'Arabit-English gleasery. [NDEA]

Abd9,XDaud'Atiyeh. A Course in Modern Standard Arabic.
Boirut, Lebanon: Khayats, 1962-64. 2 vols. TaPea.
Vocabulary study dards. [Vol. 2 reprinted 1967]

Designed to give Speech, reading, and writing prae
tite. Assumes knowledge;pf.thesound system and orthOg-
raPhY. Grammar and vocabdlary are illustrated in nar-
ratives, and explained in structural terms. There are
oral and written coMpletion, reaponse, anetranalatiOn
drills. Arabic material is in the standard'ortfibgraphy,
accompanied byta transcriptiOn in the vocabularyliata
in Vol. I.

al-Qamds.) London, England: E.J. Brill, 1968. 8'vols.
[Reprint of 1863-93 ed.] [Also published.in Beirut',
Librairie.du Liban,

Comprehensive, encyclopaedic dictionary. :Includes
illuatrative phrases aad.sentences taken from liteary
and religious Sources;

Steingass; Francis J. A Le n ' Ar'abic-E_

Mystic, CT: Learenca Verry, 1972: 1242Y-pp.

[Reprint of London ed.:, 1884] ;Also reprinted Beirut,
-

Librairie du Liban, 1966.]
ComprehensiVe dictionary. 'Assumes familiarity with

,the arrangement of the Standard Arabic dictionary. All
related words are grouped undet their reot. The apprOkL-
imately 30,000 entries appear in the unvocalised Arabic,
script and in transliteration.

. A Learner'sInglish-Arabic Diciionary. Mystic,
CT: Lawrence Verry, 1972. iv, 466 pp. [Reprint df
lijndon ed., 1882.] . [Also reprinted Beirut, LiOrairie
du-Liban, 1969.]

Approximately 24,060 antries, slab ip translitera-
tion. Parts of speech indicated. The irregular plurals
of nouns and adjectives as well as the past and present
forma of verbs aee provided.

'Wortabet, .WilIiam Thomson, John Wortabet and Harvey
0Porter. Wortalet's_ Arabic-En lish Dictionar . 4th
repr. Beirut4ebanon: Librairie du Liban, 1968.°

. 816 pp.
Assumes familiarity with the arrangement of the

standard Arabic dictionary. Concentrates on the vocab-
ulary used by Arabic classical writers. The approxi-

'. mately 40,000 entries are in the Arabic script (with
separate entries for deriveil forms). Appended is a

--list of words used in Egypt, including technical terms.

ARABIC, MODERN STANDARD

j TEACHING MATERIALS

Abboud, Peter F. t, al. Element -de

_Farts I .& _II. Rev. ed. bor,

Abdul-Rauf, Muhammad. Arabie_forTnglish Sr/Peking
Students. Cairo,,Egypt: al-Ahram Preas for'the Supreme.
Council for Islamic Affairs, 1974. ix, J433 pp:

al-Ani Salman'H.%and ,tacob Y. ShamMas. A Basic
Course of Literary Montreal,
-Canada: McGill University, Institute 0f ISlamie
Studies, 1969. xi, 289 pp. 1ED 033 337 mF only]

A workbook intended to be used with and as a
continuation of,_leTlphandSoritofLiter-
Arabic by the, same authors. Designed to give speech,
reading, and writing practice. In the 25'units,
grammar in explained in strueturalterms And illus- ,

trate(' in basic sentences and dialogues with buildups.
There are completion, translation, transformation,
nett:prehension, substitution, and'writing drills and ,



exerciben. Arabic script used throughout. English-
'Arabic, Arabic-English glossaries.

. The Fbonolo --d Seri t of Litorar Arabic,

Montrca Canada: McGill University, Institute of
Islamic Studies, 1967. 118 pp. Tapes. [ED 012 912
MF only]

Workbook designed to help the student pronounce
and read Arabic correctly; and to.enable same to
acquire the correct'habit of writing the Arabic script.
Lessons include explanations followed by listening,
repetition, reading and writing exercises. Appendices
includa illustrations of the different styles of

Arabic:12.weeks course. Monterey, CA: Defense
Larnwage Institute, 1963. 3 -vols. Tapes. .[ED 031 696

only]
Vols. I and IT (Lessons 1-55) contain dialogues

'and perception, pattern, recombination, and situational
drills. Val: III is a reference guide to pronunciation
and grammar, and a glossary of Arabic, Saudi and Syrian
forms: Also included is a chart of the initial,
internal, and final positionb of "hamze. [DLI]

al-4Arabiyydh al-Mu'a-irah. Tunis, Tunisia: Ma'had
Burgibeh lil-LughEtt al-tlayyah, 1975. 3- vols-

Designed to give speech and reading practice,
::ssons include.dialogueS and narratives. There are
numerous substitutiOnrdrilis designed -be give gram-
'matical and vocabulary practice. No grammatical ex-

-. planations. Text entitely'in Arabic,

Bishai, Wilson B. Modern Literary Arabic. Washington,
DC: School of Advanced International Studies, The
Johns Hopkins University, 1962. 5 vols. Tapes.

Designed to give reading and writing practice.
Grammar is explained in structural terms with numerous
examples in Vols. I and II. There are drills in trans-
literating, writing in the standard orthography, parsin-
donjugating verbs, translating, pointing, transforming
sentences, and answering-questions. Lesson 1 contains

--pranunciation information, and an introduction to the
orthography. ,The intermediate and advanced readers'
.(III and rv) contain:graded selections, accompanied
by notes, fram a Cairo daily newSpaper. .Arabic material
is An the standard orthography in all volumes., Arabic-

. English glossary in each volume.

Cowan, David. An Introduction to Modern Literar
Arabic7=-Caftffridgei England: Cambridge University
Press, 1973. xi, 205 pp. [Reprint of 1958 ed.]

May he used for self-instructional purposes.
Designed to give speech and reading practice. May
serve as an introduction to both modern standard and

classical Arabic. In the 25 lessons, grammar is ex-

THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

has been laid. Grammar is illustrated in basic'sed-
tences and explained in traditional/structural terms.
There are repetition, response, completion, translation,
and transformation drills, oral and written. Vocabu-
lary id introducedAn lists arranged in Arabic alpha-
betical order.by words'(lessons 1-4) and alphabetically
by roots (lessons 5-8).. Transcription also used in
the vocabnlaries and grammatical explanations. Culr
ural information in the leSsons.

Fraylia, Anis K. The Essentials of Arabic: A Manual
for Teachin Classical and Collo-uial Arabic. 2nd' ed.
Beirut, Lebanon: Khayats, 195 . xv, 75 PP.

May be used for self-instructional purposes.
Designed to give speech and reading practice. Provides
material for a full year for students working one hour
daily with a teacher and two hours individually.
Divided into five sections. 'PartI contains an olit-L
line of the standard orthography, and reading exeicises.
In the 21 lessons of part II, emphasis is on newspaper
Arabic. Vocabulary is introduced in lists and in!short
narratives. There are response, combination, trans-
lation and parsing drills, Part III contains reading
selections, and part IV 18 lesSons in colloquial Arabic.
'111e dialect represented is that spoken by educated
Lebanese. Grammar is explained through the use 8f
paradigms and illustrated in texts. There_are trans-
formation, translation, and respOnse drills. Arabic
material is in the standard orthography, accompanied
y a transcription in part V and in the English
Arabic glossary. Arabic-English glossary.

Hanna, Samd A. An Elementary Manual for Contarpmrz
LiterarY .Arabic. Rev. ed. Boulder, CO; Pruett Press,
19-64. xv, 359 pp.

Designed to give reading end writing practice.
Assumes some knowledge of Arabic and the alphabet.
In the 26 lessons, grammar is explained in structural
terms, and illustrated in narratives. There are
tranblation, response, sentence construction, trans-,
formation, and completion-drills. Appendices cover:.
the Arabic alphabet, verb forms and conjugations,
instructions on how to use the Arabic dictionary,'
lists of common prepositions, and Arabic grammatical,,
idioms. Arabic-English glossary.

and.Naguib Greis. Beginning Arabic_- A Linguistic_
Approach: From Cultivated Cairene to Formal Literal
Arabic. Leiden, Netherlands: E.J. Brill, 1972. x, 296 pp,
[1st pub. Salt Lake City 1966] Tapes. [ED 012 916]

For use also at high school levels and designed to
giNe speech, reading, and writing practice. To be
used in conjunction with yeltialla.121, by the same
authors. In the nine units, grammar, carefolly graded,
is illustrated in dialogues without buildups or in
narratives, explained in structural terms. There are

plained in traditional terms and-illustrated in un- pronunciation, response, substitution, sentence,-en-
related sentences and two-way'translation drills, struction, comPletion and transformation drills.

vowel--mark.Tissunplei.lente-Voc-abtaarrntradneet-re7litAm and--iLtirstratad
by a transliteration in lessons 1-10. An introdUctory the.dialogues or narratives:. An introductory chapter
section-contains an outline of the phonology and the contains an outline of phonology. Although Cairene
Arabia script. speech is emphasized, reference is made to'variant

forms in "formal" or'"clessical" Arabic. Arabic
Ferguson, Charles A. and Mookhter Ani. Lessons in material also in transcription. Appendides cover:
Contamporary Arabic: Lessons 1-8. Rev.,._ed.\ Washing- passages for comprehension, two stories with explanatery

ton, DC: Center for Applied Linguistics,.1964. vi, material, and an Arabic-English glossary.
160 pp. Tapes.

DeSigned to give speech, reading, and writing
' practice; Assumes the graundwork of pronunciation

.

. Introduping Literary Arabic.- Rev. ed. Salt
Lake City, UT: University of ptah, 1971, 2 vols.
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; [FM 024 953, Vol. I, Prelim ed; 070 360, Vol. II]
Primarily antended to follow the authors Beginning

Arabic and Writing Arabic. In the 15 units, grammar
is briefly explained in structuralnotes and illus-
trated in dialogues and narrative's which serve an a
base for structured conversations. Material is graded.
There are repetition, comprehension, composition and
pattern practice exercises. Culture notea included.
Vol. II provides basic gramMatical explanations essen-
tial in first-year courses. Each of the 15 lessons,
with ,the exception of the first, contains related
grammatical notes, paradigms, and illustrations.
Arabic Script used throughout. Arabic-English glos-
sary in Vol. I.

Kassab, Jean. Manuel du Parlor Arabe Moderne au
Miimm0r1eLit, (Publications du Centre Universitaire
des Langues Orientales Vivantes, 6e eerie, Tome VIII)
Paris, France: Imprimerie Nationale, Librairie Orien-
taliste Paul Geuthner, 1970. ii, 400 pp.

Al-Khaledy, Npuri. Arabic for Beg4nners: Writing and
Reading. Portland, OR: Middle East Studies Center,
Portland State College, 1962. 2 vols. Workbook.
38 pp.

May be used for self-instructional purposes. The
orthography is outlined in lessons 1-11. Grammar is
explained in structural terms in lessons 12-17. Brief
pronunciation notes throughout. 'Reading and writing
exercises (keyed to Workbook) in most lessons. Some
translation (Arabic-English). comple*ion, and substi-
tution drillav Vocabulary is introduced in lists,'
Transliteration also used throughout.

Khoury, Joseph F. First Level Arabic. Farmington,
UT; Davis County School District, n.d. 3 vols. [ED

003 861/862.] t4
e0

Deeigned to give rpeech, reading, and writing prac-
tice. In Vol. I, grammatical explanations are in
structural terms and illustrated in dialogues. There
are pronunciation and various grammatical drills and
exercises. Transcription used throughout. Vol. II is
a systematic presentation of the Arabic alphabet and
the tials Of the writing system. . Each letter is
pr, separately and in context,as it occurs in
woru. 6cript exercises. Vol. III Teachers Manual.
ft-DEA;

ana Mounir P. Mousza. Second Level Arabic.
Fazlington, UT:- Davis County School District, n.d.

v, 196 PP- g2MgliOn to Second Level Arabia. '23 pp.
[ED 003 86318641

poigned to give speech and reading practice.
'Gra= is illustrated.in sentences and narratives
accoL xving pictures and explained in structural
term Mere are completion, matching, reading, iden-
tifying constructions, sentence construction, transla-
tion and response-drills. The Arabic material is in
.the Arabicjicript. ,,Companion includesTAFabic-Eng
glossary. INDEA]

McCarus4 Ernest N. and Adil I. Yacoub. Elements of
Cont _dra--- Arabia, Part I. 'Ann Arbor, MI; The
Upiveraity of Michigan, 1962. 215 pp.

Designed7to give speech practice. -In the five
lmsSons, grammar is illustrated in dialogues with
buildups/and,explained in structural terms. There are
pronunciation, completion, transformation, response,
translation, and substitution drills. Supplementary
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vocabulary lists. Arabic sounds are compared and con-
trasted with those. of English. Extensive,pronunciation
information. The language represents literary usage of
Syrian Arabic. Arabic material is in transcription-
accompanied by the standard orthography, typed and
handwritten, in the dialogues. , Appendices cover: the
nominative case, noUn case inflections, atrong verb .

conjugation, and derived verb forms.

and Raji Rammuny. First Level Arabic: Elemen-
tary Literary ARLbic for Secondary Schools. Ann Arbor,
MI: University of Michigan, 1964, 341 pp. :Tapes.

Teacher's Manual. 26 pp. CED 003 865/8663
A one-year courSe designed to give speech, reading

and writing practice. To precede Second Lcvel Arabic
by Joseph Khoury. In the 16 lessons, grammar is
briefly.explained in structural terms and illustrated
in dialogues which serve us a babe for stra6tilied76-on:-:
versations. There are pronunciation,,repetition, sub-
stitution, translation, transformation, andregonse
drills. Vocabulary usage is illustrated:in'supplemen-
tary sentences.- The standard orthography is used in
dialogues and in lessons 12-16. Otherwise, Arabic
aterial ikin transcription. ,Script exercises.
English-Arabic, Arabic-English glossaries. [NDEA]

; A Programmed Course in Modern Literarz:Arabic
Phonology and Script. Rev. ed. Ann Arbor,, MI: Uni-
versity of Michigan, Center for Research on Language
and Language Behavior, 1974.'.vL, 173 pp,' Tapes.'

For'self-instructional purposes., May serve as an
introduction to-or be used concurrently with a basic
course. 'Designed to give pronunciation, reading, and
writing practice. The material is based on a contras-
tive analysis of American English and modern litezary
Arabic. Grammatical structures not dealt with. In
Units 1-23,'a typical lesson presents a set ofaetters
related in form plus certain auxiliary signs. For ,each

letter or sign ther are three 'sections: its pronun-
ciation value; with explanations and drills if it,
differs from or is lacking in English; the various.
shapes of the letter in its printed form and drills in
reading it, and the,written fOrms of the letter with
practice drills. Unit 24 deals with Arabic-numerals;
Unit 25 includes dialogues and reading_exercises, days
of the week, months of the year, and the seasons.
[NDEA]

The Middle East Centre fpr Arab Studies Grammmr of
Modern LiteraryL8M121q. 4th ed.: Beirut, Lebanon:
Khayats, 1965. xviii, 264 PP,

Designed to give reading and Writing practice. The
vocabulary is closely related to that in the reader
The Way Prepared and to the Selected Word List: .In

the 35 lessons, grammar is explained in traditional
terms and illustrated in translation exercises. Arabic
material is in the standard orthographyoutlined in
an introductory chapter. No pronunciation information,
_ppen_lces cover. .lemlnlne 'ffrrpi-unra.
diptotes, hama, hollowverbs, and grennar index.

Mitchell, Terry F. and David Barber. Introduction to
Arabic. London, England: The British,Broadcasting
Corporation, 1972. 80 pp. Record.

Designed to give speech and reading practice. A
15-lesson course with texts, vocabulary, notes and a
guide to Arabic sounds.

Modern Standard Arabic Basic Course. Monterey, CA:
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Defence Language instibUte', 1966. 9 vols. Tapes.
[ED 030 886 MF-only] 0

Designed to give speech, reading, and writing prac-
tice. In.the 120 lessons, grammar is explained in
structural' terms and illustrated in dialogues. Pho-

nology- and orthography introduced simultaneously in
Vol.'I. There are repetition, recombination, situa-
tion, comprehension, and translation exercises. Vol.

IX is a cumulative English-Arabic, Arabic-English word
_list. [DLI]

-Naar,Baja T. The
Sentence. Beirut,
xiv, 251 pp.

Designed to give speech and reading practice. In
six parts. Part I outlines the Arabic script, Part II
tbe phonology in articulatory termS. Pronunciation
(reading and-repetition) drills included. Parts TII-IV
outline the grammar of modern literary Arabic in struc-
tural terms with numerous examples end some narratives.

ere are reading, parsing, translation, sentence con-
struction, identification, completion, and response
drills. Fart V outlines the syntax. Part VI contains,
reading selections and topically arranged vocabulary
lists. The Arabic material id in the Arabic script -d

in transcription.

Strueture_of Arabic: From Sound to
Lebanon; Librairie du Liban, 1967.

Fellat, Charles. Introduction a l'arabe moderne.
Paris, Franee; Maisonneuve, 1974,-v, 242-PP. [1st
pub. 19561

In lessong 1--2'5 grammar in explained in traditional
terms and illustrated in unrelated sentences. Trans-
lation exercises throughout. Lessons 26-35 contain
texts with commentaries and lessons 36-50, annotated
texts. Conjugation tables. French-Arabic glosnary.

Scott, George C. Practical Arabic. London, England:
Longmann, Green and Co., 1962. xiii. 419 PP-

May 'pe used for self-instructional i_arposes. De-

signed to give speech and reading practice. In the 78
lessons, grammar is eXfilained in traditional terms and
illustrated in unrelated.sentences and in narratives.
There are completion, Substitution, sentence construe--

resPonse, translation, and transformation exer-
eines% An introductory c'hapter contains an outline of
the orthography used througnout, the phonology, plus
accompanying repetition drills- ,Appendices cover:
table of.verbal stems and the euphonic modifications ,

of these forms, conjugations, and declensions. Arabic-
English glossary.

--

Smith,-Harlie L., Jr., A. Nashat Naja-and James W.
Snow. Modern Written Arabic. -(Basic course series)
Washington, EC: Foreign Service Institute, Dept. of .

State, 1969-1974. 2 vols. Tapes. [ED 055 517,

Vol. Ij [Available from GPO]
Design6d to give speech', readi4, and writing prac-

tice. Assumes mastery of the Arable writing system,
which is used throughout, the pronunciation of Arabic,
and familiarity with the principles of syllabification,
etc. ' In the 64.1esSons, grapmar is explained in struC-
tural notes and illustrated-An basic and supplementary,
sentences, and drilled in----substitution exercises. Les-
sons 33-50 contain basie selections which introduce
new vocabulary -and-grammatical features. Included also
are longer reading selections and handwriting exercisea.
There are graded samples 0f careftl to semi-careful
handwriting styles for further reading practice. Vol-
umes may be used in conjunction with the M.E.C.A.S.
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Grammar of Modern Literary Arabid Beirut, 1965), Or
A Learner's Synopsis_Of_Modern. Written Arabic (forth-
coming FSI). EXtensive review leasOns. English-Arabic
glossary in each volume. [FSI]

Tubbs, Edward J. Visual Arabic Grammar-Lexicon.
mond, Surrey, England: Kingprint Limited, 1972.
481 pp.

Ziadeh, Farhat J. and R.*Bayly Wirlder. An introduc-
tion to Modern Arabic. Princeton, NJ: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1957. 297 pp. ReCords and tapes.

An introduction-to modern literary Arabic 'designed
to give reading and writing practice. Chapters 1-6
introduce the phonolegy and the orthography and contain
reading and writing 4xercines. iChapter 7 briefly out-
]ine- fj1 ining cbapteraL8m35_) eonnist _

of four parts: a tela illustrating new grammar and
vocabulary; an analysis of new Material in structural
terms; a second textii reintroducing the material; and
translation exercises of isolated sentences. Vocabu-
lary is limited to abdut 1000 items. The style is
that used in newspa-ers. Vowels and other signn pro-
resnively omitted n later 14nons. Appendices cover:

Verb paradigms, ver and their preposition, and Arabic
and Ibglish indices English-lArabie, Arabic-English
glossaries.

eh-

READERS

Brineer, William and Mounah A. Khouri. Readin s in
Modern Arabic Lit e Part I: = The short story and
the novel. Selec_ed and edited ith vocabularies.
Leiden, Net,,erlands: E.J. Brill, 1971. xii, 456 PP.'

Revised enlarged version of Advanced Arabic Readers
(Berkeley, 1961-62). Fourteen selections.

Contemporary Arabic Readers. Ann Arbor, MI: UniVer-
sity of Michigan Press, 19S2-66. 5 vols. in 9. -vol.

-1: Newspaper Arabic, Ernest N. McCarda,and Adil I.
Yacoub, eds. viii, 280 pp. [ED 014 074 Resumd only].
Contains 15 selections wepresentative Of front-page
news coverage, accompanied by exereines, drillS, and
graMmar notes, and five selections of expenitery prose
im the .Style 0f editorials and essays.. Also inclUded
are.sections on proverbs to be committed to memory.
Vol. II, Parts 1 & 2; Arabic Essam, Rashid L. Bashshur,

MeCartia' and Yacoub, eds. 2 velS. [ED 014
075/076 Resam6 enly].. Part 1 contains 20 selections 0n
such sUbjects as politics, economiesi-religion; and
anthropology. Part 2 contains notes and glossaries to
selections 1-15. Vol. III: Formal Arabic Parts 1
E.N. McCarus, A.I. Yacoub and Frederic A. Cadora,
eds. 2,vols. [ED-014 077 & 015 453 Resumd only],
Part 1 cOntains 26 unedited formal, speechea, treaties,
constitutions, and other seleetions of a legal, diplo-
matic or documentary nature. Part 2 is notes and gles-
series. Vol. IV, Parts 1 & 2: Short_Stories, James A.
Bellamy, E.N. McCarus and A.I. Yacoub, eds. 2 vols.
EED 014 078/079 Resum6 only3. Part 1 contains 10 short
stories and a one-act play by modern writers. Part _2
is naes and glossaries: Vol. V, Parts 1 & 2: Modern
Arabic Poetry, James A. Bellamy, E.N. McCarus.and A.I.
Yaceub, eds. 2 vols. EED 014 080/081 Resum6,only3

Part 1 contains a representative selection Of the
works of 31 modern peetS, presenting a comprehensive ,
picturc.of Arabic poetry since World War I. Part 2 iS'
notes And glossaries. [NDEA]

2
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Hanna,'Sami A. Arabic Reading Lessor's: Second Year:,

Level. 2nd rev. ed. Salt Lake City, UT: Middle East
Center, University of Utah, 1968. vi, 262 pp. TED
011 1111

Designed to give-reading practicel Assumes spoken,
and written mastery of the essentduls of the 'contempo-
rary literarylanguage. Part I presents fact about
the Arabic werld. Part li contains three short stories
and Part III grammatical information. The units in-

'elude a list of expressions and idioms and substitu-
tiOn, comprehension, coMpletion, sentence construction,
and composition writing drills. The Arabic material
'is in the Arabic script. Arabic-English glossary
alphabetically arranged.

Mansoor, Menahem ed. Legal and Documentary-Arabic
iNotes Exercises VocatAlar-

ies and Model Answers. Leiden, Netherlands: E.J.

Brill, 1965. 2 vols. [ED 012 353]
Aasumes a knowledge of.the esSentials of.Arabic

-grammar In Vol. I, the 62 selections from contempo-
rary documentary sources in theArab-world are arranged
into 38 basic lessons and 24 unglossed supplementary
texts. In the lessons, the original text is accompa--
nied by a vocabulary list, arranged according to the
root., with cultural notes. There are drills in trans-
lating, sentence construction, identifying roots, and
vocalizing sentences. The Arabic material is unvocal-
ised. Vol. II contains English translations of the
lessons in Vol. '1, akey to the.exercises, a key to the
supplementary texts, and English-Arabic, Arabic-English
ossarios. ENDEA1

.z

Middle East Centre for Arab Studies. The Way Prepared:
AlTarte al4lumahhad. A Reading Sook in Modern Arabic.
2nded. Beirut, Lebanon: Khayats, 1967. 82 pp.'

[Reprint of 1962 ed.]
Fifty selections of examples of modern literary Arabic

illustrating newspaper styles to letter-writing. Selec-
tions are divided into 10 sections of 300 words each,
corresponding to the Selected Word List. The texts are
fully voWelledtbrough Section6 and less thereafter.

Nahmad, H.M. From the Arabic press: a language reader
in economic and social affairs. London, England Lund
Humphries, 1970. 135 pp.

.

Anthology oC extracts from daily newspapers and
periodicals from Cairo, Beirut, Baghdad and Damascus'.
Arabic text and English translation, on opposite pages.
NO notes.

Ziadeh, Farhat J. A Reader in Modern LiterarT Arabic.
'Princeton, NJ: Princeton- Univergity Press, 1964. xii,
426 pp. Tapes.

.An intermediate level reader reprea.anting the modern
literary style of the Eastern Arab countries. The 34
selections include essays and fiction and 'are generally
abridgements of longer pieces. Selections followed by
notes,and eXereises on.grammar, vocabulary, and trans-
-lation. Arabic material, is unvowelled. Also included
are biographical sketches of the authors, Arabic-English
vocabulary, and indices of idioms and grammar points.
ENDEA1'

RAMMARS

' ArabieL Modern Standard Grammar Reference Book. Mon-
terey, CA Defense Language Institute, 1970, 187 PP.

To accompany Lessons 1-60 of the-DLI Modorn Standard

Arabic Basic Course (1966). LDLI1

Bates n, Mary Catherine. Language
(Language Handbook Series) Washington, DC: Center for
Applied Linguistics, 1967. XV, 125 pp.

Designed to provide information useful to the student
of Arabic, a specialist in an Arabic speaking area, or
to the linguist interested in learning about the struc-
ture and use Of the language. Chapter 1 is an outline
Of Arabic structure. The important features of grammar
are discusspd and arranged to demenstrate how the lari
guage functions. Description of classical' form of the
language. Chapter 2 is on the history of Classical
Arabic from its earliest records up to the modern
period. Chapter 3 discusses the linguistic practipe of !

the'Arabs, including modern developments in Classidal
Arabic, its present Use in relation to the colloquial
dialects, and the origins and structures of-the dra-
lects. Map. .

, ;

Beeston, Alfred F.L. The Arabic Langnage Today, (Mod-

ern languages) London, England: Hutchinson.University '

Library, 1970. 125 pp.
For the linguist who wishes to gain an idea ofbow

Arabic.works, and for the person with some practical
knowledge of the language who wishes to know more about
the theoretical bases of the language.

Written Arabic: _:Approach to the Basic Struc-
es. London, England: Cambridge University Prpss,''!

1968, -v,-117 pp.
A pedagogical grammar designed-to teach reading. ,

Traditional in approach but utill.zi-ng bothe'ffiedernflin-

guisticprinciples Attempts tp elieit the basic/prin-
ciples which govern.Arabio Sentence structure. EXamples
with translations given'in Arabic script with fewor no
vowels.indiced. :Grammatical items cross-referenced
occasionally. Arabic and English indices. .

Bishai, Wilson H. Concise Grammar of Literary Arabic:
A _-- roabh With.Vocabular Lists Exercises Read-

elections and a Cumulatiie Glossar-. DubuqUe, IA.,
_-ndall/Hunt Pub. Cd 1971. xiii, 312 pp'. TaYls.

pedagogical and reference grammar, on the whole
traditional in approach. There are translation and
composition exercises,and four reading selecti4S.
Numerous examples follow items deseribed, Often in
paradigm form. Arabic-script used throughout.

Cantarino, Vicente. Syntax Of Mcidern Arabic Pro.e.
(ASian Studies Research Institute; Oriental series,
no.'4) Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press,
1974-75. 2 vols. [Vol. 3 forthcoming]

beseriptive study. For the advanced student. In-
tended,t0 deal with the intricacies of modern rterarY
Ar

;
abic (with the exception of journalistic-styl s).

Uses a meaning-based theory of grammer,for syntactical
analysis. Traditionel terminology used. Vol. I dealS
with the simplest units: nominal and verbal seatences
considered in their affirmative, negative, and inter-
rogative forms; Vol. II (in two.sections) deala with
the simple sentences expanded into more elaborate

1

..

syntactical structures. Vol. III deals with the grouP-
ing df sentences into'compounds. Numerous eXamPles .

follow descriptions. Index to entire work in VOl. IIf.
,-

4

Haywood, J.A. and H.M. Nahmad. A New Arabic Grammar
'of tbe Written Language. Leaden, England: Lund Hum-
phries, 1979. x, 687 pp. [Reprint of 1962 ed.p Key,

30
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1964. 70 pp.
Based on Thatcher'p Arabic grammar (see.Classical).

A pedagogical grammar'of both classical and modern
standard Arabic. Traditional in approach. Each of
the 52 chapters deals with one grammatical function in
Arabic (e.g. the verb covers 21 chapters). Brief
explanations are followed by numerous examples given-
in the Arabic acript; oceasional transliteration and
translation. The bOokleontains a great number of'
illdstrativclists and paradigMs= All'Arabic materidi
in Chapters21-13 is transliterated. Translation exer
cises. About one-third of the book is given over to
supplementary materials and appendices. The former
contains-selections from the Qur'an,literary extracts
from the 9th Century to 1957, newspaper extracts and
eXamples of correspondence. 'Appendices deal with the
colloquial Arabic dialects, and guide to further study.
Iheluded also is a cumulative AYabic-Engli-J117vocabillary.
of items found in the book. Grammatical index.'

Kapliwatzky, Jochanan. Arabic _n a e and Grammar.
'Jerusalem: Rubin Mass, 1963-71= !=1 vole. Key.
Vol. 1, 1971 (8th ed.); II, 1967 (6th ed.); III, 1963
(6th ed.); IV, 1968 (6th eel.)J

A pedagogical grammar, traditional in approach.= Les-
sons in each volume contain, in general, brief grammati-
cal rules, with exampls reading exercises fpr transla-
tion purpohes and an abic-English vocabulary lipt to
which sometimes note areadded: Each volume has an
Arabic-English vecab Jury, listing only the new words. ,

Nol. I is mainly de gned-to-teach all the rules to
Arabic reading. V. II deals with 10 different forms
of the verb. Vol. III is concerned ehiefly with the
forms of three' ty es of verbal classes. The reading
lessons in this v lume are designed to introduce the
student to a rea ing knowledge of the Arabic press.
Vol. IV conclude discussion 0f the verbal classes and
presents syntac ical rales of Arabic. Selections from
modern Arabic 1 terature are used in reading lessons.
Appended to NeJs. III and IV are extensive paradigms Of
the verbs= Arbic script used throughout..

Scheindlin, R ymond P. 201 Arabie.Verbs.:,Woodbury,
NY: Barrons ducational Series, Inc., 1975. 224 pp.

MaY be use_ for reference purposes. Full conjuga
tions in all tensea: Also contains review of Arabic
verb forms, ample conjugations, and other grammatical
points inten ed aa.eids to the student,

DICTIONARIE'

Munir. Al-Mawrid. Modern English-Arabic
Dictionary. Beirut, Lebanon: Dar l-'Ilm lil-Malayin,
1973. 1115 pp. [Reprint of 1971 ed=3 [Previous edi-

. tions]

. Al-Mawrid al-Was8t.. A Concise En lish-Arabic
dictionary. 1st ed. Beirut, Lebanon: Dar el-'Ilm
lil-Malayin, 1971. 669 pp.

For the speaker of Arabic. 'Parts of speech, levels
of utage. tflustrated.

Cachia, Pierre J.E. The Monitor. A Dictionar7 of
Arabic GrammatiCal Terms.. Arabi--En lish, En iSh-
Arabic. London, England: Longmans and Beirut, Leba-
non: ,Librairie du Liban, 1974. 198 pp.

Doniach, Nakdimon S., ed. The Oxford E lish-Arab c
diction- of_current usa e Fait _ .11xford
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University Press, 1972. xii, 1392 pp.
Intended for the speaker of Arabic. ApproxiMately

20,000 main entries Levels 0f usage and i.l_lnstratiVe
phrases provided. Definitions in Arabic dialects indi-
cated. Attention giVen to idiomatic eXpressipna. The
Arabi° wOrds are in the original character, fully
vocalized.

Elias, Edward Elias. The Colle-iate Diction Arabic-
E lish, Com iled for Universit _Students. Cairo,
Egypt Elias' Modern Press, 1 -. 3 pp.

A translation of the author's Arabic-French diction-
ary. Levels of usage; illustrations.

Elias, Elias,A. EliaS' Medern Dictior
EalL511. Cairo, Egypt: Elias.' Modern Press, 1574T
870 pp. (1st pub. 19221

= Th SchOol Dictionary, EngliSh-_ abic,,Arahie7
Engliab. lOtked. Cairo, Egypt: Elias' Modern PreSS,
195-. 2 vols. in 1. [1st pub. 1928]

intended primarily for the Speaker of Arabic.

_
and Edward E. Elias. al-Qames al- aerl._ _Elias

Modern Diction -n-lish-Arabic. 17th rev. ed.'
Cairo, El _ ias Modern Press, 1971. xv, 816

Concise dictionary intended for the speaker of
.Arabic. Levels of usage occaOunally indicated.-

Nava, J.G. Arabic-English Dictipnary. 3rd ed.
.Beirut, Lebanon: Dar al-Mashrig, 1970. 915 pp.
[Reprint of 1961

Hasan S. al-Man5r;_ an_English-Arabic dic-
tionary. New York, NY: St. Martin's Press, 1972.
Xii, 903 pp.' fAlso published in London and BeirUt,
1971.]

Manseer, M. 'Epg244-IfArabic Dictionary of Political,
Diplematic_and_Conference Terms. New York,'
MeGraw7Hill, 1961. xv. 353 pp.

,Designed to supplement existing standard English-
Arabic dictionaries. Approximately 9500 entries of
specialized terms and expressions commonly used in the
cOnduct of international relations. Words related to
the key word are indented and alphabetized under that
group. Verbs are alphabetized separately at ihe end
of each group. The Arabic material is,in the Arabic
script. Thrde supplementary lists cOver international
organizations and institution's, countries and their
capitals, and Arabic civilian henorifics, ranks, and
titles. ,

Middle East Centre for Arab'Studies. A Selected Word
1st of Modern Litera 7 Arabic. 2nd ed. Beirut Leb-

anon; 10eyats, 19 9. 272 pp.
Designed to accompany the M.E.C.A.S. The Way Pre-

pared and the Grammar of Modern_Literary Arabie. Ten
sections of lists arranged in order of frequencyof
modern educated speech. Nine topical appendices, a
gazetteer, an English index, and an Arabic index.

Sabek, Jerwan fal-Sabio, Jirwanl. Al-Kanz DictionL_
En ish-Arabic. 1st ed. Beirut, Lebanon: ,The Author
and Dar al-Se:big lil6Nagr, 1974.

, iV, 947 144
For the speaker oflArabic. Parts of speech, 1 v

of usage indicated._

Salmone, Habib A. ' nius al-'All
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An Advanced Learner's Arabic-E ilish Dictiona- ; Inclu-
ding an English Index. Beirut, Lebahon: Librairie du
Libari, 1972. xxiii, 1431 pp. [Reprint]

Student's Arabie-English Dictionary. 'Beirut Lebanon:,

Gatholic Press, 1955. 7 7 pp.
-An abridged version of Hava's dictionary. Intended

for the speakers of both languages. The approximately
30;000 entries, in the Arabic script, are arranged
according to the root system, And followed by the Eng-
lish gloss. Illustrations.

Student's English-Arabic, Arabic-English Dictionary.
Beirut, Lebanon: Catholic --- 1953. 1.390 pp.

Student's English-Arabic Dictio Beirut, Lebanon:
Catholic Press, 1955. 0 pp.

Wehr, Hans. A Dictionary of Moderh-.Written Arabic.
3rd rev. ed. Ed. by J Milton CoWan. Ithaca, NY:
Spoken kanguage Cervices,-1972. xvii, 1110 pp: [Also

published Wiesbaden, 0/-Harrassowitz, 1971.1
--A_comprehensve d constitutc, an
enlarged and impiroved version .of Arabisches Wörterbnch

die;Sehrifttprache_der Gegenwart by Hans, Wehr.
Requiret a knbwledge of the arrangement of a standard
Arabic dietfonary. The Arabic entries, in the Arabic
script,and in transcription, .are- followed by the
EngliAh gloss and illustrative sentences. Dialect
words are indicated.

ARABIC, AIGERIAN

TEACHING MATERIALS

Dziri, Tarbi. L'arabe parld alarien par le son et
par l'imme: Exercices de p126h6ti ue et notions am-
maticales. Paris, France: Maisonneuve, 1970. 1 vols.

For self-instructional purposes. Designed to give
speech and reading'practice. Vol. I contains texts of
dialogues and conversations in'transcription. There
are graMmatical notes in traditional terms. Vol. II
contains the French translation of texts in Vol. I.
yol". III is an Arabic-French glossary, With references,
levels of usage, parts of speech and notes. -Vol: IV ..

contains the texts of Vol. I in Arabic script.only.

Margais, Philippe. Initiationa l'Algerie. Peri
France, 1957.

Soulah, Mohammad. MCtIiode at ue.d'arab -6 er a
l'usage de tous les établissements d'instruction conte-
nant: Le.e.simae et la syntaxe gêndrales'combinées;
32 tableaux ou rdsum6s synoptiques; des textes suivis;
des notions sur les lettres usuelles; des dldments de
mdtrique et de prosodic; un complement de grammaire;

Iroisfflexiques. 8th ed. Algiers, Algeria: Imprime-

ries la o-Litho" et Jules Carbonel Munies, 1947.

340 PP-
The Arabic script is used throughout.

-Tapidro, Noybert. Manuel d'arabe algdrien,moderhe:
3rd ed. (Etudet Araben et Islamiques, Serie A, Manuels,
Vol. 5) Paris, Prance: Librairie C. Xlincksieck, 1971.
yiii, 177 PP- Records. [1st pub. 1957.]

Designed to give speech practice. Each of the 30'-
lessons, including six reviews, can be covered in two
.or three:hours. Grammar is illustrated in dialogues
or narratives and explained in traditional terms.

21

There are pronunciation, repetition, transformation,
translation, response, and verb conjugation dxills.

iArabic material is in tramAcriPtion. Grammatieal
Arabic-French,Trench-Arabic glossaries.

READERS

Margais, Philippe. Texteg arabes de_Djidjelli; intro7
duction - _extes ct transcri_tion traduction -
glossaire. Publications de la Fecund des Lettrs_

d'Alger, [ITe adrie] 26) Paris, France: Presses
universitaires de France, 1954. 240 pp.,

Contains prose and folk-tales.

Margais, Wifliam'and Abderrahman Gutga. Textes arabes
\de Takrogna. (Bibl. de l'Ecole des Langues Orientales,_
:Viventes1R3,),_,ParFeance:,qeuthheri-61925

1. II: Glossaire.

elkaid, M. "Le Parier Arabe de renas (Alarie).
Etude\ Phonologique Grammat icale et Lexicale " Ph.D._ _

Diss., SorbOnne ;--Scionces-Humathes1-19T1--z-----

A
Brown, Anthony F.R. "A Phonological and Grammatical
Analysis of an Algerian.Dialect of Arabic." Ph.D.
Diss., University of London, 1956. vii, 564 PP.

Margais, Philippe. Le -arler arabe de Dlidjelli Nord
constantinois. Al drie . Publications de l'Institut
d'dtudes orientales d'Alger, 16) Paris, France: Llb-
rairie d'Amdrique et d'Orient, 1956- xxviii, 648 pl..

Comprehensive reference grammar, traditional in
approach.

Margais, William. Le dialebte lé & TlemCen: Gram-
mire, textes et osaIre. Algiers Univert-
Facult6 des lettres. Publications, v. 26) Paris,
France: E. Leroux, 1902.

. 325-PPr-

DICTIONARIES,

Beaussier, Mareelin.f' Dictionnaire pratiaUe arabe-
frangais. Contenant tOus les mots employéS dans
l'arabe parld en Algérie gt en Thnisie. Ainsi que
dans le style epistolaire. Les pièces usuelles et les
actes judiciaires. New and:rev. cd., by M. Mohamed Ben
Cheneb. Algiers, Algeria: Le Maison (Ica AAVTes, 1958.
yin. 1093 pp. ' [1st pUb. 1887. Rev. ed. 19311

Photo-offset Of handwritten mamUsoript. Ehtrics
include parts of ,speech, variants, levels of usage.

Bel]thassem, Ben Sédire. Dictionnaire frangais-arabe
de la laJgue-parlde en Algerie. Algiers, Algeria,
1954.

Lentin, Albert. Suppldment au dictionxiaire prtique
-arabe-frangaiS de Marcclin Beaussier. Algiers, Algeria:
La Maison de Livres, 1959. vf, 312 pp.
'An independent work intended'ks a supplement to the

1887 dictionary. The seopc is wider than that of the,
original work. by Beaussier, and includes both old and
new terms in the 'spoken language, mainly'fram Constan-
tine, but'also framMren, Algiers and Tunisia. In the
ease of new words) the'huther'indicates, wherever pos-

,

siblei which old terms already entered from other -

ribitic dialects correspond to them either in form or
in meaning. He then names the specific geographidal,
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areas where each of these paired terms oceura, 20 that
the diCtionary also serVes as a teol for studies in
dialect geography. ,Containa approximateIy.2500 words,
arranged by root.

ARABIC, ARABIAN PENINS

TEACHING MATERIALS

Cowan, William. Yemen Arabic. Taig, Yemen: Foreign
Service,Institute, American Embassy, 1963: [0.P.]

,Tntended for use by embassy employees. Designed to
give speech practice. Each of the 50 lessons can be
covered in two hours. Grammar is illustrated in dia-
logues with buildups. There are substitution and . Basic

transformation drills. Phonemes are listed. No pro- Dhabi _abic.
nunciation drills._ Arabic material is in transcrip- Environmental
tion. HSI] 070 351]

THE MIDDLE EAST,& NORTH AFRICA

gafisheh, Hamdi A. A basic course in GUlf abic.

Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona and Beirut,
Lebanon: Librairie du Liban, 1975: xxii, 482 pp.
Tapes. [ED UP 654 Resume only]

Designed to give speech and reading practice. In

the 42 units, grammar is explained in structural terms
and illustrated in dialogues with buildups and narra-
tives. There are pronunciation, repetition, substitu-
tion, transformation, chain, question-answer, transla-
tion, identification and Combination drills and exer-
cises. Arabic-English, English-Arabic glossarieS.
Index=of grammatical terms. Transcription used through7
out. [NDEA]

Gulf Arabic, basedpn Colloquial Abu
Tucson, AZ: University of Arizona,

Research Lab., 1970. xviii,,307 pp.

Delignarlo give speelinan writing prac-
A Handbook of Kuwaiti Arabic Hertford, England:
_ephen Austin and Sons, for he Kuwait Oil CO., 1951.

ix, 251 pp. Records.
Primarily designed-for the employees of the company.

Emphasis in ni? four parts is on speech practice
Grammar is explained intstructural terms and practiced
_in translation exercises in Part II (13 lessons). It

is illnAtrated_in basic, sentences or dialogues in Part
III (28 lessons) 'and iBrIarrativea-im_Part IV (14 les-

--aona)---Pronunciation information in Part I -6.11.d-repet-i---

tion drills on accompanying recordings. Arabie materi-
al is in transcription with stress indicated by dia-
crities. Englisi '--bic glossary.

Jidda Arabic. Jidda, Saudi Arabia: Foreign Service
InstitUte, American Embassy, 1963. 189 pp. '

Designed to give speech practice. May be,cove'red
in 100 classroom hours. Grammar is illustrated;in
dialogues with buildups and explained in structural
terms. There are substitution drills. VocabularY list
ih each lesson. The Arabic material is in transcrip-

,

tion. [FSI]

Jong, D. Epoken Arabic of the Arabian Gulf. Beirut,
Lebanon: Librairie du Liban, 1968. 68 pp. liSt pub.

19581
'Designed to teach the spoken dialect of Kuwait.- It

uses' the grammar translation approach and has basic
texts, grammar notes, and gonversations.

Ati Arabic, Parts I & IT. Kuwait Oil-Company, n.d.
970? . :2 vo1.1. Part I: Kuwaiti Arabic, 48 pp.

.Part II: Kuwaiti Arabic. Spoken Arabic Course, 15 pp.

Omar, Margaret K. Saudi Arabic, Urban Hijazi Dialect.
(Basic Course Series) Washington, DC: Foreign Service
Institute, Dept. of State, 1975. xvii, 288 pp.
[ED 112 6657 [Available from GPO]

Designed to give speech and reading practice. In'
the 50 lessons, ammar i. explained in structural
no J1 a in sentences nfid-diMIdkues.
There are pronunciationi substitution, translation,
cue word, and structured conversation drills and exer-
cises. The student is introduced to Arabic script
frOm the beginning but phonemic transcription alb°
used throughout: Dialect is that spoken in gidda.
Appendices include specialized vocabulary, social
expressions, gestures, Saudi names, and an Arabic-
English glbssary. All appendices in transcription.
GrammaticaL index. [MEM,

tice. In the 22 units, grammar is explained in struc-
tural terms and illUstrated in dialogues 0r narratives.
There,are pronunciation, repetition, completion, coma-
prehension, chain, substitution, qucetion-formation,
translation, and transformation drills and exercises.
Roman transcription used thi-oughout. Arabic-English

Van Wagoner, Merrill Y.', Arnold C. Satterthwa
-Framk_A. Rice; Introduction to ken Arabic of East,
ern Saudi AYWUia. Arabian-American
Oil Co., Language Training Program, 1950. 192 pp.
Records.

May be used for self-instructional purposes. De-
signed to give speech practice. In the 12 lessons,
dialogues with "breakdowns" serve as a base for - c-

tured conversations outlined in English. Grammar is.
explained in structural terms. No drills. An intro-
ductory section briefly lists, describes and eXempli-
fies the sounds of Arabic. Repetition drills on stress
in Lesson Three. Arable material is in transcription.
A- .:x-ided are a section on numbers, one on the verbs,
c.4 the basic sentenCes, arranged by stem class, and a
model training conversation. English-Arabic glossary.

and

GRAMMES

Abboud, Pe er F. of Na di Arabic. Ann
Arbor, MI: UniVersity Microfilms, 1 111 pp.

A linguistic description intended for the specialist.
Based primarily on the IC and String Constituent Analy-
sis principles of linguistics. After a brief introduc-
tion and listing of the phonemes of Najdi Arabic, the
study is given over to descriptions of the parts of
speech, clauses, phrases, transformations, concord, _

and major and minor sentences. Examples-follow items
described. Phonemic' transcription used'throughout..'
Bibliography.

Arabic. A Generative Phonological Approach." Ph.D.

Dias., University of London, 1973. xxx, 700 pp.

Dawod, Tammath Hassan 0.M. (=Tammam Hassan). "The MO-,
netics and-Pnonology Of Aden Dialect." M.A. thesis,
University of London, 1952. 2 vols.

Johnstone, Thomas M. Eastern Arabic Dialect Studies.
(London Oriental Series, No.-17 ) London, England:
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Oxford University Press, 1967. xxxi1,'268 pp.
A study of the dialects of Kuwait, Bahrain, Ratar -

but pot al-Hasa - and the Trucial Coast, (TrUCial'Vman
An introductory chapter discusses the place of these 1,
diaIeCtS Within the larger greup of dialects to which
they belong, and determine,1 their main characteristics.
Part II is an outline of the phonology of these dia-
lects, first the group as a whole, then individually.
Part III treats the Morphology, in an arrangement
paralleling Pert.II. Part,rV, Notes on Syntax, deals
mainly with the USe of tense$, concord, and the sen-:
tence. Part V consists of's. Series of text's in tan-
scription and translation; they represent examples of
connected'speecb. Bibliography, appendix (on problems
of syllabification), and index. The Arabic material
is given in transcription, with occaaional citations
in Ardbie Script. The terminelogy is fairly conserva-
tive, with somc use of process statement techniques to
provide symbaizatidns of synchronic reIatieTnAhlps,
e.g. y -j. Maps.

Mater, Abd A1-4Aziz.
Dirdspir:Lughawiyyah_Maidaniyyah On the Cheracteris-
tics ef the Kuwaiti dialect of Arabic. A field stuay.
(University of-Kuwait Publications) Kuwait: al-
Risalah Press, 1969. 105 pp.

Description of the phonologicaland morphological
systems of the Kuwaiti dialect; loan words in the dia-
lect.

. Min Asrdr al-ianjab al-KuWaitiyyah. Dirdsah
-Lughawiyyah Maiddrayyah. Some characteristic features
-1-r0f the Kuwaiti dialect. A field study. (University
of Kuwait PUblirations) Kuwait: al-'Asriyyah Press,
1970. 163 Pp.

Covers some of the phonological aspects such as
accent, assimilation, and the morphological aspects
such as the structure of certain types of verbs and
nouns. Also a study in the Kuwaiti leXicon.

Schreiber,,Giselher. Der Arabische Dialekt von Makka-
.AbrissIder Grammatik Mit Texten und Glossar. Islam-

kundliche untersuchungen, Bd. 9) Freiburg, W. Ger-
many: Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 1971. ix, 144 pp.

'Sieny, Mahmoud Esma4i1. "The Syntax of Urban Hijazi
Arabic." Ph.D. Bids., Georgetown University, 1972.
iV, 204 pp.

Aims at describing the basic syntactic structures
of urban Hijazi Arabic (spoken in the major citied Of
the Western Region of Saudi Arabia, Mecca, Medina, and
Jedda)- Tagmemic in approach, but utilizes transfor-
mational methods.

ARABIC, C_

iTEACHING MATERIALS

Absi, Samir Abu and Andre SineUd. Basic Chad Arabic.

III: e aetiVe phase. Bloomington, IN: Indiana
University, -Intensive Langliage Training Center, 1968:
3 vols. [ED 052 669/670/6711 ,

Designed to giVe speech and comprehension practice.
Vol. I is 60,units emphasizing passive recognition,
each unit consisting of brief-structural notes, exam-
plea, and a comprehention section= There are tran-
scription, translation,' and identification exercises._

provides'the dnswers to the comprehension r-
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exercises. In Vol. III emphasis is-on speech praetice.-
in the 45 lessons grami'ar is explained in structural
terms, and illustrated in dialogues with buildups
which serve as, a base for structured conversation and
comprehension practice Arabic material is in tran-
scription.,,-APpendices include 35 suppleuientary situ-
ational.dialogues, and eight short stories with trans-
aations. [NDEA]

Carbou, Henri hode prati.ue pour l'étude de
l'arabe"parld au Ouaday et a l'ES% du Chad. Paris,
France: Librairie orientaliste Geuthner. 1954.. 251 Pp.
[Reprint of 1913 ed.]

For self-instructional purposes. Designed to give
speech practice. In Part I, grammar is explained in
traditional terms with numerous exercises. Part II
contains songs. Phonology briefly outlined. Arabic
material in also in transcription. Topically arranged
vocabularies.

Faure, Pierre. Introduct ler arabe -de l'Est
du Tchad. Paris, France: Afrique & langage, and
Fort.-Lemy, Chad: Lib. N.D., 1-971. '208 Pp. [MiMeo]
P.7-rt I: Texts with translations and notes.' Part Ir:
Chad Arabic-English vocabulary listed by root. Part
III: Brief grammatical sketch.'

RAmmARs

Ha6ge, -Claude. ofil d'_ arler arabe d Tchad.
(Atlas lifigui.:tique du monde arabe. Compte rendus
du Groupe linguistique d4dtudeo chamibo;adtiiiques:
Suppldment; 2) (Matériaux; 1) _paria, Francd: P.

Geuthner, 1973. 79 pp.
Structural'aketch. Includes description of phonb17.

ogy, and basic grammatical features.

Worbe, André.. Etude de l'arabe parld au Tchad. Fort-
Lamy, Chad: S.N.O., 1962. 96 pp.

DTCTIONAREES

, -
Roth-Laly,.Arlette- -xiqnd-des-pnrIers:arabea tehado
zoudanais: An' Arabic- lish-French Lexicon of the
Dialects Spoken in the Chad-Sudan Area.. Paris, France:
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1969-71.
3yoltlf: of 4: JED 035 890, Vol. 1, Hdsume only]

Intended.asa.research tool. ,A traditional classi-
'fication, aCcording to triliteral roots, is used with
arbitrary provision for items like loanwords from
African and Buropeanaanguages. Sub-entries are
grouped semantically. The arrangement iS aeeOrding to
the,order of the Arabic alphabet. JtZ transcription is
used throughout. 'Bibliography.

ARABIC EGYPTIAN

TEACHING MATERIALS

AbdeI-Massih, Ernest T. An introduction to t tian

Eastern and North African Studies, University, of Michi-
gan,-1975. xxv,,358.pp. .Tapea.

May be uzed for zelf-instructional purposes. De-
signed. to give speech and reading practice. Part I:
description of phonology-and drilla. Part II: 20
unitst-19 of which contain_dielogues and texts. reading,:
translation, repetition,formation, and buildup exer
cises. Unit 20,isan introduction to the Arabic script.
Part III: 'texta, some in:phonetic transcription, some
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in Arabic script and transcription, and some in. Arabic
script with glosses. Part TV: proverbs'. Part V:
topical word lists. Arabic-English lexicon. Index.

, A. Fathy Bahig and Carolyn Killeen. A Compre-,

hensive Study of Egyptian Arabic. Ann Arbor, MI: !

University of Michigan, Center for Near Eastern and i---

North .African Studies, 1976-77 (forthcoming). 2-Vols.

Vol. I contains conversations-4-cultural-text sOcio

lingiliatic and ethnolinguistie notes. Vol. II contains
proverbs, sociolingnistianOtes, referancagrammar, arid
lexiCon. Texts are.alsO ip phonetic transcription;
translations provided:

El-Baz,-Farouk. Say it An Arabic, jgytian dialect.
Na&ork-, NY novarPab1ications. 1968. _ vi,

Berberi, Dilaver. Arabic_in a nutshell. Montclair,

NJ: Institute.for Language Study, distx. by Funk and
-Wagna1ls,-1975: 251 pp, Reeords and tapeS.

"For self-instrUctional purpOSes. Designed to give
Speech practice. Grammar is explained in traditional
terms and illustrated in 40 situational dialegues in''
Arabic Script, transcription, and literal and approxi-
matetranslations.

Elias, Elias A. Practical Gremmnr and Vocabulary_nf
the Collo uial Arabic: A Simple Course for Non-Gram-
marianS, Containing the Most Useful Words Only, with
the Necessary Tenses of the Verbs, and Plurals of the
Nouns and Adjectives. ah ed- Cairo, Egypt: Elias'

Modern Press, 1953. ix, 103 Pp=
Grammar is explained in traditional terms and illus-

trated in unrelated sentences. Translation exercises.
Vocabulary lists. A transcription is used throughout.

Hanne, Sarni, A. and Naguib Greis. !!gliTiLIB Arabic -

A_Li _istic Aroach:. From Cultivated Cairene_to
Formal Literary Arabic. Leiden, Netherlands: E.J,

Brill,-1972. 296 pp. [1st pub. 1966]
See ARABIC.--MODEEN STABDABD.

Harrell, Richard S., Leila Y. Tewfik and George D.
Selim. Lessons in Colloquial Egyptian Arabid, (Rich-
ard-Slade Harrel: Arabic Series, No.'2) Rev. ed. --

Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 1963.
146 pp.

An intermediate course designed to giVe speeeh prac-
tice and grammatical review. If used as an introduc-
tory course,°the instructor needs to add further ele-
mentary material. The 40 lessons-axe divided into
five sections. Grammar-As-explained in strUctural-
terms and illusttated in basic se4tences. (Seetion III),
model sentences (Section IV), and in dialegues (Sec-
tion V). There are translation and transformation
drills% Section 11 contains an olUtline of phonology,
pmd__Soction TI pronunciation drills. Arabic material

in transcription.

r, Jacques and Joseph Khouzam. Manuel d'arabe
en,Tarler du Caire. (Etudes arabes et islami-

ques. 1. aer.: Manuels et ouvrage d'imitation) 2nd notes.
rev. ed. Paris, France: Klincksieck, 1973. x, 212 pp-

Traditional'school text. Vocabulary introduced in GRANMARS
lists- Includes conjugation tables and grammatical
index. Transcription used throughout.

THE MIDDLE EAST _Et NODTh AFRICA

Lehn, Walter and Peter Abboud. Beginning Cairo Arabic.
Prelim. ed. Austin, TX: ,UniVeraity of Texas, Middle,
East Language and.AreaCenter, 1965. x, 298 pp. Tapes.

[ED 010 478]
Designed te give speech practice. In the 30 lessons,-

grammar-is illustrated in basic sentences, dialogues,
or,narratives, and explained in structural terms. The e
are pronunciation, repetition,.substitution, transfor-1
nation, and translation drills. The language of this 1

book represents the prestige usageof the majority ef-
Cairenes in informal:situations: It is written in
transcription. An outline reference, grammar is appen-
ded. Arabic-English glossary. ENDEA]

Mitchell, T.F. Collo Uial Arabic: The Liv'
2f3=u2t. (The Teach yourself books _ ndon, E
English Universities Press, 1962- ix, 240 pp.

Designed to give speech practice. Part I contains

ar in-traditional tes, and Part III topically
an outline of the phonOlogy, -Part -11-a-referente gram-
m rm
arranged vocabulary listsand illustrative sentences
useful to the visitor. The dialect represented is
that spoken by educated speakers in Cairo. Transcrip-
tion is Used throughout the text.

Introduction to E tian Collpquial Arabic.
London, -n and: -Oxford University Press, 1956,---31f,
285 pp.

in the 35 lessons, thereare grammatical explana-
tions in traditional terms, illustrative sentences and
translation exercises. Thirty-three texts. Transcrip-
tion used', Appended are greetings, Arabic-EnglIshi
English-Arabic gloPsaries and a key to exercises.

O'Leary, De Lacy. Colloquial Arabic. London, England:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1971. xviii,'192 pp. [Re-
print of 1926 ed.]

Intended as a guide to the colloquial language used
throughout the Arabic-speaking world. Most of the
reference is to the dialects of Egypt, Syria, and Iraq,
with some reference to other dialects, including North-

-African Arabic. In the 20 lessons two are devoted to-
-Cultural background and pronunciation; the remaining
lessons include grammatical notes, word lists, and
exercises. The appendices,contain conversation, use-
ful conversation, useful seleetions from Classical .

-Arabic, notes on the Algerian dialect-, and a gloss
The Arabic material is presented in a romanized tran-
scription-

Spoken Egyptian. Monterey, CA: Defense
Institute, 1969. 2 vols.

Assumes reasonable commandof modern standard Arabic.
Lessons 1-18 are culturally oriented; 19-60 deal with
military subjects. [DLI]

READERS

Elder, Earl Edgar, ed. Egyptian Colloquial Arabie
e JIEfican niverffity at-CPSro-

udies) London, England: Oxford University PresS,
1927. 154 pp.

May be used for self-instructional purposes. The
dialoguewand narratiVes are in transcription. CUlture

Aboul-Fetouh, Hilmi M. A Morphological Stud.y of Egyn-
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tian Colloquial Arabic. (Tarma Linguarum, Series
Practica, 33) The Hague, Netherlands: Mouton & Cp.,
1969.. 150 pp.

GeneratiVe study intended for the apecialist. A
revision of the author's dissertatiOn (1961), the
,stUdy examines the MOrphological alternatlonn-and
e eitenta-of-the-lang-uage _Tay the cOUCated
C011eqUial and the plain collOqUial. Syntactical'
criteria are kept to a minimum.

Gamal-Eldin, Saad M. A 7,yntactic Study of Egyptian
Colloquial Arabic. (Janua Linguarum, Series Prac-'
tica, 3h) The Hague, Netherlands: Mouton Et.Co., 1967.
120 pv,
. A linguistic grammar of educated Cairene Arabic.

The main part of the nine chapters is devoted to de-
peribing the structure of sentences in thin dialect.
The description is Primarily in terms of slots and

ke4fillers, and u5di-R-13honemic transcription. The-final
Chapter contains a sample.discourse with analysis and
translation.

Hanna,,i1; Morcos. The Phrase Structure of Egyptian
Colloquial Arabic.- ._Tanua Linguarum, Series Prac-
tice, 35 The Hague, Netherlands: Mouton & Co., 1967.
60 pp.

Pri..erily an /mediate constituent model, but also
utilizes transformational approach.

Harrell, Richard The Phonology of Colloquial Egyp-
tian Arabic. (Program in Oriental Languages. Publi-
cations. Series B* Aids, no;--9).,New York, NY: Amer-
ican Coundil of Learned Societids,7,1957. 90 PP-
[ACTS]

Rhalafallah, Abdelghany A. A Descriptive Grammar of
Collo(uial E utian Arabic. Ann Arbor, MI: University
MicroXilms, 1961: vii, 111 pp.

A linguistic grammar, basically structural in
approach. In three parts: phonemics, morphemics and
syntax. The first two sections include a number of
illustrative tables. Examples follow items described.
The final chapter is a sample text with analysis.
Phonemic transcription used throughout. Appendix to
phonotactics.

. A Descri tive Grammar of SaEi:di Egyptian
C0110qUial Arabic. Janti LinguarUm. Scrips Prac-
tica, 32) The 'Hague, Netherlands: Mouton & Co.; 1969
124 pp.

Descriptive aAalysis of the structUre Of the dialect
spOken by the inhabitants of the Nile Valley between
Caire and Aswan. Deals with phonemics, morpheMics and
syntax= on the whole slot and filler apprOach.

'El Bayed, Dawood H.A. "A Descriptive Analysis of the'
Part-Of-Speech SysteM and the Srammatieal Categoriee

EgyptiaWCollOquial .D. Diss., Cornell
University; 1962,
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the parts of speech. Modified-phonemic transcriptiOn
'used throUghoUt. Bibliography.

Wise, Hilary. T ansformational
Arabic. (Special Publications of the Philological
Society) Oxford, England: Basil Blackwell, 1975.

DICTIONARIES

Elias, Edward A. Practical Dictionary of the Collo-
quial Arabic of the Middle East; English-Arabic. 3rd
ed. Cairo, Egypt: Elias' Modern Press, 1962. Viii,
254 pp. [1st pub. 1949I

Spiro, Socrates= Q,mils al-__

kgjjimill. An Arabic-English dictionary of the collo-
quial Arabic of Egypt, containing the vernacular idioms
and expressions, slang, phrases, vocabulary, etc. used

bY am: -Ilatthre S-yptians4--BeIruty-Iebanon4---Libradrie
du Liban, 1973.

.
xiii, 659 pp.'. [Reprint of Cairo 1895

ed.] .

AllABIC, IRAQI .

TEACHING MATERLALS

Erwin, W.11ace M. A basic Course in Iraqi Arabic.
(The Richard Slade Harrell Arabic Series, no. 11)
Washington, DC: Georgetown Uniyersity Press, 1969.
xxii, 389 pp. [ED 034 973 Resumd only]

Deaigned to give speech and reading practice. Units
1-10 present a detailed description of the phonology
with pronunciation drills. In Units 11-40, grammar is
explained in Ptfdetural terms and illustrated in dia,
logues or narratives. There are.repetition, transfor-
mation, response; replacement, substitution, and com-
prehension drills and exercises. Cultural notes pro-
vided. Transcription used throughoUt. Iraqi-English,
English-Iraqi glossaries. [NDEA]

McCarthy, Richard J. and Faraj Raffouli. Spoken Arabic
of Baghdad - Parts I and II GA). (Publications of the
Oriental Inatitute of Al-Hikma University, Linguistic
Fries 1) Beirut, Lebanon: Librairie Orientale,
.56l-65. 2 vols.

Designed to give speech and reading practice: In;.
the 4o unita of Part I grammatical structure is demon
ntrated in Unrelated sentences and explained in struc-
tural terms. There are pronunciation, substitution)
conjugation and translation exercises and drills.
Vocabulary is intrqduced in the notes and in transla-
tion.exercises. Appendices cover: numbers, time, and
verb forms. Word index. Subject index. Part II,
Anthology of Texts, is in three sections, each of
which has six chapters with dialogues, stories, short'
plays, traditional stories, proVerbs, and popular
songs. In Section I, the Arabic material is in trans-
literation, in Section II, in translation and accom-
panied by notes, and in Section III, in the Arabic

Tomiche, Nada. Le parler arabe du Caire. son des
Sciences de l'Homme, Recherches Mdditerrane nnes,
Texten et gtudes Linguistiques, 3) The Ha e, Nether-
lands: 'Mouton & Co., 1964. 236 pp.

A linguistic grammar of Cairene Arabic. May be
used for reference purposes. In two equal rts:

phonology, and morphology and syntax. Item described
are followed by numereus examples. The sec d section
utilizes a fairly-traditional approach in c -orizing

I

O'Leary, Do Lacy. Collo uial Arabic. London, England:
Routledge and Kegan Paul; 1971. xviii, 192.pp. [Re

print of 1926 ed.]
See entry under ARABIC, EGYPTIAN.

§22hEn_Izmi. Monterey, CA: Defence Language Insti-
tute, 1969. 2 vols.

6
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Assumes reasonable command of modern standard Arabic.
Lessons 1-18 are culturally oriented; 19-60 deal'with
military subjects. [DLI]

Van Ess, John. The S_oken Arabic of Iraq.. 2nd rev.

ed. London, England: -Oxford University Press, 1971.
vi, 280 pp. Elst pub. 19383

For self-instructional purposes. Designed to give
speech and some reading practice. In Part I, graMmar
is illustrated in,unrelated sentences and translation
drills. Explanations are in traditional terms. Some

cultural information. The introduction contains a
lorief oUtline of the Arabic SCript and two reading
exercises. The Arabic material is in transliteration
-supplemented,by the Arabic script in Part I. Part II
is an English-Arabic glossary. Bibliography.

Van Wagoner, Merrill Y. Spoken Arabic (Iraqi).
Ithaca, ITY1-1701ten Language-Services, Inc., 1971

(Vol. 2)-1915 (vol. 1). 2-vols. Key tO ExerCisea,
1971. 90 pp. Records, casSettes. [ED 104-118TV01. I]
.[Reprint of Holt 1949ed.]

For self-instructiOnal purposes. Designed to give
speech 4nd reading practice. Basic sentences with
buildups servo as a base for dialogues and, in Vol. I,
for structured.conversations outlined in English. Con-
:tents reflect wartime situations. Grammar.is explained
in structural terms. There are multiple choice, comple-
tion, and transformation drills. Pronunciation informa-
tion and drills in each lesson of Vol- I. Vocabulary .

usage is explained in notes (in Vol. II)= The language
represented is the colloquial speech of Baghdad. Lb'.

Vol. I, it is written in the standard orthography
acdompanied by d transcription; Vol. II is entirely in
transcription. Appended to Vol. I are the transcription,
an index to pronunciation practices, a seCtiop on Arabic

Jorthograpny,-instructions to the guide, and Arabic-
English, English-Arabic glossaries. CUSAFI/ACLS3

Erwin, Wallace'M. A Short Reference Grammar of Iraq!
Arabic. (Richard Slade Harrell'ArabicSerieS, No. 4)
Washington, DC: Georgetown' :University-Press, 1963.

392 PP. [ED 012356 Resum6 only]
Intended for the beginning student. Structural in

approach. In three parts: phonology, morphology
(which comprises about half the book) and syntax.
,NumeroUs ekamples with tranalatiOns follow brief de-
scriptions of grammatical items. Phonemic transcrip-
tion used throughOUt. The dialect described is that
of educated Muslims in Baghdad. [NDEAJ.

DICTIONAR- 0

Clarity, Beverly E., Karl,Stowasser and Ronald G. Wolf,
eds. A Dictiona 0f Ira7i: En ish-Arabic. (Richard
Blade Harrell Arabic Series, No. Washington, DC:
Georgetown Universitk Press, 1964= 202 PP. [ED 012
355 Resume only]

The approximately 10,000 entries primarily reflect
the basic4vocabulary of the Muslims from Baghdad, .

',although some southern Iraqi Arabic has been included.
Technical terms have been largely avoided. Eng)ish
homonyms are treated in the same,main entry., The
Iraqi gloss ab'd illustrative sentence, in tranScription
,(same as in A-Short Reference_Grammar of Iraqi Arabic
by Wallace M. Erwin), appear in the forms of a stan-
dard Arabic dictionary= ENDEA]

THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

Woodheed, Daniel R. and Wayne Beene. A Dictionary of
Iraci Ara6ic: Arabic-En list'. (Richard Slade Harrell
Arabic Series,'No. 10) Washington, DC: Georgetown
University Press, 1967. xiii, 509 PP= rED 016 212

Resum6 only3
A comprehensive dictiontrx,of the colloquial Arabic

spoken in Baghdad. Requires a-knowledge of Arabic
grammar and of the standard arrangementof an Arabic
dictionary. Stem vowels of the imperfect-and noun
plurals are indicated. Illustrative sentences are,
provided. Arabic material, is in transcription.
INDEA3

ARABIC, LIBYAN

TEACHING MATERIALS

Al-Any, Riyadh S. Libyan Arabic= n=p., 1968. 124 pp.

Designed to give speech practice. In the 24 lessons,
including seven reviews, grammar is illuStrated in dia-
logues and explained in structural terms. There are .

Completion and response drills. The Arabic material iS

in transcription.

Applegate, Joseph. Li_yban Arabic. Washington, DC:

Howard University, 1968. 191 pp..

For use'in an intensivegourse. Deaigned to give
speech practice. In the 17 réaions,.grammar is ex-
plained in stru.7"--ral terms and illustrated in dia-
logues with buildups and in 'exercises. Lessons 18-24

contain review dialogues and drills. The Arabic
material is in transcription. [PC]

Crawford, Kenneth P. A Short Course in Libyan Arabic.
Princeton, NJ: Princeton University; Libya Peace Corps
Program, 1966. 153 pp. Tapes=

Each of the 24 lespons,contains basic sentences, .

dialogues, vocabulary lists, and exercises. The Arabic

material in in transcription. [PC]
a

Cymenaican Arabic: Basic Course, Units 1-24. Washing-

ton, DC: Foreign Service Institute, Dept. of State,
n.d. 111 pp.

Designed to give,speech practice. Grammer is illus-
trated in dialogues'with buildups and explained in
structural terms. No grammar drills. Pronunciation
information And repetition drills on all vowels and 0n
problematic consonants in lessons 1-4. Arabic material.
is in transcription, with stress marked by a diacritic
and intonation marked by punctuation. [FSI]

Tri olitanian Arabic, PLP,100 Course. Overseas -

grams Language Publications.) Washington, DC and
Beirut, Lebanon: Foreign Service Institute, Dept.
State, 1966; yzciii, 418 pp.

Designed to give speech practice. In the 50 units,
grammar-is explained in strUctural notes and illustrated
'in dialogues and basic sentences with buildups wniCh
are to be memorized. There are pronunciation,_substi-
tution, correlation, and response drills. Transcrip-

tion used throughout. Arabic-Englich word list.
[FSII

Griffini, Eugenio. L'arabo parleto della Libia.
Milan, Italy: Ulrico Hoepli, 1913, li, 378 PP.

The main part 0f the beek is an Italiat-Arabic

7
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dictionary. The Arabic material is in transcription.
Inflections and conjugations for the Arabieglosses
are provided. An introductory chapter contains a
brief reference grammar in traditional terms.

Panetta,t Eater. 'L'Arabo_Parlato a Ben-rasi. (Gram-

matiche e lesscj delle lingue dell' Africa italiana)
Rome, Italy: L breria dello Stato, 1943, 2 vols.

DICTIONARIES

Boris, Gilbert. -xique du parler arabes des MaraZig.
(tbudes arabes et iAlamiques, Ser. 3: Etudes et
docUMents, 1) Paris, France: IMprim6rie nationale,
1958. xv, 686 pp.

intended for the speakeeof French. Assumes fa-
miliarity With the arrangeMent of a standard Arable
dictionary. The approximately 4500 entries are in
the Arabic script and in transcription. Includea a
brief liSt of soUrces, abbreviations of tribal names,
and an explanation of the transcription used.

ARABIC _MAITESD

TEACHING MATERIALS

Aquiline., Joseph. Teach Yourself Maltese. (Teach
yourself books) London, England, English Universities
Press, 1965. 240 pp.

Designed to give speech, reading, and writing
practice. The first section of the book contains an
outline of the phonolegy. In the 31 lessons, grammar
is-explained in structural terms and illustrated in
numerous examples. Vocabulary is introduced in lists,
where the patterns of word-structure are also given to
illustrate the construction of the various parts of
-speech. The exercises consist of translating, supplying
articles, forming the plural, and giving the derived
form of verbs. Maltese material is in the standard or-
thography, accompanied by a transcription in the section
on phonology. Key to exercises.

BUtcher, May. Elements of Maltese: A Simple, Frac ical
Grammar. London, England: Oxford University Press
1938. r xi, 200 pp.

For self-instrUctional purposes. In the 12 lessons,
grammar is explained in traditional terms and illustrated
in unrelated sentences. Translation drilla. The,intro-
duction includes an outline.of phonology. Key to ex-

ercises.

Sutcliffe, Edmund F. A Crammer of the Maltese Language
with Chresbomathy and Vocabulary London, England:-

Oxford University Press, 1936. xvi, 282 pp. [2nd ed.

1949].

READERS

ArberrY, Arthur J. A Maltese Antholo . Westport, CT:

Greenwood Press, 1975. xxvii, 280 pp; [Reprint -of

--1ondon-1960 ed.] .

Selectionaof prose and poetry-illustrating a
variety of styles.and accompanied by tranSlatiOns.

GRAINARS

Aquillna Joseph.: The Structure of Maltese: A Study
A.11 Mixed-Grammar and Vocalmilary. Valletta, Malta:
Royal University of Malta-, 1959.
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DICTIONARIES

Barbera, GinseppeM. Dizionario maltese-arabo._
italiano, con una graiTtmatica comparataarabo-maltese.
Beirut, Lebanon: Imprimerie catholique, 1939- Ji0.

4 vols.

Busuttil, Edgar D. Kale.in -1 unaru Malti-in 1.
Valletta, Malta: St. Joseph InStitute, 1 1. 9 pp.

A Maltese-English dictionary. ApprOxxmately

30,000 entries.

Dizz unarlu iliz U malti. Vallet a,

3 vols,

a, 1947-.1955.

ARABIC,3/LNURITANIAB

TEACHING MATERIALS

Al-Any, Riyadh S. Spoken Msuritnnian Arabic. Rev. ed.

n.p., 1969. 100 pp.
This is a revision of a text originally designed

for a 12-week course for Peace Corps trainees learning
Hassaniya, the national language Of Mauritania. The

material is arranged in two stages, a pre-speech phase
and an active phase. The first stage is intended to
give the students a paSeive knowledge of the phonology,
morphology and syntax. In the second stage, the same
material is presented in the same order and the student
is drilled in production of the language. The intro-
ductioncontains a brief comparative sketch of the four
regional dialects of Hassaniya, which differ mainly in
vocabulary and usage,.rather then morphology and syntax.
A bibliography and table of phonetic symbols are in-
cluded. Arabic material is in phonemic transcription.
Maps. [PC]

GRANRARS

Cohen; David_and Mohammed el Chennafi. Le dialecte

arabe assani de Mauritania (parler de fa. Sable .
tude arabes et islamiques:. Etudes et documents,

5.) Paris, France: Librarie C. Klincksieck, 1963.

ix, 292 pp.
A-linguistic grammar utilizing a structUral approach.

May be used for reference purposes. In three parts:

phonology, mainly a discussion with few examples;
morphology, numerous examples follow items described
with translations; and texts, poems, a narrative and
several long dialogues with. translations- Descripticin
is based on former studies and four'principal inform-
ants from southwest Mauritania. Phoneiic transcription *

used throughout. Bibliography.

Nicolas, Francis. Lalangue berbare de'Mauritanie.
(I.F.A.N. M6moires, no. 33) Dakar, Senegal: Institut
Francais d'Afrique Noire, 1953. 475 pP.

Contains basic elements of grammar, texts, vocatai-
laries, and a lexical index listed according to:Toots.

ARARIC, MOROCCAN

-TEACHING MATERIALS

Abdel-Massih;'Ernest T. Advanced Moroccan Arabic.
Ann Arbor, MI: University:of Michigan, Center for
Near Eastern and,North African Studies, 1974. xii,

A
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244 pp. Tapes, Part U.
Based on author's An Introduction to Moroccan

Arabic. Designed to give speech practice. In five
parte. Part I: Notes on the system of transcription
and the phonological system of Moroccan Arabic. Fart II:
A series of 38 texts, followed by questioas, which are
adaptations of field tapes. Provides-an introduction
Jto Moroccan customs, ethnology, history, folklore and
literiature. These units supply a specialized vocabulary
for'the field researcher. Attempt also made to present
important regional styles of expression. Part
Appendix A, 24 verb tables. Part IV: -Appendix B,

glossary of technical and grammatical terminology.
Intended to serve as a brief referenCe grammar Part V:
Arabic-English and English-Arabic lexicons. All vo-
cabulary items in this volume and in ifie author's
Introduction.

. An IntroduCtion to Moroccan Arabic. Ann Arbor,
MI: University of Michigan, Center for Near Eastern
and North African Studies, 1973. xix, 438 pp. Tapes.

Designed to give .speech practice,. In six parts.
Part I: Phonology, 20 pronunciation drills to acquaint
the Student witfithe system of transcription.employed
here (in striking contrast to other systemt of tran-
scription used for Moroccan Arabic). Part II: 10
basic Units which present the essential grammar of
Moroccan Arabic. Part III: 10 units that introduce
dialogues varying in length and structural complexity
with explanations of new grammatical points. Conver-
sations also designed to serve as an introduction to
Moroccan culture. Part IV: Appendix A, 24 verb tables.
Part V: Appendix B, glossary of technical and gram-
matical terminology. Part VI: Arabic-English, English-
Arabic lexicons. All vocabulary in this volume and
Advanced Moroccan Arabic.

Buret, M.T. CdUrs gradud d'arabe uarocapj_graiaire,
prononciation, yocabulaira, exercices. th ed.

Casablanca, Morocco: Librairie Farairre, 1956.
119 pp.

May be used for self-instructional purposes. In
the 25 lessons, grammar is-explained in traditional
term's and illustrated in translation drills. Vocabulary
list in each lessoin Phonolomr outlined ia beginning
lessons. Raman transcription used throughout. Verbal
paradigms are appended.

Cleeman, Elise. YallEho: Manuel d'Arabe diale
ris, Franco: M717.7'dreTTIT-54- 2 vols.
Designed to give speech, reading, and writing ,

practice. Traditional school text with compre-
hension, conjugation, and translation exercises. Gram-
matical points of lessons set in different color.,
French-Arabic, Arabic-Freneh glossary. Transcription
used throughout.

_ -

ftairell, Richard S., Ybhammed Abu-Telib and William S.
coUrSe in Moroccan Arabic. (Richard

Slade Harrell Arabic Series, No78Tt-TraiEiTigton, DC:

Tapes. 012 361 Resumd only]
Designed to give speechpractice. Arabic material,

in transcription, is arranged in two independent sections
consisting respectively of 130 lessons and 97 short dia-
logues with brief grammatical and cultural notes. After
_lesson 12, the les5ons and dialogues may be combined:
'In the lessons, grammar and vocabulary are introduced
in phrases and sentences and explained in structural

THE DDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

termo. There are repetition, completion, substitution,
response, combination, transformation, and a few trans-
lation_drills. Vocabulary is limited to 650 basic
entries, new items being listed in each lesson. In-

troductory sections contain an, outline of the phonology,
with sounds desCribed in terms of place and manner of
production, as well as repetition drills, some of which
are contrastive. Appended are a grammatical index and
an Arabic-English glossary. [NDEA]

Migliazza. Ernest and Wall Alami, Spoken Meroccan
Arabic: Pre-Speech. Prelim. ed. Bloomington, 1N:
'Indiana University, Idtentive Language Training Center,
1966. 3 vols. Tapes.

The pre-speech phase of a basic course. "-May be
covered in three weeks. Designed to give the students
a passive knowledge of the significant Sound patterns
and a superficial understanding of the grammar or the
language. Phonology and grammar are Outlined in struc-
tural terms with nUMerous e*amples. The Drill_B60X
contains dictation, translation, and identification
dril'is of-sound and grammatical constructions. The
Teacher's Supplementary Drills contains the items

,recorded on tape and accompanying the text. The
dialect of Rabat is represented, written in tran-
scription., fP01

Nekrouf,- Youris. Methode active d'arabe dialectal.
Rabat,-Morocco: tditions de l'oia---7--le-jm-757-7ii=71.

3 vas.
May be Wed for Self-instructional-purposes.

Designed to-give speech and reading praCtice. In the
50 lesfonS, grammar illustrated in narratiVes and
explained La-traditional terMs. There are PronUncia-:
tion,-repetition,,translationvparaing, and response
drills and exereites. Arabic materiel is in tram-.
scription, With the iteMs being emphasized'color-coded.
Appendedare a grammatical index, and Arabic-French,
French-Arabic glOSSaries. Vol. III, a supplement,
contains Lessons 51-100, which are dialogues in the
Arabic script.'

Sa'id, Majed F. Spoken Moroccan_Arabic; text and
descriptive grammar. Washington, DC: Georgetown
University Institute of Languages and Linguistics,
1955, -148 pp. (M.A. Thesis)

Designed to.give speech practice. In the 15 lesson
grammar is explained in structural terM5 and illustrated
in conversations and sentences with bUildups. Pattern
practice exercises.

Scholes, Ir6ne and Wali Alami. Spoken Moroccan Arabic.
Prelim. ed. Bloomington, IN: Indiana University,
Intensive Language,Training Center, 1966. 2 vols.

Designed to give speeeh practice. The 54 lessens
ofthe pre-speech phase contain outlines of phonology
-and grammar: vocabulary lists, and recognition and

translation drills. In the 22 lessons of the active
phase, grammar is explained in structural terms and
illustrated ia dialogues and exercises. Vocabulary.

raw
[PC]

Spoken MorOecan Arabic. Lntermediate . Preltm.
ed. -1310Omington, IN: lIndiana UniVersity, Intensive
Language Training Center, 1966. 64 pp. _

intended tO increase the StUdent's flUeney inrArabi-
and introduce same., to certain typical aspect:a of Morocc
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e Contains 20 dialog .
h translation. Arabic material in transcription.

and 15 folk tales,_each HesuM6 only]
'Intended for the student who already has had a

course in introductory Moreecan ArabiC. Structural
in approach. In three parts: phonology, morphology,

Smith, Harlie L., ,jr. Moreccan Arabic: Introduetory
Conrse Units 1r20. 'Prelim. ed. Tangier, MOrocco:
FOreign SerViee institute, Department of State, 1965.

DeSigned to give speech practiee. From lesson seven
:on, the dialogueS with buildups Serve aS a baSe for
Structured conversation. Grammar is explained in struc-
tUral terms. There are pronunciation, substitution,
completion, transformation, and tranSiation drills.
Arabic material is in transcription. [FRI]

READERS

Alami, Wall A. Moroccan Arabic Intermediate Reader,
Parts I & II. Prelim. ed. Ed. by Carleton T. I-{odge.

Bloomington, IN: Indiana University, intensive
Language Training Center, 1969. 2 Vols. [ED 031 698,
031 713]

Assumes mastery of a basic course. To be used in
conjunction with Richard Harrell's A Short Reference '

Grammar of Moroccan Arabic and a dictionary. In the
19 lessons of Part I each lesson consists of pre-
drill sentences.(intended to irltroduce vocabulary and
structures in the text); translations of sentences;
texts which are culturally oriented; notes; and
comprehension, writing and composition exercises.
Arabic material is in transcription. Vol. II contains
the Arabic script verSion of the first seven texts,
and 20 additional texts with no notes or translations.
Material is handwritten'indended to introduce the
stUdent to colloquial Moroccan Arabic writing style.
[NDEA]

Brunot, Louis. Textes arabes de Rabat. (Rabat',

MOroccO. Institut des hautes etudes marocaines.
PublicatiOnS, v., 20, 49) Paris, France:
193152. 2 vols.

Texts with transcription and annotated notesi
tensive glosaary. Entries inclnde-'Variants, leVels of
USage, grammatical information, referenceS to texts.

F.;Geuthner,

Levi-ProVengal, EVariste: Textes arabes de 1'0uarr a,
dialecte des Jbala. Maroc se-tentrional . Rabat, Morocco
,..-titut des hautes &Ludes marocaines., Publications,
v. 9) Paris, France: E. Leroux, 1922, 285 Pp-

Brief description of morphology. Texts are written
in script with transcription, translation, and notes.
Index of words.

Loubignac, Victorian= TexteS arabea des Zaer; tran-
seription,_traductionnOtes et lexique. (Rabat,
Morocco-. Institut des hautes etudes marocaines.
Rublications,x. 46) Paris, France: Max BesSon,

--1952. 594 pp.-
Part.I contains texts of stories in script and

phonetic transcription. Part II is an ethnography.
ApPendices include riddles With_translations and an-
swers Arabic-French=gloary
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and syntax. -Brief descriptions'are followed by numer-
Ous examples with translations. The dialect deacribed
is that of educated urban tpeaker$ from Fez, Rabat and
Casablanca. An appendix of an annotated collection of
42 texts (with no translations) by. Liouis Brunot and
edited by the author included- Phonemic transcription
uSed throughout. CNDEA1

Mercier, Henry. Grammaire arabe; exercices, corn-gas,
lexique. 3rd rev7;a7--(RithOde mOderne diarabe par16
marocain, 1) Rabat, Morocco: gditiOnS La Porte, 1945.
204 pp.

Traditional pedagogical grammar. Transcri _-on
used throughout. Arabic-French glossary.

Omar, Margaret K. From Eastern to Weatern Arabic.
(Basic Cour3e Serie;TWashington, DC: Foreign Service
InstitUtet; )ept. of State,, 1974. viii, 47 pp. CED 096
8531 JAvailable from GP03 -

Intended for Americans who have a goed COMmand of .

an Eastern krabic dialect, and who wish to learn a
dialect,of Weatern Arabic. Structural in approach.
.Levantine dialect used as the "base" and cemparedeto
Moroccan (11alect. Deals with pronunciation, wordS and
affixes, sentences, vocabulary ;and social situations.
ApPendices inelude verb tables, false cOgnates, variable-7'
words in,dialects, and an Arabie-English glessary.
CFSI1

DICTIONARIES

Harrell, Richard S. ed. A Diction3 of Moroccan Arabic'
COmp= by Thomas Fox and Mohammed_Abu-

Talib.'- (Richard Slade lia=rrell Arabic Series, No.-9)
Washington, DC: Georgetown University Fress,3l966.
xxi, 268 pp.

PresuppoSes a familiarity with the basic grammar
of Arabic. Concentrates pn the core VOcabulary,Of
everyday life pf educated sPeakers in Fez, Rabat, and
Casablanca The arrangement is alpbabetical according
tO the tranacription. Necessary grammatical informa-,
tion is given with the entries.' Illustrative sentetices.
An introductory chapter OutlineS the phonology. ENDEA5

Mercier, Henry. Dictionnaire arabe-franqais. (M6thode
moderne d'arabe par16 marocain, 4) Rabat, Morocco:
Editions La Porte, ,1951. 280 pp.

-
Parts of apeech, levels.of usage, and grammatical

information provided. Transcription used throughont.

. Dictionnaire frdngais-arabe. 2nd ed. (Mahode-
moderne d'arabe parre marocain, 3) Rabat, Morocco:
gditions La Porte, 1959. 508 'pp.

e

Sicard, Jules. VoCabulaire francals-arabe, dialeete
marocain. 5th ed. Paris; Franed.-1,- Larose, 1954-7
2 pp.

Harrell, Richard S. A_Short Reference_Grammar pf
MoroccamArahic, ifith an Appendix of Texts in Urban
_roccan Arabic b- Louis Brunot. (Richard Slade Harrell

Arabic Series, No.,1 Washington,- DC: Georgetown ;

-University Press, 1962. xxiii, 263 pp:- CED 012 357.

.Sobelman, Harvey and Richard S. Harrell, ecls, A -.

Dictionary of Moroccan Arabic:, EnglishMorocean.
Comp. by Thomaa Fox et al. (Richard,Slade
Arabic Series, No. 3) Washingtoa; DC: Georgetown.
Univeraity_Press, 1963. 228 pp. [ED 012 359 ResUme
only]

For use by English-speaking students f
the base grammatical structure of.Moroccan A
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Aims at presenting core vocabulary of everyday con-
versational unage, with approximately 460 entries. '

TeChnical and literary mattera have been avoided:. The
Arabic material is in transcription (explained in A
Short'Reference Grammar of MoreccanArabie bytRich;rd
S. Harrell). Entries,.including phrases and idioms,'
contain reference to parts of speoeh and to grammatical
irregularities. ELlustrative sentences are used to
clarikk Syntactic and contextual functions of'Moroccan
-entries and in cases where several Moroccan words
. correspond to one English word. ENDEA] .

TEACIEGIG KATERIAIS

Trimingham, JohaSpencer Sudan Colloquial Azabie.
4th ed. London, England: Oxford University Press,
1959; viii, 176-pp. Tist pUh-.19391

Grammar is eiplained-in traditional terms,and
illustrated in numerous_sentonces.: Rarratives and

.dialogues are writteain tranneription and in English,
translation. The dialect of Omdurman is represented
except for,the Jezira dialectal material of Part

READERS

Hillelsono Sigmar. Sudan Arabic Texts with translation
and glossarys Cambridge, --A: The University Press
1935, xxiv, 219 pp,. .

Texts of prose, poetry and drama.,'Texts up to
Act.65 are in transcription; arabic script unedmostly.
after thaf.. Selected Arabic-English glossary.

Burtons G.S.M. Sudan Arabic Notebook.. London
McCorquodale andlCo., 1934. xi, 251 pp.

Crofts, J.N. P]Some Features of Su_ -eseColloqu
.Arabic.1.1 'M.N., thesis, University of Leeds, 1965.
65 pp.

orsley,ALlan. Sudanese Grammar. London, Engl
ociety.for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1925. vi,

80 pp.

England.

ial

and:

'

Brief reference grammar in-traditional termw.
Modified Rommn transdription ued throughout.

:

DTCTIONARIES

Hilleson, Sigmer. Sudan Arabic; E ish-Arabic.

Vocabulary., 2nd'ed. London, E d. The Sudan'Gov-
ernment-,,1930. xxviii,1351

A revision of H.F.S. Amery's dictionary 1905)..

Intended for_speakers_of_Epg4sh. The approximately
3500 entries include parts'of speech, levels of Usege;
and illustrativel,hrases. Entries a1S6 intraas-
'iteration., The ihtroduction containaa synopsis of.
Arabic graMmar.

Roth-LalY, Arlette. Lexique dos prlers arabes tehado-
spudattain:, _Aa:Arabie-English-French Lexicon pf the
Dialects S- ken.-in the Cbad-Sudan Area.' Paris, France:
Centre Nationale de la Recherche Seientifique, 1969-71.
3 Vols. of 4. ''fBa.035 890, Vol. I, Resumd

See entry under 'AAABIC,
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ARABIC ,-_$YRIAN

TEACHING MATERIA1S

Alveray-,- Andre d'. Petite introduction au parler
libanais. '21ad, ed. Beirut,_Iebanon:' Dar el--

Machreq, 1970. 3 vols. in i.
Tart I contains 24 lessons. Grammar is. illustrated

in texts. VocabularY, grammar not6s,:,and translations.
Part II is an Arabic-Freneh.vocabularyincluding
list or. ;oote.:-Part III is a grammatical outline in
traditional terms. All Arabic material is also td

transcription.

;Benedict, Warren C. and Mad N. Kal. Levantine
Arabic Basic Course. Beirut,- Foreign Service
institute, 1971. -4 vols.

Designed to give speech and coMprehension practice.
.in the 104 lessons, dialogues serve asa base for struc-

\ tured-conversation; lessons 84104 designed for com-
prOension practice. Grammatical notes-in-structural
teiims. There are pronunciation, translation, and pattern

practideexercises. Phonamic.transdription. used
throughout.' [FSI]

Farha, Hanna H. Arabic To Intensive Course
Spoken Arabic. Beirnt,-, Lebanon: Farid N. Ssyegh, 1975.
416-pp. Tapes.

A general introduction to Levantine Arabic, and to
a considerable extent, to the spoken Arabic of Egypt.

2 May be used for self-instructional purposes. The 30
lessons contain dialogues to be committed.to memory,
-basic sentences, grammatical explanations in structurall
terms, and idioms. There are substitution, translations
comprehension, transformation, completion, and replace-
ment drills and exercises. Vocabulary is introduced
in lists. Modified Raman transcription toed throughout.

Ferguson, Charles A. et al. _Dqmascus Arabic. Washington,
DC: Center for Applied Linguis13 PP.
[ED 003 868]

Designed Lo give speech practice. In lessons 1-15,
grammar is illustrated in dialogues which serve as a
bane for comprehension exercises and for structured
conversations outlined in English. GraMmatical expla
ations are in gtructural terms. Lesson1.7 contains a
'dialogue, and lesson 19 a narrative and two supple- .

mentary dialogues. There are pronunciation, response,
. transformation, translation, substitation, true -and
false, and completion drills. Vocabulary list in each .

lesson. The Arabic material is ih transcription.
[FSI/NDEA].

Harb, Hadia H. and Raj T. Misr. An'Intermediate
Co o.uial Arabic Course. Beirut, Lebanows Librairie
du iban, 1973. x,'2 9 Plo.

Designed for students-who haVe already had an
i:atroductory course in colloquial-Arabic or a praCtic
experience in it. Contains 30 lessons.

Jor4anianfArabic: PLP-100 Course. ,Beirut, 'Lebanon:
Foreign Service Institute, DepartMent of State, 1
3 vols. . ,

Designed to give speech practice. In the 50
leasons,' grammar is illustrated In dialogues with
luildups which serve an a base for structured con-
viarsation. grammatical explanations are in struetuial
terms. There are preinunCiation, substitution', aubstitu-
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tion-correlation,.translat on, and response drills. The
dialect represented ie'that spoken in Amman and vicinity,
the Arabic material is in transcription. An Arabic-
Engliah,glossary is appended in Vol. III,, [PSI]

Kapliwatski, Jochanan. CoiloquiaJ. Arabic.

Rubin Mass, 1968. 108 ,

Jerusalem:

Nasr, .Raja T. Collo lel Arabidi An Oral,Approan.
Beirut, Lebanon: ,Librairie du Liban, 1974. iv, 196 PP
[Reprint of 1966 ed.]

Designed to-give speech practice. in the N.leasons
ammar isillUatrated-iri-diaidgtea-WithbUt-bUiidupt-7

and in pattern-sentences. Vocabulary is limited to 600
items, some of Which appear in topically arranged liats.

- there are pronunciation, response, and translation
drills. An,introductory section autlinesthe phonology
in articulatOrytermt. Appended are common expressions,

. proverbs, Stories and songs, and Arabic-English,
English-Arabic glossaries.

O'Leary, De Lacy. 0sqliguial Arabic. London, England:

Routledge and Kegan Paul 1971. xviii, 192 Pp. [Re-
. .

,print of- 1926 ed.]
See entry under ABABIC EGYPTIAN

Rice, Frank A. and Majed F. Sa'id. Eastern Arabic;
An Introduction to the_Spoen Arabic of:Palestine,
S- ia and Lebanon. Belrut, Lebanon:, _ yai, 1

PP.
Designed to give speech practice. in the 30 units

grammar is illustrated in sentences with buildupd-and
ineluded in substitution, response, and transformation
drills.- Outline of phonology-and repetition drills on
minimal pairs in an introductory chapter. Information-

about stress, vowel prominence, the transition-veWel,
and intonation in units one-three. Vocabulary is
introduced in pattern and structure sentences and.there
are supplementary vocabulary lists. Gram:mar index.

Glossary._ f,

&low, James A. Lerintine Arabic: introduction to,

Pronunciation. Washington, DC: Foreign Su-ice
Institute, Department of State) 1971. viii; 100 pp.

Tapes: [ED 054 667]
For self-instructional purposes. Based on con-

trastive analysis of Levantine Arabic and American
-.English, but may also be used'for other dialects _of

There'are 19 sections with familiaritatieb,

,reading, dintation, discrimination; reccignitioni
4mimicrk, and transformation drills.- 1F5I/FC]

Spoken Syrian. Monterey,- CA:: Defense Language
Institute, 1969. 2 vols.,

Assumes reasonable command of_modern_standard Arabic
Leasons 17-18'are culturally oriented; 19-60 deal with
military subjects. [DLI]

,

Resumd only]
Intended for the student who-has, or is in the

process'of acquiring, an-elementary knowledge of-Syrian
Arabic. Structural in appreach. In four parts: ,

phonology; morphology (parts II and III): base forms,
inflectional forms, derivational.gategories and inflec-
tional categories; and *-ntaar.:71huierous examples with-
translations. The dialect desdribed.is primariiy that

: of-the:educated-Damascene. Modified Roman alphabet-
used threughout. Bibliography.: Index: [-NDEA]

! 1

briver,.Gedfrey Rolles. A Grammar of the Colloe____
abic-of-Syria-and-Palestine-.-- London, _ gland:

probsthain and Co., 1925. xii, 257 pp.
A traditienal grammar: Covers parth- or speech

everb, noun, adjective, gonjunctions, etc. ), with the
verbal and nominal-adjectival systems covering-the
major portion of the book. Examples follow each item
described. Roman transcription used throughout with
-the-exception of the chapted on]the Arabic alphabet!
Bibliography. Index.

Piamenta, Moshe. Studies in the Syntax of Palestinian
Arabi le Verb Forms-in Subordinate-and Main
Clauses _of Compx Sentences. Oriental Notes and
Studies,No.. 10 Jerusalem: The Israel Oriental
Society,.1966.- xvli, 232 pp. .

Intended for the specialist. An inquiry into the
form-content dichotomy of the simple verb in Jerusalem
Arabic. Includes_srbibliography.

Shawkat, Mahmoud H. A Descriptive Grammar of Edueated-_,
'Damascene Arabic:. Ann Arbor, MI: University Microfilms
1962. iii, 100 pp.

.

7 A libguistic grammar, intended for the specialist.,,.
Based on the TO]principle of linguistics. In three' ,

parts:, phonemics, parts of speechi and major types of
syntactical constructions. Numerous examples follaw,
brief'descriptions. Ten illustrative tables on such
Subjects as major intonation patterns, affixes, and
inflection. Appendices: lists of geminate clusters,
bon-geminate initial clusters7and consonant-vowel and.
vowel-consonant-sequences. Analyais is based,on
Swadcah longer list and specimens of continuous dis-
course. Phonemic transcription used throughout:' Bib-

liography.

DICTIONARIES

Elihai, Yohanan. Dictionnaire' de l'Arabe
.pa1estinien: Francais-Arabe_. Paris, France:'

Librairie' C. Klinckaieck,'1973. 1118 pp. .

] Entries include parts of speech,' levels oflusage,,,
grammntical information,,and illustrative phrases and
sentences. Regional variants indicated. ]Pgman tran-
scription used throughout. Brief grammatical sketch
precedes dictionary.

ar3.6,

Biehr, Kamal M.A. 'A Grammatfpal Study of Lebanese
Arabic.".,. Ph.D. Dips., University of London,.1956.

xxxii),435 PP.'

Cowell, Mark W. A Reference Grammar gf Syrian Arabic
(based on the dialect of Damascus), ,(1tighard Slade-
Harrell Arabic Series, No. 7) Washingten,'DC: George-
town University Press. 1 xiv, 587 pp.. [ED 012 358'

preyha, Ania-K,--DiCtign7ar
in the s-oken Arabic o
No. 19 Beirut, Lebanon
HeirUt, 1947. 207 pp.

Nasr,,Raja T. An_English-Colioquial Arabic Dictionary.
Beirut, Lebanon: Librairie du Liban2.1972. Xxiii,
285Pp.H

el-f-NonClasnical-Vocablea-
Amnon. Oriental_Series,
American University of

.'Approximately'9,000 entries.' Arabip material in .
modified phonemic transcription. ,Levele-pf wage,
parts of speech, and grammatical information provided

2
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L
wheredeemed necessa

StoWasser,-Karl and-74ukhtar-Ani, A Dictionary of
S,--ian Arabic (Dialect of Damascus): English-Arabic.
Richard Slade Harrell Arabic Series', No 5)

-_,
.Vashington-,-DC: , Georgetown University press'i 1964.

-xi, 269 pp. [ED 012,360 Resum6 only] fi
An English-Arabic dictionary; The approXimately

l...

15,000 entries represent an essentially colloquia
vocabulary. English homonyms are treated as separate

i.

main entries. The Aiabic gloss and illustratire sen-
tences, written in transcription, are in theJorms of
'a standard Arabic dictionary., :;ENDEA] f -

AEA= _TUNISTAN

TEACHING MATERIALS

-Inglefield, Patrick L., Kacem Ben-Hamza and Toufik
Abide. Tunisian Arabic basic course. Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University, Intensive Language Training Center,
1970. 2 vela. [ED 043 013 MF only]

Designd to give speech and reading practice. In

'the-104,1essons, there are dialogues accompanied hy
brief grammatical explanations, vocabulary notes,
pattern=prectice,and comprehensive exercises. Intro-
ductionito phonoloky in Vol. I and cultural notes in

. Vol. IC: Phonemic transcription used throughout.
ENDEA3

Jourdan, J. Cours pr*aaue d'arabe d.iaiecta1jJrazrunaire
et vocabulaire exercices, versions thames. lare
ann6e. 7th rev. ed. Tunis, Tunisia: C. Abella, 1956.
285 pp.

May be used`for self-instruction. Eight lessons
on pronunciation and writing (:transcription is also
used) with exercises. Forty-three lessons with gram-
matical explanations, in traditional terms, exercises
and vocabulary lists.

Scholes,- RobertJ= and Toufik Abide. Spoken.Thhisian
Arabic. Prelim; ed. BloOpington,_IN: :Indiana Univer-
sity, Intensive Language ''fraining-denter,1966. 2 vols.-

'-Foi--ase In a' 12'-weei-iatehaiVeCOUrieWith approxi
mately'360 classroom hours.- A,pre-speech phase and an
active phase. The 80Je55ons of the first phase, de-,
signed to promote comprehension, include brief explana-
tion of phonology aaa grammar, recognition and transla-
tion drills, and vocabulary lista. The 40 lessons or
the second phase, which emphaaizes production, contain

,,dialogues, gramMar explanation, vocabulary, arnd excx-
discs. The Arabic material is in transcription. I

[PC] 0

wtephensod, Edward. -Tunisian Arabic. Providence, RI:
Brown University: Peace Corps Training Program, 1967.

Pesigned to give Speech and writing practice= In
the 31-lessons, grammar is, illustrated in dialoguea
accompanied by notea and exercises. Prontineia4on
information and drills'. The-Arabic material is/in,
Arabic script, partially supplemented by a'transcrip-
tion. [PCI,

TUnisien Arabia, Providence, RI: Brown Univers

;

1966. 296 pp. Tapes,
May be-Used for self-instructional purpo e

Designed-to give speech practice., The,75 le
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can be covered-Inapproximately 300 hours of elass-
,1

rowahd-laboratory,instruetion. Grammar is illns-
trated in dialogUes with buildups and explained in

-
fstructural terms. There are pronunciation, repetition,
'substitutisin and comprehension drills, the-latter in
the formal* statements, anecdotes; stories, and joken.
Supplementary vocabulary lists. The Arabic represented
is thd colloquial speech of Tunis and is written in
transcription. The introduction includes a brief
deseriptibn of sounds. Appended are outlines of

-comprehension exereises in English. [Pa

Maamouri, Mohamed. "The phonology of Tunisian Arabic."
Ph.D. Diss., Cornell University; 1967. v, 169.-0;

A synebrOnic descriptibn Of the phonemic system
of present day educated colloquia]. Tunisian Arabic,
'primarily based on the dialect of Nabenl, North East
Tunisia. Segmental phonemes, supra-segmental features
such as: stress and intonation, emphasis, allophonic
variants; the syllable,'and the morphophonolcig4cal
alterations discusSed in detail. . Kt

N,

DICTIONAIES

,

Essafi, Tahar.1 Dictionnai e a abs'J a s dialecte
tunisien. Tunis, ThnisIa ..A.P.I., 1942. 107 pp.

POcket format. Onitile whole one-word definitions.
Arabic material in RoMan transcription.

Lentln, Albert. SuTpldment au dictionnaire pratique
arabe-francais de Marcelin Beaussier. Algiers,
1959--

See ARABIC4 ALGERLAB

Nicolas, A ,Dictionnaire _ Abe-Erangais Idiome
tunisien.: 2nd ed. Tunis, Tunisia: C. Abella,
193-8-34 pp.

ARABIC, WRITING'

Abdel-Malik. Zn.ki M. The writing system of modern
standard Arabic. Salt Lake city, UT: The Author,
University of Utah, Middle East Center, 1976. 308 pp.

Designed to teach reading and writing of Arabic.
For the student-with no previous knowledge of Arabic.
Models, explanations and exercises in.hn order
designed to develop the ability to make the nee-,
essary contrasts, in forming letters.

Abdo, Daud A. and Salwa H. Abdo. Arabic Writing and
Sound Systemsf. Urbana, IL: University bf Illinois,
1968. ix, 114 pp. [Also pub. Beirut, 19681

Designed/to give speech, reading, and writing
practice. Three to four letters are introduced in-
each of thenine lessons.- A final review contrasts

lettersare introduced in
simple basic sentences where the'vocabulary is mainly
restrietcq to proper names. The materials are written
4.th vow4 markers except for the basicaentences. A
handwritt,n model is appended-to each lesson. Sounds
which ar problematic to the speaker of English are
describe in articulatory terms, and transcribed,land
includs4 in words for repetition (contrastiVe) drilla.
Appende are an alphabetical list of the Arabic letters
and On ndex.

i and Naguib Greis. Writing Arabic: A
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. Linguistic Approadh Pram Sounds to Script. 2nd, rev.
Leidenr Netherlands: E.J. Brill, 1972. 142 pp.

DIED 011 110, 1965.ed.3
_use vith an instrucor and designed togive

reading and.writing praetice. Tp be used in conjunetion
with Beginning Arabic'(by the Same authors) or as an

_

\independent unit.' Intended to relate Arabic writing,
the Nasx `and Rugea styles, to the Arabic sounds of..
modern literary Arabic and the colloqUialArabic Of
Cairo. The cantentsare: a general introduction to
the Aral* script with examples, cbarts of the' alPhnbet
with arraWsjndicating the orderof strokes,identifi-
cation and writing;drilPA, and chapters en the Hamzai
finallaCh1/,-pronaminal suffixes, and Arabic numerals.
Appended are drill sheets.

Mitehell,Terry F. Writing Arabie:
duction to the Ru!'sh Script, London, England: Oxford
University Press, 1970. i', 163 pp.,. [Reprint of 1953-

ed.]
For use in conjunction With a basic!courwand a

rgrakmar., :Designed_ftrq.-giVe-yrritint-prdetied;- The'
written system oP4Arabic Wpresented within the frame-
work of classical ArabieUbrds. The order of treatment
of.the'letters mainly follows the dictionary order but
is based on-,calligraphic similarities existing between

,them. The reading passages are in both the calligraphic
and the cursive style and in transliteration.' The
functions of thaletters'are explainedland their initial,
medial, and final forms are iilustrated. Appended are
'a bibliography, translations of examples, reference
tables, relevant terminology, and examPles of simplified
uriting.

!

.=,

Rice, Frank A. The Classical Arabic Writing System.
Cambridge, MA: Center for Middle Eastern Studies,

.;-Harvard.Univeroity, 1999, 58.-9p. I

A pedagogical treatment.Pf the Arabic acript.
The system described is a variety of #le informal style
of handwriting used east of Libya. Letters and si
are separated. Writing conventions wich refer to-
sounds are distinguished from conven ions which refer
lto forms in the grammar. One letter is described at a
time with illustrations of.its vario9s shapes. No
exercises.

I

.

Sammer, Francis E. The Arabic Writirt in Five Lessons
with-Practical Exercises and a Key. iNew York,,NEY:,

,

_Frederick Ungar, 1942. 20 pp.
For self7instructional purpones. Designed to give

reading and writing practice in'the printedSorm of
the Arabic seript. Organization is according to the
form of the Arabic letters, which ar_ explained and
illustrated in:words. There are dri4Us in translit-
erating and in writing the Arabic sc --Amended
is' a key to the exercises.

!GENERAL REFERENCE

Bakalla, M.H. - Bibliography of Arabic Linguistics.

London, England: Mannell Informal n/Publishing
1975. xxxviii No pp.

TEACHING MATERIALS

HEBREW

Blanc, HaiM. Intensive-s oken Isra li Hebrew or An
-intermediate advanced level Israeli Hebrew refresher

4 4

course. Tortland, OR: English Language Service.,
Monterey, CA: Defense Language Institute,j 1966.
7 vols. Tapes. [ED 024-942]

Primarily intended'for self-instructia purposes,
but must be used with tapes. Designed to give speech,
reading, and writing practice. Ledsons edntain
dialogues, basic sentences, narratiyes,.and
with translations. There are'grammar notes explained
in structural terms', and:vocabulary, repetition,
comprehension, and dictation exercises. tater lessons
involve military terminology. Cultural.cOntent reflects
Israeli life. [DLI3, ,

Blumberg, Harry and Mordecai R. Lewittes. Modern HebreW:
A FirSt-Year Course_in Conversation, Readirsg,_ and
Grammar. Rev. ed. New York, NY: Hebrew PUbliah
Co., 1963.7 2 vols.

Designed to give speech, reading, andiwriting.prac-
tice. Grammar is explained in structurs. terms and
illustrated in narratives and dialogues which serve as
a base for struhtured conversation. ThereAre trans-
latiorWtansformhtioni-coTlerAtion, 'COmpletiot,(sub 1

stitution, and comprehension diills and exercises.-
-Appendices include Usefnl classroam .expressions, list
of idioms and expressions, cardinal:and Ordinal numbers,
noun and verb paradigms. Hebrev-Efiglish! English-
Hebrew vocabUlaries.

and

Cain, Judith and Paul Enoch. Babet Ushma: Teaching
_Guide Ph±ladelphia PA: Center for Curriculum Develop-

ment, 1966. 129 pp. Student,Workbook. 1 55 PP=
Picture Book. 88 pp. Records and Tapes. Filmstrips
[0.P.]

An integrated Multimedia program for-the teaching
of the Hebrew language as it is spoken and written in
firael today.

Castberg, C. and Lillian W. Adler. Reading Hebrew
(Ashkenazi): A Programmed Instruction 'Book. New Yo k.
NY: Behrman House, vols. in 1.
Teacher orientation material; 9 pp. 1

Sixteen lessons, each with 30 frames, designed to
teach only Hebrew letters and sounds. (No attempt
made to teach 'speaking or comprehension.

. I

Coffin, Edna. Lessons in Modern'Hebrew. Ann Arbor, I.

University of Michigan Press, 1976. 3 vols. Tapes.
Designed to give speech and reading practice._ In

'taw lesson materials,colloquial and mOdern literary..
standard Hebrew are presented simultaneously. Grammar
is introduced paradigmatidally, and illustrated in
dialogues and tftts. There are nUmerlads grammatical
drills; later leisons also include connected texts.
Except.for vocabulary lists and,paradigpis, fehrew
material is completely unvocalized. IAttempt is also
made,to teach variants ar the same forms as used in
_farmal and informal situations. Tapes are complete
redordingo of nll material found in 'texts.

Feinstein, Marnin. Basic Hebrew; a/textbook of con-
temporary HebreW. New York, NY: Bloch Pub. Co.,
1973. ix, 305 pp,

1

Designed to give reading and writing practice.
In the 64 lessons, grammatical explanations are in
traditional terms. Reading and tr :sldtion exercised,
Also includes verb tables, and Heb ew-Efiglish, English-
'Hebrew glossaries.

Gabbay,,Edmond. Progress_vaHebrew. London, Efisland:
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E.& J. Gabbay, 1970. 105 pp.
Introductory section on pronunciation with readi

exercis s. Section two contains the essential rules
under'yin r__g the parts of speech with graduated conve-
sation4. Section three discusses the verb and its
construdtions with conversations relevant to each
construction. Grammar index.

Israeli Hebrew for Speakers of English, Books 1-3.
' Provisional Edition. Series ed., Peter Cole, Urbana,

IL: Galli Publishing Company, 1975. 3 vols.
Intended for university and high school students.

:Designed to give sgeech and rdading practice Texts
may be used in conjunction with drill materials de-
veloped through ihe PLATO computer-based system at
the'University of Illinois, Urbana, Unit for.Foreign-
Languages Study and Research. Hebrew-English, English-
Hebrew vocabularies.

KOdesh, Salomo. Israel with a amile.
,Thrbuth Foundation, 1970. 266 pp. !+

Designed to give speech and reading practice.s In'
the 50 lessons, there are no grammatical eXplanations.
Lessons include topical conversations with translations,
vocabulary and idioms. There are identification,
recognition, completion, construction', rearranging,
and reading exercises. Hebrew script used throughout.

New York, NY:

Levy, -Harold. Hebrew for all. Rev. pd. London,

England: Vallentine, Mitchell, 1970.-- 469 pp.
Elst_pub. 194-.3

Designed to give speech, reading, and writing
practice. .In the 42,1essons, grammar-is explained
briefly in traditional terms, and illustrated in nar-
ratives. There are reading; repetition, and transiat on
exercises. Appended is a brief reference grammar.

Manual of Ta e ebrew, Levels 1 & 2. Brooklyn,

. New YOrk City Board of Education, 'Bureau of Cur-:
riculum, 1970-74. 2 vols. [ED 043 006, 117 939 Nif

only]
Tape scripts of Hebrew instruction manuals designed

to accompany audie tapes prepared for use in-the New
York City secondary sohools. Primarily intended for
teachers. Scripts'include a wide variety of grammatical
drills, reading materialS, and vocabulary designed
to encoUrage independent study. Level ti:vo focuses

gn the verbal system.

Modern Hebrew _basic reading. 1st ed. Modern
Languages SriesT Alhuquerque, NM: Teaching- Machines,,

Inc., 1962. 2 vols.
For self-instructional pexposes. Designed to give

'reading, wrifing and speaking practice. A'en units
consisting of 2541 framestWith explanations and drills.
Requires 17-25 hoursfor eompletion. At the end of,..

the course, the-student'should be ready to undertake
an advanced course of_stUdy in the grammar_ and con-
versationof modern Hebrew.

-Reif, Joseph and Hanna Levinson. Hebrew Basic Course.
(Basic Course Series) Washington, DC: Foreign
Service Institute, Department of State, 1973 kxxvi,
552 pp. Tapes. [Available from GPO] [Reprint o[
1965 ed,:] [ED 014 050]

Designed to give speech and reading practice in
modern Hebrew. In the 40 lessons, grammar is illus-
trated in dialogues with buildups and explained in
'structUral terms. Review dialogues serve as a base
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for structured conversation Ther_ are repetition, .
substitution, expansien, transformation,' translation,
and response drills. SUpplementary vocabulary is
Illustrated in sentences. The langUage is represents.-
tive of the everyday apeech oreducated native Israelis.
TranscriptiOn with stress indicated by diacries and
intonation by,punctuation also u8ed throughont,.:
Appendices,coVer:, tests (interpreter Situation or
taped); information aboutrthe'standard orthography
and spelling rules; aha a reader composed of the
basic dialogues fremlesthons 11-40, -with no tran-
scription provided, and followed by narrative re-
capitulations; and 30 reading Selections with vocab-
ulary.lists' and illustrative sentences. Hebrew- .

English,glossary. [NDEOSI]

kieger, Eliezer and Elhanan indelman. Everyday Hebrew.
Jerusalem: Youth and:Hechalutz DePartment of,the
World Zionist Organization, 1954. 262 pp.

Designed to give speech and reading practice.
May be mastered in approximately 100 hours. The 20
lessons are divided into four parts each of which
contains a review. Grammar is illustrated in narratives,-
dialogues, and songs and explained in traditional terms.
There are translation (into English) and completion
drills. Vocabulary is limited to Soo items. -The Hebrew
material is also in transliteration.

Rosen, Haiim B. A TextbOok of Israeli Hebrew. ,nd ed.
Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1966. xv,

398 pp. [Reprint of 1962 0.]
Designed to give reading, and writing

practice ef Israeli Heb-ew, and comprehension of the
less complex passages of Classical-Hebrew. Sections
1-32 emphasize modern conversational Hebrew. There-
after the student is introduded to modern literary
and biblical Hebrew. Nine sections explain the syn-
tactic and formational features of post-biblical
Hebrew. Grammar throUgnout the book is explained in
strUctural terms and illustrated in sentences. There
are translation, sentence conatruction, substitution,
campletion, and transformation drills and exercises.
Introductory survey of phonology and orthography.
Appendices cover: English index, Hebrew word-index,
terminological index, and an analytical-table.

Uveeler, Luba and Norman M..Bronznick. Ha-yesod.
Fundamentals Of Hebrew. New Brunswick',

the State University, 1972. xv, 359 PP. -

Grammatical explanations are in structural terms.
There are reaponse, translation, and conjugation
exercises. Verb paradigms. Primarily deals with'
modern Hebrew, but some reading passages from Biblical
Hebrew provided. EnglishrHebrew vocabulary..

Wallenrod,,Reuben and. Abraham Aaroni. Modern.Hebrow
Reader and Grammar.- New York,'NY: Zevi Sebarfstein,
3.142-45. 2 vols.

--Fer-uSe ihI.gh school andin college Alid designed
to give speech and reading'practice. Grammar is illus--
trated in dialogues and narratives, and explained in
traditional terms. .There are completion', respon
trAnslation (into Hebrew), parsing, hnd transformation

READERS'
"..

Barns, Nebamah. Tekstim be-mad'e-ha-bevra (Sidrat
ovrot tekstiyim madaiim shel ulpan ha-kaylt Jerusalem.-
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Hebrew University, 1970. .159 PP. SuPPlement 99 PP.
, I

Reading.exercises in Social sciences for foreign
stude.h- in Israel. Supplement is a dictionary.:

Takatim be...madWg ha7Yaliadut. (Sidrat-bovrot
kstiyils madailm shel.ulpan ha-kayits) Jerusalem:

.Hebrew Univero--"ty, 1970. .190 pp. Supplement. 89 PP.

Twenty-seven texts with vocabularies mnd exercises
folloWing each se ection. Intended primarily for
foreign st!udents. in,,,Israel. No notes or.translations.
SuppleMent it..a Hebrew,English glossary.

and Mazal !gets comps. Tekstim be-madee
haruab.: (Sidrat hovort-tekstiyim madaiim.shel ulpan
ha-kayiis) Jerusalem: Hebrew'University, 1970.
.120 pp. _SUPplement. 83 pp.

Twenty selections for reading practice in humanities
with vocabularies and exercises following each text.
No notes or translations. SUpplement is-a Hebrew-
Priglish glossary.:

Blum, Shoshanah. Sifro la-student. (Sidrat;hovrot
tekstiyim madailm shel ulpan ha-kayi s) Jeruoalem:
Hebrew University, 1969-70. 3 vols.

Designed to teach reading to the student who has
some acquaintance with the language.. Lessons arranged:-
in ascending order of difficulty. Numerous exercises.
Hebrew scripi used througbout. No translations.

Epstein, George,L. and Max Zeldner, eds. Modern
Hebrew Literature:- Selections with Concise Biographical
Notea,_Exereises and.Vocabularies. New York,
Hebrew Publishing Company, 1948. x, 257 pp.

.The Hebrew material is in the Hebrew script.
Hebrey-Englishglossary.

'--
Mansoor, Menahem, ed. News a er Hebrew Reader Vols.

& II. Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin, Dept.
of Hebrew and Semitic Studies, 1971. 3 vols. Vol. I,
ED.047.318 Resumd only, Vol. 11 (1 & 2), ED 055 514/5153-

Designed to introduce the student to the modern
Hebrew of the Isrddli press. Assumes knowledge of the

, basic structures of the language. Vol. I contains.
unedited texts from-front page news coverage. Vol. II
contains reports, features and editarials. Both volumes
include vocabularies, annotations and exercises.
Orthographibal variants.not normalized.' Hebrew-English,
English-Hebrew cumulative vocabularies at end of each
volume.' .[NDEA]

ed. Galia Simon and Yemima Rabin, comps. Modern
Hebrew'q.iterature Reader Tor Advanced StudentS, in Two
Volumes. With Explanatory Notes, Exercises, Vocabularies
and Introductions. New York; RY: KTAV Publi
House; 1971. 2 vols... [ED 050 624/6251

Thirty units of selections from Modern Heb ew
classical literature. Vol. I contains texts.-
erciscsi Vol. II, -nOtes and cumulative Hebrew.unglish
vocabulary. .[NDEA]

ng

Rabin, ChaiM Hebrew Reader. (Lund Humphrieb M de
Language Seriei)-IT-England: Lund Humphr, es,

1949.- viii2 135,PP.:
May be:used'fer self-instructional purpOses.

Assumes knoYledge of the basic grammar of Hebre
The 21 readings, accoMpanied by vocabulary lists and
grammatical notos, illustrate various styles of on-
temporary prose.-

Sherts, Nirah, comp. Lekatim. Sidrat bovrot
madaiIm shel ulpan ha-EFEU Jerusalem:\ Heb
University; 1969. 71 p. Supplement. IT pp.

Reading exercises in'liebrey for foreign students
in Israel. Supplement is a dictionarY=
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ekstiyim

Halkin,,AbtahaM S. 201 Hebrew Ne bs.
Barron's Educational Series,- Inc., 1970.7. pp.

'Tebbe used for reference.purposes% /Tully conjugated
verbs.

Livny, Isaac J. and Moshe
for_Schools And Colleges. Jerusalem: Rubin Mass,

95 PP.- -

Pedagogical grammar. De igned to give reading and
writing practice of biblical and modern Hebrew. Tra-

ditional'imApproach. Deals mainly with letters
vowelt, the verb and the noun; other parts:of speech
are briefly treated. .There are conjugation, punctuation,
reading, and comprehension exercises. Tables of verb
conjugations.

:Tarmon, Asher and Ezri Uval. Whot pe'alim. 2nd ed..

Tel-Aviv, Israel: "Or eeKol". 1972. 98=Pp.

Hebrew.verb tables. Seventy-eight model conju-
gations of 820 Hebrew-verba. Eadh table indludes the
infinitive, the name of the conjugational pattern, 'the
name of the type,. and the root form.

Williams- Ronald James. Hebrew SyntaxAr(Putline
Toronto, Canada: University of:Toronto Press, 1967.
xii, 122 pp.

Deals with syntax of thp noun, the verb, particles,
and clauses. Structural in approach. Includes tables
of references:and Hebrew index.

ba. A Hebrew Grammar

DICTIONARIES

Alcalayilleilben. The Complete English-Hebrew Diction
ary. Tel,Aviv, Israel: Massadeh, 1965.. 2 vols. 4

Milon 'ivri-angli shalem.. The Complete'Hebrew-
:English DictiOnary. artford, CT: Prayer Book Press,
-Inc., 1965, 4 vols. ,

Intended for-the speakers ofhoth, languages. -The
more than 120,000: entries, in the Hebrew script,
include technical terms, slang, colloquialisms, and
abbreviations: aTe:entries' are' vowel-pointed.' The
English glosses,Lin the British spellings, include
equivalents, synonyms, and quotations from the Bible
and other ancient Hebrew sources.

Efros, Israel, Judah Ibn-Shmuel Kaufman and Benjamin
.Silk, comps. Milon ang1WiYri,
tionary. Ed. by Judah Ibn-Shmuel Kaufman. Tel-Aviv,
Israel: ,.The DVir'eublishing Co., 1966. xxxi, 751 pp.
111pplement.', 281 pp.. IFirsl. pub. 19283

ComprehensiVe dictionary intended for the speaker,
of Hebrew. Entries include parts of speech, illustra-
tive phrases and sentences, and encyclopedic informa-
tion. Included are a bibliography and a list of .

English irregular verbe.

?

Goldberg, Nathan,- New Funct oriel Hebrew-English and
Englishifebrew Dictionary, New York, NY: Ktav Pub-
lishing House,,2958. .355 PP.

A concise didtionary. Assumes familiarity with

6



the Hebrew scriPt and the arrangeMent of a-standard
Hebrew dictionary. Intries.include illustrative sen-,
tences and derivatives. The English-Hebrew section is
an indei of all the words that'appear in the Hebrew-
English section.

brossman, R. and M.H. Segal. COmpendious_Hebrev-English
'bictiona-7, Tel Aviv, Israel: Dvir Publishing COmpany,
1960. 123 VP.

Rybalt, Benjamin. Milon Makif 4ivri-angli yol. I. The
pmplete Hebrew=English Dictionar Israel:

Author, 1973 431.pp.
Entries include parts of speech and levels of usage.'

Scharfstein, Ben-Ami and Raphael Sappan= English,-Hebrew
DictiOnary. Ed. by Zeri Scharfstpint Tel-Aviv, Israel:
;Dvir Publishing Company, for Shilo Rub. House, New York,
1961, xx, 825 PR-

comprehensive dictionary intended for the speakers
Of both.languages= Covers the spoken and.written
guage and 'includes teChnical and scientific terms. :

Entries include parts of speech,'when necessary, levels:-
of style and illustrative phrases. The common differ-
ences between British English and.finericsn English are
identified.

Sivan, Reuven and Edward A. Levenston, comps. The New
Baptam4le iddo Hebrew & En ish_Dletionar- .New York,

NY: Bantam Books', Inc.-, 1975. 736 pp,
:English7Hebrew, Hebrew-English dictionary. , BaSed

on' the authorst The Me-iddo Modern Dictionar (1968,

2 vols., Tel-Aviv).-.Hebrev entries in,both Sections
are given ih the m4dern Israeli spelling, and include
all the relevant additional letterS, as vell as point-
ing to aid in pronunciation. Verba are placed in
'._aiphabetical order rather than under their root spell-
ings. Included are graMmatiCal outlines and tables of

.., irregular verbs and declensionsof Hebrev nouns and
prepositions..

Berber

DJEBEL NAFir

Beguinot, Francesco. Il.Berbo Nefassi. de_Fassate:
Grammatica testi rac olti della viva voce- vocabolar-
letti. Rome,.italy: Institut° per l'Oriente, 19
viii, 314 pp.
-. A detailed reference grammar of the language spoken
in western Libya. In addition to the descriptions 'of

-phOnOlogy-,-:morphologyv-and-syntaxi tbere-are-t-exta and
glossaries, with footnotes'. All texts are in roman
characters, tranbcribed according to the sYstem estab-
lished in the phonological description at the beginning
of the book-.

KABY.LE

TEACHING MATERIALS

Applegate, Joseph.R. Spoken Kabyle: A' basic course

THE MIDdLE EAST1?; NORTH AFRICA":-

e=-ublication .LOS Angeles, CA: University
of California, 196_. , pp. CAvailablejr0m author,
Hovard University; Washingted, DC.i CED 034 198]

Designed tO give speecli practice. Tventy-three
units contain dialogues, notes on phonology, morphology,
and syntax, and a narrative based.on the dialogue. .

There are cemprehension qUestions and pattern drills.
Early units.aIso contein.notes,on thepattern drills. ,

Phonemic transcription used throughout. [.NDEA]

Basset, Andre.and Jean Crouzet. Cours de berbare
(parlers de, la Kabylie). Algiers, Algeria: 2ditions
-"La-Typo=Litho" & Jules Carbonel-R6unies-, 1937. 176 Tp.-

Deacription of the basic elements of Kabyle grammar.'
Traditional in approach: DealS with nOunS, verbs, and
pronouns. Text handwritten. MOdified Roman transcrip-
tion used throughout.

Louis de Vincennes; Sr, and J.-M. Dallet, Initiation
a la lam _e berbare Ticab lie) ToMes I & II, For -
Nationale Grande-Kabylie , Algeria: Fichier de ADCU-
mentation berbare, 1960. 2 vols. in 1=

Designed to give,speech practice. Vol= I is a tra
ditiOnal pedagogiVal grammar with translation, comple-.
tion, and conjugation exercises'. Vol.. II contains .

further exercises, dialogues and sport topical. texts.
Pronunciati6n information Provided. Phonetie transcrip-
tion uSed thrOnghout Indices on pronouhs, tOponyms
and proverbs.

EADERS

Picard,"Andra, Textes berbares dans le .arler es

Ir en (Kablie .A.1 arie . Publications de l'Institut
d'etudes orientales d'Alger, 18) Algiers, Algeria: .

Impr. la "Typo Litho" & J. Carbonel, '1958. xxiV,
670 pp.

in two parts. Part I contains an Introduction,.
85 handwritten texts with.translations blyfacing pages,
and vocabulary notes. Part II is a glossary. Entries
are listed by root, centain grammatical ,information,
and contain references to the texts. Phonetic tran--

scription used throughout.

GRAMMARS

Applegate, Joseph R. An Outline of the Structure of
Kabyle. Los Angeles, CA: AUthor, 19#7. 12q
[ED 016 210 Resume' only] [Author at Howard UniversitY,
Washington, DO

'A descriptive grammar of the major structural fea-
tures of Kabyle Deals with ph0n6logyt morphology,-
and syntax= Str'uctural in approach= The last part Of
the study consists of sample texts conected from-
various informants. ENDEA3

Basset, Andra La langue berbare. (Handbook of Afri-
.can LanguaganLondan ,-England-LOxford -University
Press for the Institute of African Languages, 1952.
72 pp.

Grammatical outline. Dealn with phonology,' morphol---.-
ogy, and syntax. Short chapters on the vocabUlary and
writing systems. Comparative maps. Extensive bibliog-

- raphy.

and AndrTicard. Elaments. de graMmaire.berbare.
Algiers, Algeria: J. Carbonel Raunies; 1948. 328 pp,

A description of Kabyle as spoken in the region of
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.FOrt-NatiOnal.- On the whole traditiOnal in its approach
but uttlizes some modern linguistic principles. The
major portiait-Of----the-bookdeal_WSth the nominal; pro-
nominal and verbal systems of the language. Examples;

with translations,- follow items described. Phonemic

transcription lined:throughout.

.Genevois, Henri. .-Embarek- notes d'en uate lin-
sur pn Villa e des Beni-Smeil de Kerrata

SConstantine . Eichler de documentation berbare, 8.
ann6e, 14. trimestre, 1955, no. 49) Fprt-National

- - .(Grande Kabylie), =Algerie: R.P. Dallet, 1955. 81 pp.

'Brief grammatical deScription. Tekta-with tranSla-
tions. kabyle-French-glossary. Phonetie tranScription
used throughout.

Hanouz, S. Gremmaire terbare la 1 n e des or'' in -

du peuple berhare, Paris, Franpe, 1968.

Mammeri% Mouloud. Grammaire berbare Kabyle. Paris;

'France, 1976. 114 pp.
Traditional gramtatical outline. -Text in -Berbe .

DICTIONARIES

'Dallet, J.-M. Le Verbe kab-le loxi.ue .artiel du
-arlpr des At-Man ellat-_ Vol. D-TOrMea_aMI14L.
Fort-NatiOnalGrande-Xabylic , Algeria: . Fickler:del

doeumeatatioa;beWere, .1953- 491 pp.
-1.."-rkabyle-French dictionary. .-Eatries are listed by
:rroot, andeontain variants and conjugation forms.
Indices of verb series and conjugations, and a French-
Kabyle index. Roman transcription Psed.throughout.

Vocabulaire Frarkoi=Enhyle a l'usage deaelavep de
l'ecole Departementale. Bordeaux, France: Delmas,

Chapen, GoUnouillon, 1933.. xix, 166 pp.'

RIF

TEACHINCLMATERIALS

Justinard, Leopold V. Manuel de_berbare marocain-
dialecte:rifain. Faris, France: P. Gauthner, 19;6.

37

Spain: Ministerio de Asuntos Exteriores, Junta de
Relaciones Culturales, 1944. xxii, 4411'pp.

Entries include parts of speech, levels of--.usage,
-And-idlustrative'phraSes.

Dicaionario rifegoespanol
Madrid, Spain: Instituto de Estudios Africanos, 1949.
ixxiii, 336 pp.

Etymological dictionary. Entries also'listed in
Arabic script at times. Parts of speech and levels.of
usage sometimes. IntroductiOn COntains a summary of
Berber langpage studies, notes on distribution.and
characteristics of Rif. Extensive bibliography.

VA
_

DICTIONARIES

Ibaffez, Esteban. .Diccionario espaflol-senha dialect° /-

bereber de Senhaya de_Serd-17+-r=-MadrIlr, Spain:
Afriannos, 1959. xxv,.-382-131).__

READERS

Institiato-:

SHAWIA

Basset, Andre. _Textes-berbares de l'Auras (parler des
;alt Yrah)..,,OlicAt,i9na-de_l'Institutdqtudea
Oriatalea-, Facalie dea-Tet-&-IB-eC4ciences humaines
d'Alger, 23) Paris, France: Libairie d'AmeriqUe'et
d'Orient 1961. xii, 353 pp.

Texts with translations, notes, and grammatiOal.

notes. Phonetic transcription Used throUghout./

Mudoz, Bosque A. Manual de conversao n Bereber rifefta.

Madrid,-Spain, 1920. .

Peregrin, 0ings. Rudimentos de berober rifeno. Tetuan,
Morodcoi imprenta E1 Mahdia, 1944. . 123 pP. 0

An elementary textbook.

RAMMARS

:Applegate, Joseph'. Tho_Structurp pf Riff% Los Angel -
CA: -Author, 1963. J6 pp. CED 016 208 Hesurs6 only3
[Author at Howard University, WaShington, DO: .

-A deScriPtive grammar. In three part-a: phonolcigy,

morphology, and syntax. The phonemes are describekin
terms of distinctive features. The' marphemes are
divided.int6 sterna, affixesi-and particlep. The son--
tence structure is described ip terms Of Verbal Senten-
bes, nomdnal sentences, and those in which the cOnstit-
uents are particles- or their Substitutes. 1NDEA3

-DICTIONARIES

GRAMMARS

Mercier, Gustave.* Le Chaouia_de l'Auras,
France': E. Leroux, 1896 80 pp.

Grammatical description with texts.

Penchoen,'Thoinas. Etnde e taxi.ue d
des AitFrah,aLUIENI. Paris, -_ance: _cole

:des Hautes ktudes, Universite de Paris', 1966.

Pa i 2

-arler berb

DICTIONARIES

Huyghe, _ Dictionnaire chaoula-arabe7kabyle_et ,

frangais. Algiers, Algeria: Jourdan, 1907. 571 pp.

ria:

Dictionnaire franceds-chaouie.'
-urdan, 1906. . 750 -DP.

Algiers, Alge

TEACHING MATERIALS

Aspinion, R. A
dialectes chleuh

_ons le berba : Initiation 'aut
Rabat, Moroccol'.-Fel_x Moncho,

'Designed to give speech practice.' In the 37
grammar is explained in traditional terms. There are
two-way translation and Parsing drills. Lesson 37 a07-

7tains'a%sUnimary of the phonology: 'The dialect repre-
sented is that oT ANtuken and is written' in transcrip-.
tion. Appended ip a grammatical index.

lessons,

Ibanez, Esteban. Diccionario espagol-rifeRo. Madrid,

4 8

Justlnard, Leopold V. ,Manuel _de berbare ma ocain,
dialecte chleuh. Perla, France. Guilmoto;
:164 pp.

1914.



Laoust, imile. gours de berbare marocain: Grammaire,
vocabulaire textes. Dialecte du sons du Haut et AR
.L'Anti'Atlas. Paris, France: A.- Challamel, 1921. xi,

312 pp.
In the-60 lessons, grammar is Rxplained in tradi-
nal terms. Translation drills. The Shine material
"- transliteration.

RtALL 5

taing, Edmond., Textes berbares en .arler desChleuhs
dU.,Sous (Maroc). ,(Bibliotheque de _

des langUes orientaleS vivantes,,t&,6) Faris, France;
F. Geuthner, 1944-

1

(

GRAMMARS

ApplRgate, 4oseph tline of the Structure of
Shaba. (Progra0-1 Oriental Languages. publications.
Series. B: Aids no. 11) New York, NY; American
COuncilof Learned SocietieS, 1958, viii, 71 PT.

,

---UD7089
A.deceriptiVe-..trammar, intended_as a,general descripr

tion_n,f-:-thp7strileture-of-:,Shpha4--For-the SPeeialist. --

Structural in approach. Deals:with phonology, morph0--
phonemics, morphology, and.syntax in.outline form; FeW
examples. There is an illustrativeAext with inter-
linear and approximate translations. Shilha-English
vocabulary; classes of words are Indicated alOng With
gender and inflectional forme where necessary.
Phonemic transcriptiOn used throughout. Analysis iS
baded on-the speech of WO informants from Ifni, but
the dialect covers an area extending from Ifni-to
Agadir and as far east as Taroudant. Bibliography.
EACLS1

'WillMs, Alfred. Grammatik'aer SUdlichen Beraberdialekt-
(Sildmarokko). (Afrikanistisshe Forschungen,

7GlUckstadt 7 W- Germany: .J.J. Augustin 1972. 288 pp.,

DICTIONARIES

Ib6ffez, Esteb6n. Diccionario es aflo1,-baamarani (die-
'.1ecto bereber de Una.. Madrid, Spain: Consejo
Superior dejnveatigaciones Cientificas, Institut° dp
Estudios'Africanos, 1954. 3351:T.

Jordan, Antoine. Dictionnaire_berbare7fran ais (Aia-
lectes tallolhait). ,Rabat, Morocco': Editions Omnia,
1934. 158 pp.

Parts of speech, aome'leiels of usage and variants
.indicated. Roman transcription used throughout.

GRAYNARS

IAOUgt,2Mi1e. Siwa. Vol. I: Son earle-
tions de l'Institut des ha
or 23) Paris', France: I'

marocainea, 1931. .

' grammar, texta With translations, and glossaries.
Bibliographical notes.

SIWI

_IPUblica° _

-6tudes marocaines, t. 22 '

nstitut' dea hautes-6tudes

Walker, W. Seymour. The_Siyi_Language, London,'Eng-
land: K. Paul, Trench, Trubner &,Co.', 1921. 96,pp.

A short description of the dialect apoken near the
OaSiS Of Biwa. Texts and glossaries.*e inclUded as
Well as a ghOrt general deacription ofAhe area. Map.

T MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA

DICTIO ARIES

Stumme; Hans. "Eine Sammlung fiber'den berberischen
Dialekt (.er Oase Siwe." Verhandlung der. Kaiserliehe
SKOhsiche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipag:,
66.91-109;.-)L914

.

, A cpftarison of glossaries obtained from travel
rJOUrnals.

TAMAS_ K (_ AREG)

TEACHING MATERIALS

Applegate, Joseph. Tamasek. Washin_ on, DC: Howard
University, 1968. 611 -ii7-'fapes.

Maybe used for self-instructional purposes. Each
of the ten lessons presents a dialogue in two versions,
first with buildups, then without translation. -LessRns
11-20 contain collected grammar_notes- and suggestions
for future lapguage study in the field. No information
0n pronunciation. The TamasbekTmaterial-is-in-tran---
scription-TPCJ

Barth6, Albert. Manual 616menta1re de conVersation
touax-gua (Collection de Langues et Dialectes d'OU _e
Mer) Paris,'.France: Centre.des Hautes kudos
d'Administratiod Musulmane, 1952.

Containk todel sentences with French equivalents,
notes on pronunciation and grammar, and a.short list
of freqUent verbs. -There are also nOtes On geography
and a short bibliography.

-GRAMMARS

280 PP.

;-art7=1.1=111:n=, salg7eiGirsa,711::J.7uag fVersit6
d'Alger,,Institut de recherches Sahariennes, 1969.

Reference grammar. gt the WhOle traditional in
approach. Deals with the writing SyatemS, phonology,
morphology, and syntax. Numerous examples follow itms
described. Appendices include fortr.laic expressiOns =
how to utilize French expressions in Tamashek, weighta-
and measures, expressions Of time (seasonS, etc.)
Phonetic transcription used throughout. Based on
Foucauld'S werk.

'Prasse, Karl-G. Manuel de'grammaire tOurague
(tKhg.ggart). Copenhagen Denmark: tditiOns de
l'Universit6 de.Copenhague, 1972-74. 3 vols.

StructUral reference'grammar. Vol. I (chapters 1-3)
covers the phOnology, writing system', and the prOnoM-
inal,syatem. Vol. II (dhapterS 4-.5) is on the noun.
Vol. III (Chapters 6-7) deals with the Verb:

.DICTIONARIES

Cortade, Jean-Marie and Mouloud Memmeri LeXiqUe
aiS7toua_ dialeCte de l'Aha ar. (Travaui de

Centre de recher_heS anthropOlOgiques; pr6historiques
.et etbnographiques, Alger, 255) Paris, FranCe: Arts
et M6tiers graphiqUeS, 1967. '511 pp, .

Designed to aaompany,Foucauld's Tuareg4rench dic-
tionary; entries cross-referenced to the various NRJ.
umes. One or two-word definitions.

Foucauld, Charlen E. de. Dictionnaire touareg-
Dialecte de L'Ahaggar. Algiers; Algeria: J: Carbdhel

,
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-

Rgunies, 1951-52. h vols.
'Comprehensive diationary. :Entries listed in Tuareg

script and mOdified.Roman transcription. _Grammatical
.information, at times e)itensiVe, provided. Text hand-
written.

TAMAZIGHT

Abdel-Massik, Ernd T. A course in_speken Tamazight:
BeriberdiaSe-hz..ouchem
Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan, Center for'
Near Eastern and North African Studies, 1971. xxii,
456 pp. Tapes.,

'Deslgned te give_apeedh-practiee. Also planned to
serye-as-a-daftarative source for the study of the tWo.

=---Cualecte. The 20 unitg'are divided into -four parts:
I & phonologY-and contain texts-from Ayt
Ayache; III 1 IV repeat-thesame for Ayt Seghreuehen.:
Lesztons-contain' dialogues,-greetings, and common
expression8. Texts-also contain riddles and poems.
Few grammatical explanationa; text should be used in
'conjunction Vith the author's A Reference Grammar of
Tamazight,

Bisson,yaul. La ons'de berbare tamaZi h
des Alt Ndhir (Alt _7:amen . Rabat, Morocco
Monche;'1940. 290-pp. EC/j'.3

A conventional textbook for the studY Of the lan-
guage of central Morocco.

dialectei
Felix

'Destaing, E. Etude sur le dialecte berbare des AYt
50 hreuchen jmo -en atlas marocain Faris.France:,
Len:nix, 1920. lxxxviii,- 47i2 pp.

PhOnology, merphOlogy, and syntax.

Harries, Jeannette. Tamazight basie_ cgn,tree_(Ait Mgild
dialect). Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin,
African Studies Program, 1914. -212 pp. Tapes, color
slides.- LED 1014 12334

Designed to give speech and reading practice.
Thirty-two lessons contain pronunciation drills, gram-
matical explanations, drills,, independent model senten2
ces, dialogues,,reading passages, and vocabulary lists.
The,tapes.and slides are keyed to the lessons. .CFDEA]

Laoust, E. Cours_de berbare marocain: Dialecte du
'Maroc centrale. 3rd ed. Parin, France, 1939. 323 PP.

itude sur le dialecte berbare des Ntifa:
Grammaire, textes. Paris, France: Leroux, 1918.
4146, PP.

,

Loubignac, V. gtude sur le dialecte berbare des &lien
et-Aa SgOugen. (Rabat, Morocco. Institut des hautes
4tudes mareeainea. .PUblications, v; 14) Paris, Frilnce:

E. Leroux, 1924-25.
Contains,grammar, text; and glossary.

READERS

Pellat, Charles. Textes berbares d e des
'AIt Seghrouchen de la moulouya. Collection de.textes
berbaras marocain, 2) Paris, France: Larose, 1955.
Ari 174 pp.

AbdeI-Massih, Ernest T. -A reference grammar of
Tamaziht a cow.arative stud: of'the_Berher dialect .

of Ayt Ayache and A1vt_eAhrOM-c4PajMiddle Atlas)
Morocco. Ann-Arber, MI: Univeraity of Michigan, Cen
ter for Near.Eastern'and North African Studies, 1971.
xxi, 322pp.

Generative-transformational'im approach. To be
used with the author'e,textbook.

Tamazight Verb structure; a_generativeapproack.
nTlarana University Publications,. African Series,:
vol. 2) Bloomington, IN: Indiana UnlVeraity and The
Hague, Netherlands: Moutan & Co., 1968. vi,

Intended primarily for the specialist. StudY'con-
cerned mainly with the Structure of the unaugmented:
verb stem of Tamazight, its underlying base, the deri-

-liation of the augmented stems, the different tenseS,
and their modes. Formulates morphological, and low-
-level mOrphophonemic rhlea% ApPendix A contains 450
unaugmented 'verb Stems, their causative,'reeiprocal

, and passiye'stems as,well as nouns derivdd from.them.
Also(included is an alphabetical index which shows
unaugmented stems and numbers referring to their posA-
t4euis in the Appendix. ,Appendix B is a sample text
iitth literal and idiomatic translationa, Based On the
dialect of Ait:Ayaehe.

_

Johnson, Mary J. "Syntactic structures of Tamazight."
Ph.D. Diss.', University of California at- Los Angeles,-
1966. xii, 240 pp4 .

Intended for the specialist. Presents rules for
the derivation of the principal syntactic Structures
of the Zemmour dialect group-of Central Morocco.

Penchoen, Thomas G. Tamazight of".the Ayt N411-41. (Afro-

asiatic dialects, vol. 1) Los Angeles, CA: Undena
Publications, 1913. iii, 124 pp.

.
Descriptive grammar, on the whole generative. in:

approach. Deals with phonology, morphology, and Syntax.
Includes sample text. Grammatical appendix. Bibliog-
raphy.

/

DICTIGNARIES

Abdel-Massih, Ernest T.
Tamazi ht! Berber dialect
Arbor, MI:" University of
Eastern and North African

AolytSeghrouchen. .Ann

Mkchigan;'Center for Near
Studies, 1971. lx

uterized :lexicon of

398 PP.:
In fOur'parta.. I: Tamazight-Englishlexicdn. This

is the most complete section. It is suggested that the
reader consult it for complete listing and derivation '

of any of the TaMaZight'words listed in.the other lexi-
cons, .IX: English-Tamazight lexicon. III: CUltarai
lexicon. IV: lingaistic lexicon. Dictionary is
classified_into_functional categories.

ZENAQA

GRAMMARS.

Nicholas, Francis. La_3.te berbare de Mauritanie.
(M6moires;-33). Dakar,'Senegal: Institut Frangais
d'Afrique Noire, 1953. 475 pp.

Reference grammar, on the whole structural ih
approach. -Part. I deals with. the basic elementa of

-7-



Zenaga: phOnology and mOrpholo lune-
tionc-are discussed aS part of the morphology. Fart II
:centaits brief texts -- desCriptions, prose,'poetry,
Troverbs,.and fables with:interlFnear approximate
txanSlations and,soMp notes. Extensive vocabulary
notes. 'Entries also listediin Arabic script. Part III
is a lexical index classified by root. Included under
entries areconjugations and levels Of usage-..

-THE MIDDLE EAST & NORTH AFRICA'
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Index

Abu Dhabi Arabic: see Arabic, Arabian Peninsula

Afghan: see Pa hto

Afghan; see Persian, Afghan ,

Algerian; see Arabic Alge 'an

"Arabian Gulf Arabi_ see Arabic, Arabian Peninsula
\ ClasSical Arabic: see Arabic, Claadical

Arabian Peninsula Arabic : see 'Arabic, Arabian Penins-_ a
Cyrenaican: see Arabic, Libyan

Arabic,
Damascus Arabic: see Arabic,, Syrian'

Biloehi see BalUchi

Biluchi: ,,see'Baluchi

Chaouia: see Herber ShaWitt

ChleUh: see Berber, Shilha

Classical
Modern Standard
Algerian
Arabian Peninsula
Chad
Egyptian
Iraqi
Libyan,
Maltese
Mauritanian
Moroccan
Sudanes&

.!'-Syrian

Tunisian-
Writing

14
15 Dari: see Persian, Afghan
21
22 Djebal Nafusi

23 Eastern Arabic: see,_=abic, Arabian Peninsula
25

26 Egyptian: see Anabic,Egyptlan
27

27 Farsi; see Persian

27
.Gulf Arabic: see Arabic,:Arabian-Peninsula

30
32 Hassaniya: see Arabic, Mauritanian

-- 32
Hebrew

Armenian: see EaStern EUrope and the Soviet Union

Azerbaijani: see Eastern Europe and the Soviet tinier'

Azerit see Azerbaijani

Balochi,: see BalUchi

Balucht4

Bengazi: see Arabic, Libyan

Berber,

Djebel Nafusi 36

Kabyle 36

Rif 37

Senhaya- 37

Shawia 37

Shilha 37

Siwi 38

TaMashek '(Uareg) 38

Tamazight 39

Zenaga 39

Hijazi Arabic:' see Arabic, Arabian Pennsula
N

Israeli Hebrew: see Hebrew

Jidda Arabic: -,seeArabic Arabian Peninsula

Jordanian: see Arabic, Syrian

Kabyle

Kabul:Persian: see Persian 'A ghan

Kurdish

Kurmanjii see Kurdish'

Kuwaiti Arabic: Arabip Arabian Peninauld

Lebanese: see Arabic, yrian

Levantine:' see Arabid, Syrian

Libyan: see Arabic, Libyan

36

;..33

36,,



42

Magrabi: pe Arabic, Moroccan

-Maltese: see Arabic, Maltese
,

Mauritanian: see Arable, Maur tanian

Modern Standard Arabic: see Arabic, Modern Standard

14oroccan: see Arabic Moroccan

Naj,di Arabic: see Arabic,'Arabian Peninsula

'Ouargba_ArEbte,:-,1see_ArabicMoroccan

Pakhto: !see Pashto.

'Pakk.hto: 'see Pashto,

Palestinian,: see Arabic, Syrian Zaar Arabic: see Arabc, MOroccan

Pashto Zenaga

,Persian

Persian,

INDEX -

TaNelhait: see Berber, Shilhm

Tchad: see Arabic, Chad

Touaraque: see-Berber, TaMashek (Touareg)

Tripolitanian:, dee Arabic, Libyan_

Tuareg: see Tamashek

Tunisian: see Arabic, Tunisian

TUrkish

Western Arabic: see Arabic, Moroccan

Yemeni-Arabic: see Arabic, Arabian Peninsula

Afghan
Talik

Pukhto: see Pashto

Pukkhto: see Pash'io

Pushto: see Pashto

.FUshtu: see Pashto

Rabat Arabic: 'see Arabic, Moroccan

Rif(f)

SaEidi Arabic: Arabic, Egyptian

SaUdi-Arabic: see Arabic, Arabian Peninsula

Senhaya

1 3

13

37

37'

Shaula 37

Shilha

Siwa: See Berber

Si

Sudanese: see Arabic, Sudanese

Syrian: see Arabic, Syrian

,37

38

Tadzhik: see Persian, Tajik

Tajik: see Peraian, Tajik

TaMasek: see Berber, Tamashek Tuareg)

Tamashek

Tamazight

38

39

39
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